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The dissertation research focused on how executive level administrators
perceive external forces, environmental conditions and resource dependency as
components in a new economy that shape entrepreneurial decision making in their
community colleges.
The objectives of the research examined an expansion from public-supported
resource allocations, formulas and funding, tied to specific parts of a community
college’s mission, i.e., open access, to a decision-making model where the attainment
other identified external resources may have become more competitive to fund less
clear aspects of an institution’s mission. The case studies reviewed reduction or
elimination of past revenue streams that may have positioned executive level
administrators into a decision-making posture where they reallocated institutional
resources to areas of increased demand. Additionally, interviews, research documents
and other materials also identified external environmental conditions and resource
dependency as some of the forces that community college executive ievel
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administrators reported to have influenced their decision-making processes regarding
institutional policy, strategies, identifying new revenue streams, and program initiatives
in a new economy.
To what extent have executive level administrators potentially shaped or
reshaped institutional identification by focusing upon externally driven resources as
funding opportunities through active pursuit of workforce development grants,
partnerships, contracts or other revenue streams? In addition, the research also
addressed the thinking, perspectives and “mind maps'1 of executive level administrators
who make decisions about potential entrepreneurial opportunities for their community
colleges.
For community college administrators and other institutional stakeholders
contemplating expanding the college’s mission, this study provides foundational theory,
options, concerns, implications and recommendations that should be carefully
considered. Additionally, my goal was to shed light on two distinctly different
community colleges where environmental forces and decision-making strategies can
inform future practice at other community colleges across the nation. I hope that this
research study will assist all internal and external constituents to understand the
founding values of community colleges, their evolution, tradition, values and future
roles in American higher
education.
o
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A challenge for contemporary community college executive level administrators
(Presidents, Chancellors, Vice Chancellors, Provosts, Vice Presidents, Executive
Deans) is one of understanding and fully appreciating both the problems and potentials
associated with shifts from pre-modern to modern, and modern to postmodern in their
communities, the nation and the world (Ayers, 2005). Community colleges appear to
have moved beyond their modern self-organization of size and complexity with clearly
defined boundaries and organizational controls (Berquist, 1998). Two-year colleges
now appear to focus on links with the external environment—identifying new partners
in collaborative programs, offering customized training or service endeavors,
collaborating on trade relationships, competing in the academic marketplace and
responding with market-oriented training opportunities for outside organizations
demanding workforce training initiatives (Grubb, Badway, Bell, Bragg and Russman,
1997). Community colleges appear to have entered a postmodern world of
diversification, fragmentation, complexity and inconsistency (Berquist, 1998).
In entering this diversified and complex world, community colleges appear to be
replicating other higher education organizational behaviors through an identification of
new partnerships and links with the external environment (Scott, 2001). In higher
education, it appears that executive level administrators have taken action on external
forces that can provide “powerful resources” (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997, p. 68) by
engaging in “right-place-at-the-right-time” entrepreneurial decision making. In this
context, community college executive level administrators may be identifying new
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program partnership opportunities, influenced by the existence of powerful external
resources (Grubb et al, 1997; Scott, 2001; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). However, it not
clear or fully understood whether entrepreneurial opportunities are supporting core
institutional values or causing executive level administrators to shift the college’s
mission and, potentially reshape its identification in search of external funding
resources (Levin, 2004).
To begin this study, the following paragraphs briefly introduce relevant and
significant issues that shape this research. Discussion begins with a brief overview and
history of community colleges; proceeds to decreased public funding of community
colleges; continues with entrepreneurial forces affecting community colleges; and
concludes with executive leadership and difficult decisions. These and other topics,
relevant to entrepreneurial decision making among community college executive level
administrators, will be explored in more depth, detail and analysis in Chapter 2.
History of Community Colleges
From the establishment in 1901 of Joliet Junior College (JJC) to the present,
community colleges have become an integral component of a higher education system
in which students should be able to achieve educational mobility (Townsend, 2001;
Valadez, 2002). Community college growth in the numbers of colleges and enrollment
was steady during the early decades of the twentieth century (Valadez, 2002). During
the last half of the twentieth century, a broader community college mission expanded
from an initial founding focus on university transfer, to program initiatives that
embraced technical and professional, workforce development, and adult and
developmental education as pathways for more advanced training (Walker, 2001).
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After more than one hundred years since their initial founding, community
colleges have grown in numbers, academic and vocational program options,
enrollments, and have expanded to more comprehensive institutions while
simultaneously carrying out a number of complex and competing foci as part of their
open-access mission (Bragg, 2002). Amidst this expansion and growth, community
college missions continue to stress open access to curricular programs, college support
services and a societal link to their local community serving individuals who might not
otherwise participate in higher education (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen & Brawer,
2003; Cross, 1985). During these periods of growth, various programs have been
important to an expansion of community college offerings, such as enhanced options in
transfer opportunities and professional-technical careers preparation. However, these
programs have received different levels of fiscal support at different points in time
(Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Dougherty, 1994).
During the latter half of the twentieth century, community college administrators
remained closely linked to and aware of local community needs (Brint & Karabel, 1989;
Dougherty, 1994; Levin, 2000; 2001; Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001). These
administrators have consistently responded to technical workforce skills development
and local community needs through programmatic focus in a variety workforce skills
development programs. The historical context of open access to community college
programs and services continued to link societal and educational training needs through
“town and gown" partnerships with local communities (Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Levin,
2000, McGrath & Spear, 1991). Examples of past workforce development programs
included nursing, business administration, teacher assistant or other para-professional
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aide and trades training (carpentry, welding, automotive mechanics, etc.). Individuals
who completed two-year vocational program requirements received the associate of
applied science (A.A.S.) degree. Those who completed training programs of one-year or
less duration received a certificate (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Dougherty, 1994; Walker,

2001).
In the twenty-first century, community colleges continue to fulfill multiple roles
for their local service regions. These multiple roles result in program options that
include academic transfer to a four-year university, occupational programs that focus on
workforce development training or certification in professional and technical fields, and
other certificate programs for professional development or career retraining. Other pre¬
college programs span adult literacy and developmental education courses for those
students not college-skill ready to tackle the rigors of academic coursework. In addition,
community colleges also provide career guidance services for students and the
community, addressing the needs of those individuals who desire to return to the
workforce or retool in another professional direction. Many of these program options
and services not only comply with the institution’s mission of responsiveness to the
local community and open access, but also proliferate to meet the diverse student
population demographics (Bragg, 2002). As a result, constituent stakeholders may view
these roles favorably by citing the community colleges’ flexibility and open access in
response to local community needs. Conversely, when executive level administrators’
decision making results in a plethora of competing programs and services under one or
more fiscally resource-dependent rubrics, critics may point to these multiples roles and
categorize them as “mission creep’’.
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Many executive level administrators commenced fostering community
partnerships for workforce development training during the final two decades of the
twentieth century, and the numbers of community college students completing an
associate of applied science (A.A.S.) degree in selected occupational or professional
technical programs began to increase, while enrollments in other programs decreased.
Percentage growths in occupational programs providing training in professional and
technical fields represent a noteworthy expansion in the community colleges’ founding
mission focus: liberal arts transfer education. Slaughter and Leslie (1997) describe
broad changes in higher education and how the center of the academy has shifted from a
liberal arts core to an entrepreneurial periphery. In particular, Slaughter and Leslie
(1997) describe an increasing “marketization” (p. 208) of the academy in its shift away
from liberal arts focus.
Faced with shifting funding patterns from stated and the federal government that
supported local community endeavors, constituent stakeholders may now view
community colleges to be closing their historically-established-open-access doors to
students. Stakeholders may now witness decision-making-for-profit-models and a
reallocation of institutional resources as an attempt by executive level administrators to
identify with business and industry (Levin, 2000; 2001). This new or revised
identification may be a by-product of what executive level administrators perceive as
entrepreneurial decision making on behalf of their respective community colleges
(Levin, 2004). In addition, this new identity may appear as an enrollment and
recruitment opportunity in response to external market forces and environmental
conditions. These forces and conditions may position executive level administrators to
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engage in an entrepreneurial decision-making model that markets the institution and its
image to attract potential students into sustainable and enduring self-supporting
programs. Additionally, these entrepreneurial decisions may also generate diverse
revenue streams that can be used to offset other identified non-cost effective programs
and, potentially, generate profit for the institution.

Decrease in Public Funding of Community Colleges
To proceed with this study, it is pivotal to understand community colleges and
the shifting nature of their roles as resource-dependent institutions in a globalized
economy. Community colleges have always been resource dependent, but the type of
available resources, expanding from state-assisted appropriations support to private and
auxiliary enterprise funding streams, has become more complex, simultaneous to the
competition for these resources. In other words, traditional sources of revenue are
disappearing or are becoming less certain while policy, programmatic and the demands
from service regions continue to increase and often compete with each other (Evelyn,
2004; Levin, 2000; Palmer, 2001; Valadez, 2002). Thus, to what extent does this
competition position community college executive level administrators to examine and
understand their roles in decision-making processes in response to these complexities
and competition for available resources? Understanding an expanding role as a resource
dependent institution may help to explain how community college executive level
administrators perceive themselves to be engaging in entrepreneurial decision making in
their colleges.
Community colleges have typically depended upon enrollment-driven formulas
since their funding is largely dependent upon degree-seeking students (Breneman &
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Nelson, 1981). Specifically, state government appropriations to community colleges
are based on a unit-rate formula of faculty/FTE (full-time enrollment) ratios, or
allocations to an FTE student. Additionally, more than one-third of community colleges
recognize differential program costs in calculating allocations (ECS, 2000). These
differentia] program costs take into account multiple variables to include, class
enrollment ceilings or caps, equipment costs, general lecture classroom instruction costs
vs. occupational program expenditures, etc. Unfortunately, this funding schematic falls
quite short to allocating funds at community colleges where fiscal and staffing resource
requirements are high (Voorhees, 2001).
Beginning in the 1980s, external forces such as loss of or reduced state-assisted
funding, workforce downsizing through attrition and early retirement incentives, revised
governmental policies at state and federal levels, etc., were reframing higher
education’s landscape. Governmental officials and the tax paying public commenced
and have continued to demand more performance accountability and efficiency in
programmatic focus and relevancy, and have consistently identified more skills
development training which addresses a growing workforce demand in a globalized and
market-driven society (Boggs, Keyser, Otte, Robertson & Swalac, 2002; Gianini, 1995;
Levin, 2000; 2001).
The effects of globalization and external forces also need to take into account
community college financing, should address interdependence among stated, the federal
government and community colleges, and how these forces have shifted during the last
two decades (Voorhees, 2001). The decade of the 1990s presented funding
opportunities to strengthen institutions via a windfall of revenue surpluses and newly
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I
identified revenue streams in what appeared to be a vibrant national economy
(Voorhees, 2001). Community colleges appeared to have received adequate stateassisted funding, albeit disproportionate, during the 1990s to adequately fund new
programmatic initiatives and staffing requirements (Voorhees, 2001). Nationally, stateassisted appropriations, reflected in shares of community college operating budgets, and
grew from 56 percent to 61 percent from the 1990s to the first years of the twenty-first
century. However, these appropriations plummeted significantly in recent years.
Community colleges in Massachusetts and Colorado saw their state appropriations
shrink by 13.6 percent and 10 percent respectively during this most recent time period.
In addition, community colleges in California, Maryland, Illinois and Missouri also
experienced significant reductions in state-assisted support (Evelyn, 2004).
A more focused fiscal lens of the community colleges’ relationship to state tax
efforts includes a somewhat disquieting portrait of the relationship between
appropriations to higher education and personal income. Specifically, between 1979
and 1999, tax support to higher education dropped from $11.22 per $1,000 in household
income to $7.65, a reduction of 31.8 percent (Voorhees, 2001). In addition, enrollment
booms, steady throughout most of the 1990s, exploded in the first few years of the
twenty-first century as the number of high school graduates and older students returning
to college surged. However, simultaneous to these enrollment surges, stated’ perstudent spending decreased by an average of thirteen percent nationally (Evelyn, 2004).
During this late 1990s and early twenty-first century timeframe, Hovey (1999)
calculated that the annual gap between state and local revenues and dollars needed to
maintain services in all governmental programs including higher education, was 0.5
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percent nationwide. Thus, to what extent did this growing backlog in higher education
funding, including community college appropriations, have on prohibiting or restraining
any new programmatic initiatives heretofore funded from state or federal fiscal coffers?
Similarly, to what extent did this funding gap create pressure on executive level
administrators to identify new revenues and engage in entrepreneurial decision making
as attempts to close this gap?
Money is a primary driver of activity and performance in any higher education
system. Performance-based funding for higher education continues to spread among
stated as institutions address budgetary shortfalls, fluctuating governmental
appropriations, fiscal and staffing reallocations, and generally, “leaner and meaner
times” in the twenty-first century. Traditional sources of revenue are disappearing
while policy, programmatic and service region needs are increasing. Stated’ legislatures
have reduced annual or biennial funding systematically. In 2003, thirty-seven stated
made mid-year cuts or reductions to higher education totaling $1.2 billion (Selingo,
2003). College and university executive level administrators recognized a trend
indicating that other sources of revenue support would be needed (Roueche & Jones,
2005, p. 2-3).
These reductions in state-assisted support appear to shift public community
colleges' resource dependency from state-assisted appropriations to a dependency that
embraces new resource identification that may be potentially available from a variety of
external stakeholders such as private and corporate foundations, individual
alumni/friends donations, and business and industry partnerships. The availability of
these revenues and their ability to “exercise great power on these organizations”
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(Slaughter & Leslie, 1997, p. 68) may overshadow the institution’s historically mission
compliant standing in and link to its community, creating independent and stand-alone
programs within a college (Grubb et al, 1997; Heimovics, Herman, Coughlin and
Jurkiewicz, 1993). In the past, community colleges were supported “almost wholly by
stated and localities, a source of revenue that is no longer ensured” (Evelyn, 2004,
A28). Community college leaders have learned a hard lesson from these economic
reductions, recognizing the need for diversified support (Evelyn, 2004). Thus, to what
extent does this expansion of resource dependency from public state-assisted funds to
the private sector revenues result in an entrepreneurial decision-making model that may
also result in a new institutional identification (Levin, 2004)?
Recognizing external linkages and environmental conditions may be key factors
germane to identifying external revenue streams that can assist in a reallocation and
expansion of institutional support to occupational and other program initiatives. These
revenue streams may self-support a program aligned to the college’s mission and core
values. In addition, these external revenues may also support or supplement other non¬
cost effective institutional program and service initiatives that could be considered
peripheral to an institution’s symbolic mission. It is not clear nor fully understood how
the institution’s mission drives executive level administrators’ decision making,
posturing them to make “right-place-at-the-right-time” or “time-sensitive” decisions in
seeking material resources to support a symbolic or core mission, or a newly identified
one. Relying solely on an economic decision-making model in a resource poor
institution may posture executive level administrators to alter institutional mission focus
and, redefine core values. If this posturing does occur, to what extent do the institution’s
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symbolic core values influence executive level administrators to seek revenues that
support these core values? Conversely, to what extent does the availability of these
revenue streams influence administrators to act on opportunities that may be peripheral
to the institution’s mission, but may fund its operational infrastructure?

Entrepreneurial Forces in Community Colleges
Increased access to higher education and credentials seems more critical in the
twenty-first century as responses to fluidity in external market forces and environmental
conditions. This fluidity may affect American higher education, interdependence among
institutions, governmental agencies and corporate partnerships as executive level
administrators attempt to understand and respond to market forces and environmental
conditions (Levin, 2000; Valadez, 2002). Within this recent milieu of external market
forces and environmental conditions, entrepreneurialism in community colleges has
surfaced as an intense topic among constituent stakeholders, frequently appearing on an
institution's radar screen (Burrows, 2002). Executive level administrators may view
entrepreneurialism as a means to address a policy initiative and strategic plan, or as an
outcome of their decision-making processes.
Entrepreneurialism can be defined in a variety of ways when it is used in the forprofit and the not-for-profit sectors to include higher education institutions. As a
definition, further explored in Chapter 2, entrepreneurialism, in higher education, may
be defined as being characteristic of an entire college or university. The term may also
singularly identify separate organizational units, divisions, internal departments,
research centers, faculties and schools within a higher education system (Clark, 1998).
Conceptually, entrepreneurial suggests “enterprise”. The term addresses taking risks
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when embracing new decision-making practices whose outcome may be in doubt. An
entrepreneurial college or university actively seeks to innovate how it goes about its
collegiate business (Clark, 1998, p. 3-4). Entrepreneurial colleges and universities
actively address shifts in organizational behavior, resulting in a more promising fiscal
or other resource-driven posture for their future endeavors. Clark (1998) sees the terms
“entrepreneurial” and “innovative” as conceptually synonymous, particularly when
addressing local decision-making efforts in a college or university.
For this study, entrepreneurialism may be better understood in the broader
context of American community colleges and their mission foci. Cited as having self identified core values reflected in their mission statements, community colleges focus
on open access, responsiveness, resourcefulness and a clear commitment to teaching
and learning (Boggs et al, 2001; Valadez, 2002). Some internal and external
stakeholders to community colleges may view entrepreneurial decision-making
components as “seize the moment” opportunities to enhance an institution’s current
mission focus. Previously, some of these opportunities have included procuring federal
or state program development grants and community-based needs awards in literacy,
career and workforce development. Conversely, other internal and external constituents
may perceive these decision-making endeavors solely as risk-taking ventures in search
of material resources for the college. Some examples include community college
tuition income partnerships with business and industry for short-term training
certification, income-producing activities through owned and leased real estate
properties, auxiliary campus enterprises, requests for private or corporation foundation
support of new program and service initiatives and, partnerships that generate revenue

for an institution with other community based agencies. Cohen and Brawer (2003) refer
to these different revenue types as “alternative funding sources or revenue
diversification (p. 156).

Executive Leadership and Difficult Decision Making
It is worth noting that the purpose of this study is to understand community
college executive level administrators’ perceptions about entrepreneurial decision¬
making strategies that shape policy in their institutions. In particular, the study
addresses how external market forces, other environmental conditions and the evolving
mission of community colleges are factors that may influence how executive level
administrators make their decision-making choices. Additionally, simultaneous to this
understanding, it is significant in this study to recognize that a community college,
potentially defined as entrepreneurial, may be so categorized as a result of decision
making by its executive level administrators. Individuals make decisions; institutions do
not.
In identifying external global or market forces, and environmental conditions,
entrepreneurial decision makers, i.e., executive level administrators, may actively seek
to become more “stand up”, institutional change agents by responding to these external
forces while simultaneously maintaining adherence and sensitivity to core mission
principles without causing the institution to lose its identity (Clark, 1998, p. 4). Public
supported schools, including higher education institutions, may have low power with
respect to external stakeholders and struggle to get the resources they need. Welloiganized competitors, limited flexibility and a scarcity of resources will increase an
institution’s dependency on its environment (Bolman & Deal, 2003, p. 61).
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Beginning in the 1980s and continuing into the early years of the twenty-first
century, community college executive level administrators have continued to strengthen
their links to local community needs by maintaining a core mission commitment to
open access and responsiveness to economic and community needs, while
simultaneously creating a learner-centered environment conducive to student retention
and success (Burrows, 2002). While executive level administrators struggle to uphold
the “social” aspect of their mission to maintain open access, they are also endeavoring
to meet economic challenges of their local and global communities and meet head-on an
ever-present fluidity in market forces as indicators of perceived institutional
effectiveness by their constituent stakeholders.
Executive level administrators may recognize a local educational program or
service void and, may see themselves and their change-agent behaviors postured to
respond quickly to external market factors or environmental conditions. By engaging in
entrepreneurial decision making, executive level administrators attempt to fill that void
or one which is beyond the college’s geographical boundaries (Slaughter & Leslie,
1997). These administrators’ roles may have expanded over time from archetypical
public civil servants in state-assisted appropriations bureaucracies, to ones that today
posture them to become pro-active rather than reactive in their decision making. As
change agents, these executive level administrators attempt to understand external
factors and environmental conditions by relying upon what they perceive to be
innovative, creative, integrative and transformational leadership perspectives (Fullan,
2001; Northouse, 2004).

Identifying and seeking external funding or other resource support through
entrepreneurial decision making may categorize executive level administrators as
officials who are solely making fiscally-based decisions to seek potential revenue that
can offset future operational encumbrances for new programmatic endeavors (Grubb et
al, 1997). As a result, these decision-making activities may have some bearing on
internal and external stakeholders’ shifting opinions of their institution and of executive
level administrators who now take risks, focusing on “cutting edge” curricular programs
in response to workforce development training, liaisons and partnerships with their local
communities and elsewhere (Grubb et al, 1997). These shifts in decision making may
also result in institutional tensions among competing programs, initiatives, funding and
mission focus when executive level administrators take risks and seek external
partnerships (Zemsky & Wagner, 2006).
Presently, limited empirical literature exists that speaks to entrepreneurial
activities and decision making regarding policy and programmatic initiatives in
community colleges. Although there appears to be many assertions in the literature (as
addressed in Chapter 2) about the prevalence of entrepreneurial community colleges,
little evidence has been developed to empirically document the existence or specific
nature of entrepreneurial community colleges or entrepreneurial decision making on
those campuses. Much of the literature relies on essay, opinion formats and “best
practice” testimonials to address entrepreneurial issues.
This dearth of empirical literature regarding decision-making processes among
executive level administrators in community colleges and how community college
executive level administrators perceive external factors guide the direction of this study.
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Gephardt (1996) argues that global market forces, such as production, communications
and immigration, have positioned these community college executive level
administrators to engage in a decision-making model that might be categorized as
“entrepreneurial”. An entrepreneurial college has a new culture, new rules and new
regulations that sustain a market orientation for the institution. These new functions are
driven by a greater demand for training, by immigration and by pressures for economic

■

development. Levin (2001) citing Grubb et al (1997) conceptualizes the presence of an

j

“entrepreneurial college” (p.179) within a college, but independent from the latter’s
)

operational and organizational units. In other words, individual departments, operational

I
I
)

units, programs and activities may be labeled as entrepreneurial, but these endeavors do

I
not necessarily mean that the entire institution is so categorized. Levin (2001) and
Grubb et al (1997) do not envision that an entrepreneurial functions and endeavors

)

j

dominate or become the main function of an institution.

Statement of the Problem
Continued successful endeavors in workforce development preparation in the
twenty-first century will depend on the strength of partnerships and whether community
college executive level administrators will remain true to their institutions’ core values
of open access and community responsiveness. If executive level administrators choose
to remain focused on the institution’s core values, to what extent are these
administrators realigning the institution’s focus on teaching and learning (Boggs et al,
2001; Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001) within the milieu of a global context? As flexible
institutions, and given a past track record of successful endeavors of workforce
development initiatives with local communities, community college executive level
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administrators appear poised once again to respond quickly and efficiently to
community-based programs and diverse needs of local citizens (Palmer, 2001).
Understanding these forces is crucial for executive level administrators and
constituent stakeholders to gauge the institution’s “pulse", its effectiveness, and mission
clarity. Specifically, to what extent are community college executive level
administrators adhering to their original mission focus of open access and
responsiveness to community needs? Similarly, to what extent are executive level
administrators increasingly seeking material resources which may potentially result in a
by-product that redefines institutional identity, and redirects the institution’s mission
and operational policies (Levin, 2004)?
To address changing and fluid workforce development demands, experts suggest
that community college executive level administrators need to reflect on organizational
behaviors and their own perspectives about external forces that shape their decision¬
making processes. These behaviors and perspectives are foundations in identifying and
developing “cutting edge” programs (Walker & Zeiss, 2001). Burrows (2002) contends
that community college leaders, as change agents, must develop or replicate
entrepreneurial foresight and wisdom of business and industry leaders in transforming
their institutions. Leaders need to recognize that “the end” of their institution may
become a reality by not remaining competitive. Burrows (2002), quoting business
leader Jack Welch, retired chairman of General Electric, “If the rate of change inside the
institution is less than the rate of change outside, the end is in sight” (p. 1).
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Purpose
There appears to be a scarceness of research regarding entrepreneurial decision
making among executive level administrative officials in American community
colleges. To address this paucity of research, the purpose of this study is to better
understand:
•

How executive level administrators perceive external forces,

'

environmental conditions and resource dependency as components that

j

shape decision making in their community college.
)

The objectives of the research examine an expansion from public-supported
)
resource allocations, formulas and funding, tied to specific parts of a community
i

college’s mission, i.e., open access, to a decision-making model where the attainment of
other identified external resources may have become more competitive to fund less

i
\
*

clear aspects of an institution’s mission.
The study reviews reduction or elimination of past revenue streams that may

3
I
)

\

place current executive level administrators in a decision-making posture that requires a
realignment of institutional resources, and identification of new revenue streams
simultaneous to maintaining a current mission focus or developing a new one. In this
new decision-making posture, community college executive level administrators may be
engaging in entrepreneurial decision making by adopting a new institutional
identification through an active pursuit of workforce development grants, partnerships
and contracts. In addition, the research will also address thinking patterns, perspectives
and new “mind sets” (Drury, 2001, p.3) of community college executive level
administrators who are poised to make decisions about potential entrepreneurial
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opportunities for their institutions. To what extent are these executive level
administrators conforming to their institutional mission and focus through missiondriven initiatives? Conversely, to what extent are these executive level administrators
potentially shaping or reshaping institutional identification by focusing upon marketdriven resources as funding opportunities (Levin, 2004)?

Research Questions
Given the purpose of this study, the following questions guide this research:
•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive
advantages and disadvantages of the new market on their institutions?

•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive the
effects of the new market on their decision making, priorities and
strategies?

Significance
During recent years, outcomes and accountability, downsizing, retirements,
dwindling fiscal resources, external market forces, for profit, distance education, and
technology have influenced and redefined higher education’s role in the American
economy (Kennedy, 1997). The life cycle of nearly everything has shortened resulting
in a transformation defined as “occupational obsolescence” (Kennedy, 1997, p. 267).
Special knowledge and skills development have become vulnerable and transient
resulting in continuous workforce turnover or demand for new skills. Zemsky, Wegner
and Massy (2005) state that:
The question we must ask is not whether the growing importance of markets is
detrimental to institutions, but whether anything can be done about it. It’s clear
that there will be no return to a simpler era when market forces played a less
dominant role in American higher education. Nor is there any likelihood that
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colleges will become less costly or complex enterprises. The conversions of
institutions into market enterprises will proceed apace, if for no other reason
than that market income will continue to substitute for public appropriations (p.
B6).
Many community colleges have initiated corporate partnerships during the last
decade in response to growing demands for workforce skills development. These
partnerships were the result of a series of decision-making processes which involved
identifying revenues or other resources in support of an institution’s mission. How
students learn, how educational services and pedagogy are offered, shifting enrollments
from individual and community improvement into more training programs, workforce
development and service learning continue to demonstrate the community college’s
mission in both access and responsiveness (Cejda, 1999; Townsend, 2001). These
factors have impact upon curriculum, the college’s transfer and occupational program
mission, and the college’s role as a member of both the educational and local
community. However, to what extent does identifying revenue or other resources, and
entering into training or service partnerships give the appearance that the institution is
chasing money?
In the broader context of policy shift, it is not clear what impact and
implications entrepreneurial decision-making models may have on transforming an
institution’s mission. Are policy shifts and decision-making models new directions for
community colleges or another example of “mission creep”? To what extent are
multiple actors and stakeholders (business leaders, college faculty and administrators,
potential students, community leaders, governmental and political officials, etc.)
playing roles in this transformation? To what extent does embracing an entrepreneurial
decision-making model, potentially resulting in a policy shift to seek market-driven

resources, replace an institution’s traditional core values of open access in response to
local community (societal) needs (Cohen & Brawer, 1996; Levin, 2000; McGrath &
Spear, 1991; Wattenbarger, 2000)? Specifically, to what extent is this decision-making
institutional climate an entrepreneurial response to community needs and global market
forces, when in fact, community colleges have historically responded to local service
region needs as part of their original mission focus (Levin, 2001)?

Assumptions
The traditional transfer function to a four-year institution will probably continue
its role in community colleges, but that function may be in transition from its
historically defined roots (McIntyre, 1987), may be declining or losing significance
(Grubb, 1991), and may need to be redefined for the twenty-first century (Cejda, 1999;
Townsend, 2001). If executive level administrators perceive that external market forces
are influencing them to engage in entrepreneurial decision making regarding program
initiatives and development, then what might be the parameters, purpose and
institutional outcomes for academic transfer for the future?
Demographically, all community college executive level administrators may be
positioned to identify external forces which are influencing their decisions to implement
or enhance their academic and occupational program development and service
offerings. Urban, multi-campus, and large-size enrollment colleges can be equally
affected as rural, single campus and small-size enrollment ones. It is assumed that each
college has access to its near or extended community catch basin of potential enrollees
for programs in response to training and professional development needs defined by
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secondary institutions, health care agencies or other organizations requiring enhanced
skill development for employees.
In this study, my role is an observer/participant (Junker, 1960) or as
researcher/participant (Gans, 1982). Additionally, I will make several assumptions in
conducting the study:
•

The participants will be truthful about external factors that they perceive

'

are influencing them to engage in entrepreneurial decision making about

j

existing or new existing programs. Additionally, participants will be

!

)

truthful regarding their perceptions and rationale for modifying an

j
s
)

existing academic program which resulted from a decision-making
process.
•

The participants will want to share their perspectives about any

J
1

N

programmatic shifts in the community college and resulting impacts.

*

.

•

The participants will want to share pertinent documents with the

!
•

Interviews or focus group participants will be candid and open in
revealing their thoughts about influential factors, perspective and
engaging in entrepreneurial decision making.

•

Institutional stakeholders, vested in or stewards for academic and
occupational program initiatives will want to understand those external
and environmental factors which may be factors affecting their decision
making.
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Definition of Terms
Key terms and concepts are important to this study. Since many terms may have
multiple connotations and be unfamiliar to the readers, the following section will define
terms related to the topic being discussed throughout the research in this study.
•

Certificate: A one year program or shorter course of study that focuses on
specific courses or customized training for specialization in a technical or
occupational field (Brint & Karabel, 1989).

•

Community College: A comprehensive two-year higher education institution,
a.k.a. Junior College, that is regionally accredited to award the associate in arts
(A.A.) or the associate in science (A.A.S.) as its highest degree. This
categorization also includes many technical institutes, both public and private. It
excludes many publicly supported area vocational schools and adult education
centers and most of the proprietary business and trade colleges that are
accredited by the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools (Cohen
& Brawer, 2003).

•

Entrepreneurialism: A multi-dimensional pro-active approach to understanding
external forces and environmental conditions used to identify strategies,
resources, and generate revenue. In this study, new college functions may
emerge to include new or enhanced functions in workforce development,
economic development and community development. The emergence of these
functions may include identified external forces and environmental conditions
that are factors shaping future community college policy and direction.
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•

Entrepreneurial Decision Making: A multi-dimensional, integrated and multi¬
faceted result that comes about when executive level administrators, as
institutional “change agents”, respond to external forces and environmental
conditions while maintaining adherence and sensitivity to core mission
principles without causing the institution to lose its identity (Clark, 1998, p. 4).

•

Executive Level Administrators: Top level institutional personnel, a.k.a. key

'

level administrators or senior management, in a community college who occupy

j

5

such positions as President, Provost, Chancellor, Vice Chancellor, Vice
J
President (Academic Affairs, Student Services or Administration) or Executive
Dean (Academic Affairs, Student Services or Administration) (Cohen &

i
i

*
Brawer, 2003).

J
}

•

External Market Forces: External environments interdependent with an

p
organization that include governmental and economic policies, legislation,

j

immigration, technology, global trade and commerce (Scott, 1987; Slaughter &
Leslie, 1997). Environments directly affect organizational perceptions and
possibilities, which in turn affect decisions (Scott, 1987, p. 142) and
stakeholders’ perceptions regarding institutional effectiveness.
•

Globalization: A perception “that the world is rapidly being molded into a
shared social space by economic and technological forces. (Held & McGrew,
2003, p. 3).

•

Market: People with unsatisfied wants and needs that have the resources or
access to those resources and a willingness to buy from the competitive provider
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who knows them and how to promote their programs and services (Nickels,
McHugh and McHugh, 2002, p. 186).
•

Mission: A statement of a community college’s core values, philosophy of open
access and responsiveness to local service region’s educational and training
needs. These core values provide a foundation for the development and
enhancement of curricular programs and services to include academic transfer,
professional and technical preparation, developmental education, community
service classes and related student guidance operations (Cohen & Brawer, 2003,
p. 20-24).

•

Mission Creep: The pursuit of goals outside of an institution’s mission for the
sake of prestige, revenue or socially conscious endeavors. In community
colleges, mission creep may manifest as multi-faceted expanding foci which
embrace liberal arts transfer, occupational and para-professional skills
preparation, adult and remedial (pre-collegiate) and continuing education
(Dougherty, 1994).

•

Occupational or Vocational Program- A degree option in community colleges
which prepares students to work in a variety of para-professional or technical
fields (engineering, computer technology, education, health occupations),
culminating in the Associate of Science or Associate of Applied Science
(A.A.S.) degree. Other terms associated with occupational/vocational include
terminal, technical, semiprofessional and career. (Cohen & Brawer, 2003).

•

Vocationalization: An occupational program focus in community colleges that
characterizes an expansion from the local community and its economic needs to
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a workforce development model. This expansion is a transition from providing
skills based training in the industrial trades: carpentry, welding, auto mechanics,
drafting, etc. to workforce training in a global and marketplace model
addressing technological demands, e.g., telecommunications, computer
information technology, biotechnology, nuclear medicine technology, etc.
(Bragg, 2002).

Summary
Community colleges have always been flexible, and ones which respond to
community development and local educational needs through open access to programs
and services (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen & Brawer, 2003; Dougherty, 1994; Palmer,
2001). As institutions of post-secondary education, community college organizational
structures are more open and flat, imposing fewer linear bureaucracies to address an
issue or solve a problem. However, in the twenty-first century, there is a new
trajectory, new institutional identities, and an increasingly complicated system of
networks, market forces, and environmental conditions. These external forces may be
influencing executive level administrators as they engage in decision-making processes
to seek material resources in support of the core mission or an expanded peripheral one.
In American community colleges, a growth in seeking revenue-generating
grants, partnerships, and contracts may continue in the twenty-first century partially as a
result of a nationwide trend of decreasing state-assisted support. If these external
partnerships continue to provide potential revenue to underwrite current and innovative
operational programs, executive level administrators may need to understand external
forces that influence their thinking in identifying “cutting edge programs.” In addition,

executive level administrators may need to be aware of their “seize the moment”
decision-making perspectives about potential short and long-term revenue sources.
Identified revenue sources may provide enhanced program offerings and services,
potentially resulting in healthy enrollment projections—all of which can point to
increasing numbers of students who complete degree or certificate requirements.
Burrows (2002) study (as cited in Roueche, 1964, p. 16) stated that more than
fifty years ago, Francis Horn, president of Pratt Institute, inaccurately predicted the
decline and potential demise of the junior college movement “through an increasing
tendency for junior colleges to become senior colleges”. Perhaps President Pratt did not
anticipate the immense impact that the end of World War II would have on the
American economy and higher educational system.
The prediction of the decline and potential demise of the junior college may well
have come true had it not been for the return of World War II servicemen and
servicewomen who need to be acclimated to a civilian workforce (Burrows, 2002). To
address growing training and educational needs of returning veterans, governmental and
business leaders turned to the most flexible facet in America’s educational system: the
junior college. Abundant federal grant and contract funding became available to junior
colleges through political lobbying at multiple levels and these colleges were able to
expand their missions into vocational, technical and adult training programs. This focus
on workforce development resulted in a “shift from the designation junior college to
that ol community (F,aton, 1994, p.xii), a powerful message that the original mission of
the two-year college was changing. The community college would become a
comprehensive post-secondary institution dedicated to meeting the ever-changing
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demands of the economy, the traditional demands of academia and the nontraditional
demands of a diversified citizenry (Burrows, 2002).
The remaining chapters in this research study contain a literature review
(Chapter 2) and methodology for the investigation (Chapter 3). The literature,
described more in detail at the beginning of the Chapter 2, addresses, and includes
critiques of relevant topical areas which may be influencing how executive level
community college administrators engage in entrepreneurial decision making. Chapter
3 contains and addresses sequential steps and processes in carrying out a multiinstitutional case study research design about how administrators perceive their
decisions may be entrepreneurial. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss research results and Chapter
6 contains an analysis of this dissertation research.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of the literature about
executive level administrators’ entrepreneurial decision making in American
community colleges. The chapter begins with an introduction to community colleges,
their history and evolving missions to a present-day setting; continues with external
market influences on expanding missions; then proceeds to a discussion of resource
dependency in community colleges (state, federal, tuition revenues, grants, contracts,
partnerships and workforce development); follows with an expanding community
college mission, balancing its core values in an “academic heartland” (Clark, 1998, p.
7), in a milieu of material resource availability; continues with a concept and definition
of entrepreneurialism and the entrepreneurial community college; and, then ends with a
review of entrepreneurial decision making by executive level administrators who seek
grants, partnerships and contracts. This final section on entrepreneurial decision making
creates the pathway upon which this research study will focus by narrowing the
complexities of decision making into identifiable factors which may shape decision¬
making postures. While each section includes a separate critique, the chapter concludes
with a summary and general critique about executive level administrators’ perceptions
about how they may perceive themselves to be engaging in entrepreneurial decision
making on behalf of their institutions.
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The American Community College
Two-year community colleges in the United Stated are a uniquely American
invention (Birnbaum, 1983) and educational innovation in higher education (Brint &
Karabel, 1989). Former University of California, Berkeley President, Clark Ken* (cited
in Brint & Karabel, 1989) described the community college as the great educational
innovation of twentieth century American higher education. These colleges have
become a principal pathway to post-secondary education in liberal arts transfer and
occupational program focus in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries (Eaton, 1994;
Koltai, 1993). Community colleges have self-identified themselves by core values of
open access, responsiveness, resourcefulness and a clear focus on teaching and learning
(Boggs et al, 2001; Valadez, 2002). Two-year colleges remain an important part of
higher education’s fabric and a significant contributor to the nation’s economy (Boggs
et al, 2001). Through a track record of positive response to changing societal demands
and local demographics, American community colleges have complied with their
mission of open access and response to local community needs (Boggs et al, 2001; Brint
& Karabel, 1989; Cohen & Brawer, 1996; Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001).
Presently, more than 1,700 community and two-year colleges across the United
Stated grant both transfer (associate of arts or A.A.) and occupational (associate of
science or A.A.S.) degrees upon successful completion of course or program
requirements. Examples of occupational program initiatives have included enhanced
computer assisted drafting (CAD) curriculum in response to the needs of aerospace
manufacturing, nuclear and bio-technology curriculum in health occupations, paraprofessional programs in legal assisting, human services, education, etc. The function

of community colleges has incurred minimal change in focus since the beginnings of
these institutions in American higher education (Bragg, 2001). Degree granting,
vocational and technical training programs and, local community or service region
economic developments continue at the forefront of the community colleges’ mission
focus. However, content of these programs has undergone periodic redirection with an
expanded emphasis on workforce, economic and community development in addition to
traditional degree and certificate offerings (Bragg, 2001; Drury, 2001).
The beginnings of the community college movement in the United Stated have
origins in the 1901 founding of the first public junior college, Joliet Junior College
(JJC). The college’s central mission was academic transfer to a four-year college (Brint
& Karabel, 1989; Townsend, 2001; Valadez, 2002). Several educational leaders in the
early twentieth century advocated establishing a junior college to address growing
numbers of individuals who aspired to earn a baccalaureate degree. Support for
founding a community college came from William Rainey Harper, president of the
University of Chicago and J. Stanley Brown, superintendent of Joliet Township in
Illinois (Dougherty, 1994). Viewing the junior college as a resourceful means for an
individual to enroll and complete the first two years of undergraduate curriculum,
President Haiper, Superintendent Brown and other educational leaders successfully
claimed that the junior college could alleviate the four-year institution of that
responsibility (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Dougherty, 1994).

In advocating for the

establishment of a junior college that focused on lower division coursework,
educational leaders of the early twentieth century believed, based upon the German
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higher education model, that universities should emphasize their upper-division,
graduate education and research focus (Valadez, 2002).
From the establishment in 1901 of Joliet Junior College to the present,
community colleges have become an integral component of a higher education system
in which students should be able to achieve educational mobility (Townsend, 2001;
Valadez, 2002). Community college growth in the numbers of colleges and enrollment
was steady during the early decades of the twentieth century (Valadez, 2002). During
the last half of the twentieth century, broader community college missions expanded
from their initial founding focus on university transfer to include ones which embraced
occupational programs, workforce development, and adult and developmental education
(Walker, 2001).
Emphasis on college transfer was a pivotal component of the founding mission
of community colleges in the first few decades of their growth. However, several
events, including important legislation, served as means in establishing additional
community colleges in the United Stated during the latter half of the twentieth century
to address local community and service region needs beyond transfer to a four-year
university. George F. Zook issued a major report on higher education, widely known as
The Truman Commission Report (U.S. President’s Commission on Higher Education,
1948). This report set forth an agenda appealing to equal opportunity in higher
education for United Stated citizens, particularly addressing returning World War II
veterans. Secondly, The Commission proposed an expansion of post-secondary
institutions to address the educational needs of those returning veterans. Thirdly, the
emergence of the G.I. Bill of Rights provided veterans with financial means to pursue a
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college education which has had lasting impact to the present. Finally, the post-World
War II baby boom created a surge in population in the 1950s and 1960s that produced
numerous high school graduates seeking post-secondary education (Boggs et al, 2001;
Levin, 2000; Valadez, 2002). Valadez (2002) citing from Cohen and Brawer (1996)
indicated that, “the confluence of these events contributed significantly to the rapid
development of community colleges.”
The Truman Commission Report advocated vocational education in junior
colleges as a means of improving and expanding access (Bragg, 2002). Using the term,
“community colleges”, The Truman Commission Report provided an early vision of a
comprehensive community college mission that permeates the American system today.
Returning veterans pressed for more training opportunities and programs in
occupational and technical programs such as business and engineering instead of
traditional liberal arts courses. Achieving upward mobility through training venues
addressing para-professional and technical occupations and workforce skills
development, rather than certification of the upper social classes, “marked American
higher education thereafter” (Greenberg, 2004, B10).
As a result of this post-World War II growth and an increasing demand for
access to workforce skill development programs, vocational training continued to
increase in two-year colleges. Former junior colleges became categorized as
community colleges which offered a broader choice of workforce skills development
preparation programs (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Dougherty, 1994; Valadez, 2002).
However, it is noteworthy that demands for vocational education occurred in the earliest
days ol community colleges’ establishments. Community college leaders such as

Leonard Koos, Walter Crosby Eells and Doak Campbell advocated for occupational
training (Valadez, 2002). In 1900, William Rainey Harper, President of the University
of Chicago, was an advocate for vocational education as an alternate route for students
who might not choose a four-year university path (Cohen & Brawer, 2003). Similarly,
founders of junior colleges in California saw that their institutions could provide
terminal programs in agriculture, technical studies and other manual training
opportunities. Cohen and Brawer’s study (2003), (as cited in Koos, 1924), described
these programs as ones that trained technicians who would ultimately occupy middle
ground positions in business or organizations between manual laborers and professional
people (p. 220-221).
From the end of World War II in 1945 up to the 1960s, occupational training
programs offered a wider spectrum of technical and para-professional courses.
Occupational training programs initially offered terminal trades’ preparation (drafting,
machine shop, automotive mechanics, carpentry, welding, etc.) in response to
community training needs as well as instruction for those individuals seeking entrylevel positions in local businesses (Brent & Karabel, 1989). Those students who
received vocational trades training or completed an occupational degree (A.A.S.)
program were equipped to compete within their local economy (Boggs et al, 2001;
Levin, 2000; Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001). Workforce preparation and economic ties
to a local community evolved into the availability of training opportunities at a
“community college within commuting distance of every American” (Phelan, 2000, p.

Not surprisingly, criticism surfaced that community colleges were foregoing
their founding mission focus of academic transfer and not complying with
recommendations from The Commission on Higher Education. Specifically, community
colleges were not providing access to post-secondary opportunities for a critical mass of
American citizens (Clark, 1961; Gleazer, 1980; Levin, 2000; Wattenbarger, 2000).
Critics pointed to occupational training curriculum as one which countered the founding
mission of community colleges: to provide access to higher education for the masses of
American people (Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001).
Community college administrators adopted a “cooling out process”, socially
engineered to convince marginal students that their educational aspirations were best
served by following an occupation or trades curriculum track as an alternative to
pursuing transfer to a four-year institution (Clark, 1961). Many students discovered that
their original dreams and aspirations of liberal arts transfer to a four-year university
were transformed into reality based decision-making about employability in their local
community (Clark, 1961, p. 569). However, to what extent was an occupational
program certificate or terminal degree a credential that created a “non-crossable”
boundary and academic obstacle for community college students? On the one hand,
these training opportunities met a local community’s educational needs and achieved
the college’s mission of responsiveness and access to its programs and services.
However, these training opportunities may also have been shortsighted by closing the
door to potential students who had aspirations to continue on, advance their professional
and technical training or other academic plans, equipped with a non-transferable
certificate or terminal degree.
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External Market Forces and Expanding Missions
At this juncture, it is pivotal to define the role of a mission statement for a
nonprofit organization. For the purposes of this study, community colleges can be
categorized as nonprofit organizations. Among nonprofits, mission statements typically
identify both the audience and product or service being offered (Oster, 1995). Mission
statements answer twin questions: What are we producing and for whom? Additionally,
the mission statement typically contains an explicit or implicit reference to the
institution’s core values (Oster, 1995, p. 22). Mission statements potentially serve three
functions within an organization: serve boundary functions, act to motivate staff and
donors, and help in the process of the evaluation of the organization (Oster, 1995, p. 2223).
Presently, there is significant debate about the complex and multi-faceted
missions among America’s community colleges in the twenty-first century.
Community college missions have always included academic transfer programs to fouryear universities and workforce development opportunities aligned to local community
needs. However, over time, community college missions have expanded, have become
more complex, and posture executive level administrators to examine external forces
and other environmental conditions as forces that may be affecting their decision¬
making processes (Levin, 1997a; Levin, 1997b). For the mission to be viable in the
external marketplace, it must be able to attract multiple constituencies. In designing
and revising a mission statement, all constituencies must be kept in mind (Oster, 1995,
p. 25).
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Nevertheless, while executive level administrators may reflect upon their
decision-making processes, critical stakeholders may point simultaneously to escalating
“mission creep” in which executive level administrators attempt to provide programs
and services spanning developmental education to sophisticated training programs
designed to meet growing workforce demands in the twenty-first century (Levin, 2000;
Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001). Thus, to what extent are mission statements serving
functions for multiple constituencies of any institution—faculty, staff, students, local
community officials, etc?
In a transition from categorizing junior colleges to community colleges,
influential community leaders and educators played central roles in post-World War II
events in carrying out federal legislation mandates and policies. These individuals were
at the heart of making community colleges realities for their respective communities
and their central roles can be interpreted as ones which linked societal needs to local
education opportunities as stated in a community college’s mission. Specifically,
community leaders’ and educators’ roles were pivotal in identifying training or
workplace skills development opportunities, making decisions and implementing
vocational programs and training curriculum. These individuals exhibited a locus of
control in their decision making regarding program development in response to local
needs and initiatives juxtaposed to federal and/or state-mandated policies, legislation
and revenue. A paradox resulted in which mandates and revenues influenced locally
based decision-making processes (Bragg, 2002). Dougherty (1994) summarizes a
Weberian emphasis on educators' roles in the expanding mission of community
colleges and the emergence of vocational education.
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Although by no means the only important actors, educators clearly were at the
very center of efforts to found and later vocationalize community colleges.
Local educators often constructed and led the coalitions that secured approval
for local community colleges. Local community college heads provided most of
the initiative for the vocationalization of the community college. State
educators—whether state university officials, state school superintendents, or
heads of state education associations—strongly supported and often initiated
state programs to encourage the founding and vocationalization of community
colleges. Finally, at the national level, the American Association of Community
Colleges strongly supported federal aid for community colleges and their
vocational education programs (p.280).
As a result of a post-World War II economic growth and access, as identified in
the Truman Commission Report, vocational training emerged, grew in community
colleges and grew at rates often greater than liberal arts enrollments. According to
Cohen and Brawer (2003), this emergence and growth could be attributed to several
factors.
. . .the legacy left by early leaders of the junior college movement and the
importunities, goading, and sometimes barbs of later leaders, the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 and later amendments, the increase in the size of public
two-year colleges, the increase in part-time, women, disadvantaged, disabled,
and older students; the community colleges’ absorption of adult education
programs and postsecondary occupational programs formerly operated by the
secondary schools; and the changing shape of the labor market (p. 226-227).
Emulating systematic growth in America’s economy in the twentieth century,
community colleges became so successful at serving the needs of America’s rapidly
growing economy that the colleges grew exponentially, from 20 colleges in 1909 to
more than 1,700 in 2000 (Phelan, 2000, p. 2.). In the years following World War II and
the passage of the G.I. Bill, community colleges offered terminal trades’ preparation
(drafting, machine shop, automotive mechanics, carpentry, welding, etc.) in response to
a local community’s training needs as well as instruction for those individuals seeking
entry-level positions in local businesses (Brint & Karabel, 1989). Those students who
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received training or completed a vocational program were equipped to compete within
their local economy (Boggs et al, 2001; Levin, 2000; Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001). It
is noteworthy that during this time of economic growth in America, from a post-World
War II era to the 1970s, individual community colleges offered more than one hundred
or more different occupational programs, and those that led to the greatest variety of
career options were the most popular (Cohen & Brawer, 2003, p. 228). Programs in
business enrolled the most students due to a breadth of opportunity they presented in
tracks such as accounting, marketing and general business. The health professions and
engineering technologies also drew large numbers of students, given an expanding base
of professions in those areas and an ever-growing need for support staff (p. 228).
A significant transformation in community colleges’ vocational education
mission to their local community and service regions began in the 1980s when this
nation's historically industrial-based economy began to expand into one which
incorporated multiple aspects of information technology, knowledge-based decision
making and interpersonal skills development (Gianini, 1995; Naisbitt, 1982). In
response to what was happening in national and international economies, many
founding and long-established community college vocational programs in the industrial
trades closed due to declining enrollments, retirements and phasing out of outdated
programs and curriculum which did not address transformations that were occurring in
an information technology-based economy in the United Stated and worldwide (Bragg,
2002; Levin, 2000; Walker, 2001). Paradigmatic shifts from an industrial-based
economy to one that embraced information technology, changing population
demographics, and external and global market forces accompanied changes in the
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management of production, markets and labor requirements (Bridges, 1994). Job
security assumptions diminished through downsizing and workplace restructuring,
resulting in a competitive and, often, risk-intensive work environment (Nickels et al,

2002).
In the 1980s and 1990s, global market forces (e.g., production, immigration,
biotechnical technologies, the speed of information flow, stability of socio-economic
systems, environmental sustainability and safety) had significant impact on higher
education, specifically, community college organizational behaviors (Levin, 1997b;
2001) altering them to closely resemble those which are typically found in private
industry. Levin, (2004) stated:
The main body of scholarship on globalization directed to the study of higher
education indicates that the economic global marketplace is the primary driver
of organizational change. One of the unsettling outcomes of economic global
competition is that markets, not citizens, are the focus of higher education
institutions (p. 2).
In the 1990s community colleges became more market oriented in their goals
and more businesslike in their behaviors (Newman, Couturier & Scurry, 2004).
Colleges expanded their original mission foci by expanding workforce training
programs, and by emphasizing skills development for employment in a global economy.
This resulted in more overt concentration upon private sector interests as potential
revenue sources, and reflected changing priorities for student learning (Levin, 2001, p.
17).
A major shift from an academic transfer to expanded opportunities in
professional and technical program options occurred from 1999-2000 in community
colleges. During those years, 60% of associate degrees awarded were in vocationally

oriented fields which prepared students for specific careers or may have served as a first
step toward completing a bachelor’s degree in that chosen field (Kasper, 2003). This
percentage increase was also reflected in an overall community college degrees awarded
rising from 340,091 to 411, 633 or 21% from 1989-2000 (Kasper, 2003). Notably, the
largest fields of growth occurred in health professions (22%) and in computer and
information science (93%). However, not all vocational program enrollments increased
during this period. Business and administrative services and engineering related
technologies decreased during 1989-2000, losing 11% and 20% respectively (Kasper,
2003).
During the early 1990s, community colleges received more state-assisted
appropriations (Evelyn, 2004). However, by the end of the decade and into the early
years of the twenty-first century, state appropriations plummeted by an average of 13
percent nationally (Evelyn, 2004). Faced with shifting or reduced funding from stated
and the federal government that had supported local community endeavors, constituent
stakeholders saw community colleges to be closing their doors to historically defined
open access. Paradoxically, as the funding allocations diminished, enrollment and
college service demands increased in institutions (Evelyn, 2004). Stakeholders and
constituents began to witness for-profit-decision-making models, and a reallocation of
institutional resources as an attempt by executive level administrators to identify with
business and industry (Levin, 2000; 2001). This newly defined identity may have
appeared as an enrollment and recruitment opportunity in response to external market
forces and environmental conditions. However, to what extent did these forces and
conditions position executive level administrators to engage in entrepreneurial decision
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making and market their institutions to attract potential students into sustainable and
enduring self-supporting programs? Additionally, to what extent did these
entrepreneurial decisions generate diverse revenues which could be used to offset other
identified non-cost effective programs and, potentially, generate profit for the
institution?
In this twenty-first century, community colleges appear to be part of a larger
system-wide higher education transformation that has historically focused on individual
achievement and upward social mobility dating, in some degree, to colonial times, but
particularly since the late nineteenth century (Frye, 1994). This transformation in
community colleges may also expand their founding mission focus: academic transfer
programs and responsiveness to local service region needs. This expansion now reflects
an increasing correlation to external market forces and potential funding availability
(Boggs et al, 2001; Levin, 2000; 2001; Valadez, 2002; Walker, 2001). With increased
demands for workforce training and development, the structure of employment is
changing which, in turn, alters demands on higher education and shifts its paradigm
(Gianini, 1995). Today’s community college missions, embracing both academic
transfer and occupational program foci, have expanded since the establishment in 1901
of Joliet Junior College (JJC), the first transfer focused public junior college in the
United Stated. These expanded missions are in response to external market forces and
environmental conditions (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen & Brawer, 1996; Dougherty,
1994; Townsend, 2001; Valadez, 2002).
The traditional transfer mission remains an important function of public
community colleges in the United States, but it is also one of the most criticized

(McIntyre, 1987) and difficult areas to measure as a function. However, to what extent
are external market forces and other environmental factors, accompanied by grant,
contract, and partnership funding opportunities, shaping decision making, resulting in a
revised mission focus and potential new institutional identification (Levin, 2004)?
Grubb (1991) argues that transfer rates have been declining in recent years and
community college executive level administrators may need to question the significance
of this transfer function and mission component among the plethora of programmatic
options (transfer and occupational) available to community college students. Several
critics contend that community colleges are failing in their efforts to prepare students
for transfer to a four-year institution (Cejda, 1999; Townsend, 2001) by identifying and
implementing more occupational programs, often accompanied by sophisticated
marketing publications and well-funded and managed recruitment activities which can
result in increased enrollments (Boggs et al, 2001). Given decade-long movements to
address accountability, many stated have responded to this criticism by implementing
assessment activities gauging successful transfer (Cejda, 1999; Townsend, 2001).
Some critics even suggest that community colleges should abandon their transfer
mission and concentrate solely on workforce training and development (Townsend,

2001).
Finally, it is worth noting that in the early years of community colleges, critics
simultaneously viewed occupational programs in two different ways. First, occupational
programs served as alternate pathways for institutional officials to steer students toward
industrial trades' programs (carpentry, welding, automotive mechanics, etc.) rather than
following their aspirations of academic transfer to a four-year institution granting the
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bachelor’s degree (Clark, 1961). By redirecting these ambitions, executive level
administrators were forging societal roles for their institutions by channeling students
with marginal qualifications into technical programs (Valadez, 2002). College
administrative officials appeared to be complying with their community and societal
mission by identifying alternate pathways and job skills training, primarily in the trades,
for students who may have aspired to a four-year college degree (Clark, 1961).
Secondly, and paradoxically, these programs also provided a fiscal safety net for twoyear institutions so that executive level administrators would not be forced into denying
access to potential enrollees, thereby falling short on projected annual or biennial
revenues to keep the institution in sound fiscal health (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen &
Brawer, 1996).
Resource Dependency in Community Colleges
Changing emphasis in access to funding streams and an expansion in a
community college’s mission clearly demonstrate the extent to which institutions are
dependent upon resource availability and allocation. The need to understand an
institution’s expanding mission can be best framed by understanding its relationship to
resource availability and dependency. To better understand this resource availability,
access to it, and an expansion of community college missions, I am presenting a brief
outline of Resource Dependency Theory for the reader to provide a component upon
which the proposed research in Chapter 3 can proceed.
Resource Dependency Theory holds that the internal behaviors of organizational
members can be understood by their interaction with external agents and market forces.
First proposed by Pfeffer and Salancik (1978), this theory helps understand changes that

occur in the nature of academic labor in specific sets of institutions. In particular, the
theory provides an explanation of why some academic units in colleges and universities
attract more internal resources than others. An example of such competitiveness might
be the number of prerequisite courses as indicators of academic resource
competitiveness. Academic institutions engage in transactions with the environment as
conditions of their survival (Heimovics et al, 1993). Hoy and Miskel (2001) contend
that if

. . organizations cannot generate resources to maintain themselves, they must

enter into exchanges with environmental elements to acquire the needed resources” (p.
260). In addition, resource dependency theory stated that the internal behaviors of
organizational members are more clearly understood by reference to the actions of
external agents (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
The perspective developed denies the validity of the conceptualization of
organizations as self-directed, autonomous actors pursuing their own ends and
instead argues that organizations are other-directed, involved in a constant
struggle for autonomy and discretion, confronted with constraint and external
control (p. 257).
A resource-dependent perspective sees the environment as a place to gain scant
resources for task and technical purposes of the organization. (Hoy & Miskel, 2001).
Organizations simultaneously compete for and share environmental resources (Hoy &
Miskel, 2001, p. 259). These environmental resources generally are identified with four
categories to include: fiscal, personnel (students, teachers, administrators, board
members, etc.), information and knowledge (products from research, development, etc.)
and products and services which comprise instructional materials, test scoring services,
etc. (p. 259). In addition, lolbert (1985) includes other external agents, chine ereater
emphasis on en\ ironmental relations as factors in categorizing administrative functions.

organizing office units and creating positions in higher education. Specifically, Tolbert
(1985) referring to Levine and White (1961), Thompson (1967) and Pfeffer and
Salancik (1978), concludes that organizational administrative structure reflects
institutional efforts to ensure a stable flow of resources (revenue), and to manage
problems and uncertainties associated with exchange transactions with environmental
agents.
In resource dependence, one may conceptualize environmental resources
running the gamut from scarcity to munificence. In other words, the environment may
or may not have the capacity to provide resources that support the stability and
functioning of an institution of higher education. When resources are plentiful, or
munificent, institutional survival is relatively easy and achieving a variety of task goals
is realistic. Conversely, under conditions of limited environmental resources or scarcity,
competition for resources among subgroups or coalitions can manifest itself as a zerosum game. Each subgroup’s behavior in caring more about its share of limited resources
takes precedent over and is a detriment to the overall welfare and healthy functioning of
the organization (Hoy & Miskel, 2001).
There are two areas of resource dependence and exchange by which resource
providers interact with their organizations: relative magnitude of the exchange and
criticality of the resource recipient (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978, p. 46). First, relative
magnitude is measured in the shares or amount of resources provided to an institution.
Thus, an organization receiving funding allocations from only one source will be
heavily dependent upon that supplier who, in turn, can exercise great power over that
institution. Historically, public higher education, to include America’s community
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colleges, has been heavily dependent upon state or federal revenues. In turn,
governmental agencies have allowed institutions to operate more autonomously
(Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Secondly, criticality is the extent to which an institution can
and continues to function in the absence of the resource. For a post-secondary
institution, critical resources can include faculty, students, physical plant, etc., each of
which depends upon the availability of money to continue functioning (Slaughter &
Leslie, 1997). If an institution loses critical resources, Slaughter and Leslie (1997)
contend that administrators seek private resources to replace losses in that support.
In higher education, external agents are the policy makers of governmental and
economic policies to include technology, legislation, trade, commerce, etc. Specifically,
resource dependence asserts that external agents are those “who provide resources to
organizations such as universities, and have the capability of exercising great power
over those organizations” (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997, p. 68).
Stated in simpler terms, “He who pays the piper calls the tune.” (Slaughter & Leslie,
1997, p. 68). Middleton (1987) applies Resource Dependency Theory to nonprofit
organizations, to include post-secondary institutions. She sees a dependence of
nonprofit organizations upon charitable donations, private grants, fees for services and
governmental funds.
Resource dependence also addresses the extent of the need and the availability
of the resource in the environment. In higher education settings, to include community
colleges, dependence is directly related to the organization’s need for resources
controlled by other organizations (state appropriations, tuition and fees, etc.). Hoy and
Miskel (2001) address the need for resources by one organization and control by
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another creating an inverse relationship. Higher education organizations, including
community colleges, may lose some autonomy and become contained by a network of
interdependencies with other organizations (Hoy & Miskel, 2001). Stated another way,
if a community college needing the resources cannot accomplish its goals without the
resources available from other organizations, i.e., state-assisted appropriations,
executive level administrators may be in a position to secure these resources from other
external public or private sources through community partnerships, auxiliary
enterprises, outsourcing, etc. As resources become available, suppliers of the resource
gain power over the schools (Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 260; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997).
Hoy and Miskel (2001), citing from Froosman (1999) argue that the suppliers exercise
two means of control in providing resources. Suppliers can decide whether or not an
institution receives resources they need, and they can determine how the institution may
use the resources in the way which the supplier demands. Thus, quoting Slaughter and
Leslie (1997), “He who pays the piper calls the tune” (p. 68).
Economically, two-year colleges, part of higher education’s transformation,
have responded to government policies and funding through more cost-efficient
programs and performance measures. Community colleges rely less on governmental
funding and are more responsive to public and marketplace requirements (Levin, 1999;
Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Specifically, categories of change included less or
diminished publicly funded initiatives, increased partnerships or associations with the
private sector and escalating state intervention into institutional governance and
operations (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997, p. 68).
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Availability of community college funding may be unclear due to the lack of
any single financial or governance model, template or prototype that are easily
understood by the general public (Voorhees, 2001). Five entities ultimately approve
annual or biennial budgets: legislatures, local community college boards, state
postsecondary boards, state boards of education or state community college boards
(ECS, 2000). Local boards are the most predominant to approve budgets. In this local
funding model, community college public funding structures most closely emulate K12 systems in that they rely on local governments for funding (Dowd & Grant, 2006).
Voorhees (2001) suggests that if a one-model template or prototype were implemented
in all 50 stated it could not be practically done. Since community colleges depend upon
enrollment-driven formulas, their funding largely correlates to the number of degree¬
seeking students (Breneman & Nelson, 1981). Specifically, community colleges
receive their state government appropriations, calculated by a unit-rate or FTE (fulltime
equivalent) formula. Additionally, more than one-third of community colleges
recognize differential program costs for setting allocations (ECS, 2000). Unfortunately,
this funding schematic falls short to allocating funds at community colleges where
resource demands are high (Voorhees, 2001).
Beginning in the 1980s, loss of or reduced state-assisted funding, workforce
downsizing through attrition and early retirement incentives, revised governmental
policies at state and federal levels, etc., were reframing higher education’s landscape.
Governmental officials and the tax paying public commenced and have continued to
demand more accountability and efficiency in curriculum focus and relevancy, and have
consistently identified more workforce skills development training for a globalized
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economy which addresses a growing demand and shift to a more market-driven system
(Boggs et al, 2002; Gianini, 1995; Levin, 2000; 2001; Newman et al, 2004). This
market-driven system has led to a new discussion among executive level administrators;
autonomy vs. accountability (Newman et al, 2004). Drastic losses or reduced state
funding appropriations resulted in many cost-cutting measures in American community
colleges (Roueche & Jones, 2005). However, simultaneously and paradoxically,
community colleges could no longer afford to restrict programs and services given that
more than half of students enrolled in higher education programs do so at community
colleges (Roueche & Jones, 2005, p. 3).
Executive level administrators needed to close an increasing gap between
increased demand for programs and services and reduced state-assisted appropriations.
This gap created pressure on executive level administrators to adopt new thinking
patterns. Thus, in response to enrollment growth, increased demand for community
based services and acknowledging reduced state-assisted funding streams, community
college executive level administrators began to think about doing business differently,
i.e., entrepreneurially. Examples of new policy thinking included erasing traditionally
defined geographical service areas resulting in innovative programs and institutional
initiatives to include occupational program modifications in health occupations and
information technology (Boggs et al, 2001; Gianini, 1995; CTBanion, 1997).
Performance based funding for higher education began to spread among stated
as they addressed budgetary shortfalls, fiscal and staffing reallocations and generally,
“leaner and meaner times”. Alfred and Carter (2000) argued that pressures for
performance documentation were “intensifying from almost every constituency served
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by community colleges” (p. 4). McClenny (1998) summarized that policymakers and
the public were through signing blank checks for higher education without some
documentation “reflected in performance indicators, performance funding, performance
contracting, and performance pay” (paragraph 13). Stated' legislation reduced public
funding support for higher education programs, but demanded relevant and timely
curriculum options to address increasing shortages in trained workforce personnel
(Evelyn, 2003).
What has evolved and emerged in this new century in community college
funding is a policy shift to and growing reliance upon performance and efficiency
measures, while maintaining accessibility to academic and occupational programs
(Levin, 1997; 2000; 2001; Valadez, 2002). Valadez (2002) citing from Levin (2001)
stated that organizational structure in the community college is hardly compatible with a
rational choice organization that is efficiency minded and solely concerned with profit.
However, in response to external market forces, community college executive level
administrators have expanded their institutional focus from emphasis on education or
social needs to training and workforce development skills requirements from business
and industry, often accompanied by resulting partnership funding to implement these
programmatic initiatives (Levin, 2000; 2001; Valadez, 2002). Levin (2001) also argues
that changing immigrant population demographics can be traced to a requirement that
colleges respond to a changing marketplace of available students. Government funding
of college programs was enrollment-driven and an economic motivation to community
colleges’ responses to those demands.
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Reduced revenue streams and budget cuts to higher education are certainly not
new and, in addition, higher education bears a disproportionate share when the national
economy is weak (Potter, 2003). However, what has emerged from recent downward
discretionary funding cycles is a close examination of and attention to external market
forces combined with state-mandated performance indicators, which may have fiscal
impact on the availability of funds for new and existing programs. These downward
funding cycles may also influence decision making to close programs and eliminate
services heretofore categorized as important to an institution but, perhaps, minimally
scrutinized in times of munificent revenues (Hoy & Miskel, 2001; Levin, 1997; 2000;
2001; Slaughter & Leslie, 1997; Voorhees, 2001).
Community colleges are institutions frequently affected by external market
forces and environmental conditions. These market forces may be influencing
organizational decision making and reallocating funds to existing or new programs that
demonstrate quality performance through defined institutional criteria that comply with
a community college’s mission. Through a corporate model lens, these external forces
may affect decision-making processes, potentially resulting in workplace disruptions
and dislocations, emphasizing quantitative outcomes, and technological improvements
in the workplace environment (Bragg, 2002). These same forces or conditions, in a
community college milieu, may position executive level administrators to mirror
decision-making processes present in the corporate workplace. Thus, resulting decisions
from executive level administrators, influenced by external forces and conditions,
appear to expand the community college’s mission to replicate private industry by

embracing workforce development and addressing employability skills and training for
a global workplace. (Bridges, 1994; Levin, 1999; 2000; 2001).
Market forces and technology are used to describe both economic and cultural
effects on an institution’s federal or state assisted revenues, policies, organizational
structure and programmatic initiatives (Gianini, 1995; Levin, 1999; 2000; 2001;
O’Banion, 1997). New market forces of change, including information, communication
and biotechnical technologies, the speed of information flow, stability of socio¬
economic systems, environmental sustainability and safety, have significantly affected
and impacted local communities and their “town and gown” ties with higher education.
Nowhere is this more significant than for executive level administrators who,
simultaneously, may sense tension between core mission values and market driven
initiatives (Clark, 1998) or as Zemsky and Wagner (2006) contend between the
acropolis and the agora. Thus, to what extent does this tension posture executive level
administrators to understand their missions and environments as put forward in the
research questions, presented in Chapters 1 and 3?
•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive
advantages and disadvantages of the new market on their institutions?

•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive the
effects of the new market on their decision making, priorities and
strategies?

An example ol this tension may manifest through a locally-based, mission responsive,
and externally influenced decision about workforce training and development
initiatives. This decision might be juxtaposed to a decision-making model that addresses
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skills development training that is historically grounded in core values and
responsiveness to local service region needs (Heimovics et al, 1993; Levin, 1999;
Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). Some internal and external stakeholders to community
colleges may view entrepreneurial decision-making factors as “seize the moment”
opportunities to enhance an institution’s current mission focus. Conversely, other
internal and external constituents may perceive these decision-making endeavors solely
as risk-taking ventures in search of material resources for the college. Stated another
way, stakeholders may criticize entrepreneurial decision-making endeavors as “chasing
money”.

Expanding Missions, Available Resources and Decision Making
Beginning in the 1980s, American higher education bore more than a
disproportionate share of reduced state funding for its programs and services (Potter,
2003). Frequently faced with options to eliminate academic programs and services or to
impose extra fees or surcharges, many institutions began charging higher prices for
those heretofore state-funded services in an attempt to offset downward funding
reductions (Zemsky et al, 2006). Subsequently, many institutions began adopting a
corporate, “net profit”, “bottom line” and competitive mentalities, or the agora (Zemsky
et al, 2006) the Greek word for marketplace, often criticized as being ones which were
abandoning the precepts of the academic heartland (Clark, 1998) or the acropolis
(Zemsky et al, 2006).
When a college or university is significantly affected and influenced by market
forces and environmental conditions, it may sacrifice much of its capacity to serve its
public purposes and, perhaps, even its fundamental mission. Zemsky et al (2006),
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contend that making an institution more publicly relevant and mission centered lies in
“making it, ironically, even more market sensitive—or, to use the term that we have
come to favor, more market smart” (p. B6). Mission-wise, colleges are not in the
business to make money. However, colleges cannot operate without money to maximize
their institutional outcome and effectiveness, i.e., mission attainment. Zemsky et al
(2006) also make the case that higher education, contrary to a cherished view, did not
begin on the acropolis and descend into the agora influenced by commercial interests
and plotting public officials (p. B6). Instead, higher education institutions have
frequently experienced tension between the two terms as the winds of fiscal resources
have shifted during recent decades (p. B6).
Concentrating on market forces and environmental conditions may expose an
institution to influences outside of its control that may or may not align well with its
core values or mission (Clark, 1998; Zemsky et al, 2006). However, to what extent does
embracing external market forces and environmental conditions mean foregoing an
institution’s mission? One can view the apparent tension between acropolis and agora
in the community college system through an institutional lens of numerous complex and
frequently competing programs or foci (Bragg, 2002). The multi-faceted transfer,
professional-technical, developmental, community service and student guidance
functions have become increasingly important as community college missions have
evolved. It is worth noting that the institutional importance of theses factors carries with
it priorities for increased fiscal support.
Today’s community colleges fulfill multiple roles within their communities,
oilering a multitude of transfer and occupational programs and student career guidance
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services. These programs and services not only comply with the institution's mission of
responsiveness to the local community and open access, but also proliferate to meet the
diverse student population demographics (Bragg, 2002). In addition, these programs are
both mission centered and market smart (Zemsky et al, 2006) and explain behavior
firmly rooted in economic theory—one which maximizes profit. For community
colleges, this profit is best translated into meeting its institutional mission.
As community colleges have developed into complex institutions during the
latter half of the twentieth century, their missions also became more complex (Levin,
2000). In the late twentieth century, there also appeared to be less certainty about
heretofore consistent revenue streams, i.e., state-assisted appropriations, and what they
supported, in addition to less clarity about what aspects of the community college
mission remained viable (Levin, 2000; Palmer, 2001; Valadez, 2002). Two-year
institutions moved beyond their traditionally defined open access and community
development initiatives into ones which embraced responses to external market forces
and other environmental conditions (Levin, 2000). These external market forces also
included an active pursuit of newly identified or reconfigured revenue streams that
could provide funds for the development of new or modification of selected college
programs and to give rise to what executive level administrative officials labeled,
“entrepreneurial” (Roueche & Jones, 2005).
Finally, in the twenty-first century, an expansion of the community college
mission from its founding focus on open access, responsiveness to local needs and
transfer becomes less clear regarding core values and peripheral values. This expansion
appears to position community college executive level administrators to examine the

institution’s core vs. peripheral mission. This expansion also appears to posture
administrators to justify seeking material resources to internal and external stakeholders
as they are engaging in entrepreneurial decision making. However, in a resource poor
environment, the availability of revenue, public-supported or private, also drives
decisions (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997).

Entrepreneurialism
In recent years, entrepreneurialism in community colleges has become an
intense topic among constituent stakeholders, frequently surfacing on an institution’s
radar screen (Burrows, 2002). To better understand this concept and its role in an
expansion of community college missions, I am presenting a definition and brief
discussion of entrepreneurialism as a concept for the reader to provide a partial
framework upon which to proceed to the subsequent section in this literature review,
The Entrepreneurial Community College, and the research in Chapter 3.
The term, entrepreneur, etymologically evolves from Old French, entreprendre,
to undertake. Synonyms include entrepreneurship, entrepreneurialism, enterprise, etc.
Entrepreneurialism embraces knowing what a customer wants, recognizing
opportunities vs. ideas influenced by external market forces, environmental conditions
and a market-driven orientation, resulting in a competitive market edge. Change
represents opportunity and new ways to address challenges (Mariotti, 2001; Nickels et
al, 2002). Within the business and industry private sector, entrepreneurship means
accepting the risk of starting and running a business (Nickels et al, 2002). Roueche and
Jones (2005) further define entrepreneurship (as cited in Bygrave and Hoffer, 1991), as
a “constant pursuit to initiate, establish and sustain ventures, relationships and/or
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partnerships” (p. 3). Additionally, Roueche and Jones (2005) add that entrepreneurship
is “an assumption of risk and responsibility in initiating business strategies or creating a
new business” (p. 3).
Within an entrepreneurial organization, the entrepreneur assumes responsibility
and risk for an organizational operation with the expectation of making a profit.
Joseph G. Schumpeter (1883-1950), Czechoslovakian bom American economist,
stressed the role of the entrepreneur as innovative, a person who develops new products
and identifies new markets and a new means of production for those products.
Schumpeter’s theories emphasized the role of the entrepreneur in stimulating
innovation, thereby causing creative destruction. Creative destruction occurs when
innovation makes old ideas and technologies obsolete (McGraw, 1991). Bolman and
Deal (2003) citing from Miller and Friesen (1984) make the point that without
entrepreneurial leadership in an organization, “the institution risks its reputation,
becomes tradition-dominated, adhering to old ways and falters into a stagnant
bureaucracy” (p.84).
The entrepreneur is willing to risk investing time and money in an activity that
has the potential to make a profit or incur a loss for a for-profit or not-for-profit
organization. Accordingly, entrepreneurs generally decide on the product or service,
acquire facilities, bring together a labor force, identify new resources (fiscal, personnel,
technological, etc.), and seek capital and production materials. Entrepreneurs sense the
needs of the marketplace and take risks to reach the goals that are important to them,
their organization and constituent stakeholders. Whether entrepreneurs start a business
or create new direction for an organization, they are the innovators. Entrepreneurs make
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things happen: they are change agents (Moorman & Halloran, 1993). Oster (1995, p.
25) stated that the entrepreneur is the individual that defines the mission of the
organization and this mission can be viewed as an articulation of entrepreneurship.
Specifically, “The mission statement of a new organization is the embodiment of an
entrepreneurial idea” (Oster, 1995, p. 25).
Moorman and Halloran (1993) cite the following as necessary characteristics for
successful entrepreneurs:
•

Have the confidence to make decisions and accept accountability for all
decisions made.

•

Have determination and perseverance to address challenges until the
objective is achieved.

•

Have creativity to think and act quickly in response to market forces and
environmental conditions.

•

Have a desire to achieve by setting new goals or revising existing ones
(p. 5-6).

When studying entrepreneurialism in higher education settings, the term,
entrepreneurial, may be defined as being characteristic of an entire college or university.
Additionally, the term may also singularly identify separate organizational units,
divisions, internal departments, research centers, faculties, and schools within a higher
education system (Clark, 1998). Conceptually, the term entrepreneurial suggests
“enterprise’ and addresses taking risks when embracing new decision making practices
whose outcome may be in doubt. An entrepreneurial college or university actively
seeks to innovate how it goes about its collegiate business (p. 3-4).
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Entrepreneurial colleges and universities actively address shifts in organizational
behavior, resulting in a more promising fiscal or other resource-driven posture for their
future endeavors. Clark (1998) sees the terms “entrepreneurial” and “innovative” as
conceptually synonymous especially when addressing local decision-making efforts in a
college or university. The term, “entrepreneurial college” recurs in scholarly literature,
but it falls short when aligning it to the purpose of this study. It is vital to understand
that individuals make policy, programmatic and other operational decisions on behalf of
their institutions. Neglecting this distinction between what is described as an
entrepreneurial college vs. collective and collaborative entrepreneurial decision making
by and among executive level administrators, may give the reader the impression that
community colleges are making decisions instead of individuals.
It is also worth noting that entrepreneurialism in higher education may rely too
heavily on a pejorative perception, aligned to business and industry. Specifically, any
successful entrepreneurial activity requires a mercenary environment and a
preoccupation with personal gain. This stereotyped image of the Business Everyman
was perhaps best brought to life through the malicious Gordon Gekko in the motion
picture, “Wall Street” when he stated, “Greed is good” (Robinson and Hogan, 1992, p.
30).
After a substantial review of existing literature about entrepreneurialism, albeit
scarce in its scope and definition for the American two-year community college, I
propose a definition of entrepreneurialism as the term relates to the purpose of this
study. Specifically, entrepreneurialism is a multi-dimensional pro-active approach to
understanding external forces and environmental conditions as strategies used to
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identify resources, and generate revenue while simultaneously complying with the
mission.

The Entrepreneurial Community College
Upon reviewing definitions of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial activities,
one must also define these terms in the context of traditional American community
colleges. Conceptually, entrepreneurialism may exist in an institution and may provide
the foundation for a multi-dimensional pro-active approach to understanding external
forces and environmental conditions as strategies used to identify resources, and
generate revenue. For the purposes of this study, one may better understand
entrepreneurialism in the broader context of American community colleges and their
mission foci. Cited as having self-identified core values reflected in their mission
statements, community colleges focus on open access, responsiveness, resourcefulness
and a clear commitment to teaching and learning (Boggs et al, 2001; Valadez, 2002).
Contrasting the traditional community college with the concept of an
entrepreneurial community college is challenging since there are no discernible
boundaries between the two (Drury, 2001). Faris (1998) makes the point that, in
education, entrepreneurship includes characteristics such as “proactive
responsiveness”, “high ambiguity for tolerance” and “taking and creating opportunities
within an institutional context that leads toward the generation of monetary profit for
the institution and its participants” (p. 3). However, this definition only partially
captures the multi- dimensional challenges for today’s American community colleges
(Roueche & Jones, 2005).
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In traditional community colleges, traced to the founding principles of Joliet
Junior College (JJC) in 1901, three areas of concentration exist (Brint & Karabel, 1989;
Dougherty, 1994; Cohen & Brawer, 2003). These areas include degree granting and
certificate programs, considered “core” or “at the heart” of academic programs (Clark,
1998, p. 7). Occupational programs, including short-term or non-credit workforce
development preparation, address special needs of working adults or those individuals
having special needs for job training. Finally, community colleges offer a wide a variety
of non-credit enrichment programs focusing on personal or leisure-time interests among
local community members (Drury, 2001).
In contrast to the traditional community college, the entrepreneurial community
college (located within a college’s programs or services) is designed to capture an
entrepreneurial spirit of its parent college (Drury, 2001; Grubb et al, 1997; Roueche &
Jones, 2005). The entrepreneurial community college is market-driven, customeroriented, thrives on innovation, creativity and calculated risk-taking (Drury, 2001;
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Grubb et al, 1997).
The entrepreneurial college is a college within a college, (Grubb et al, 1997;
Scott, 2001). Its functions, workforce, economic and community development operate
within a new culture, new rules and regulations. Its entrepreneurial functions, i.e.,
acquiring private or governmental revenues, collaborating via contracts and
partnerships, etc., are often judged less by size (enrollment, staffing, etc.) and more by
their contributions to discretionary revenue and to the visibility of the college. These
new functions are driven by a greater demand for training, by immigration and by
pressures for economic development. Levin (2001) citing Grubb et al (1997)
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conceptualize the presence of an “entrepreneurial college" (p. 179) within a college, but
independent from the latter’s operational and organizational units. Levin (2001) and
Grubb et al (1997) do not envision that an entrepreneurial college dominates or
becomes the main function of an institution. According to Grubb et al (1997),
discretionary revenue and visibility are the two most important contributors to a
redefined community college for the twenty-first century.
With an ebb and flow of state-assisted appropriations to fund college operations,
student service operations and academic program development, many executive level
administrators sensed a pressure to search for private, state or federal sources of revenue
to close funding gaps that affected existing or new program development and services
(Levin, 2000; Roueche, 2005). Ties to local business and industry carved a path for
many community colleges to establish new occupational programs in computer
information technology, biotechnology fields and other technologically focused
programs in engineering beginning in the 1990s. As a result, executive level
administrators responded with fiscal and staffing support reallocations for new program
initiatives which appeared to align themselves to demands from global market forces
and new technologies (Levin, 2000; Valadez, 2002). External forces, mirroring the
nation's economy and workplace downsizing, also compelled executive level
administrators and governing boards to reexamine their decision-making behaviors.
These behaviors often included self-reflection about their institution’s historical and
societal roles while simultaneously engaging in new thinking patterns to increase access
to relevant and “cutting edge" workforce development programmatic initiatives
(Cameron, 1984; Gianini, 1995; Levin, 1999).
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Executive level administrators coped with a variety of changes and external
challenges during the final decade of the twentieth century. These changes appeared to
force a decision-making posture motivated by the changing political climates in stated’
legislatures. Some of these challenges were the outcomes from reduced state funding,
manifested in fluctuating or shifting enrollment patterns from liberal arts transfer into
occupational programs, and growth in information technology. Executive level
administrators seemed poised to become more competitive in their thinking about
available opportunities from external market forces and other environmental conditions
(Mariotti, 2001; Nickels et al, 2002), juxtaposed to an academic guild’s mind set of the
free exchange of ideas in the institution’s “academic heartland” (Clark, 1998, p.7).
The community college, ever a changing institution and one in which executive
level administrators appear to respond positively to community based initiatives,
(Boggs et al, 2001; Valadez, 2002) is in a twenty-first century position to develop
another set of linked innovative curricular, economic and community endeavors into its
mission landscape: workforce development, economic development and community
development in response to external market forces (Grubb et al, 1997). Some
community colleges appear to mirror the characteristics of successful entrepreneurs as
outlined by Moorman and Halloran (1993) on page 59 of this research study.
Entrepreneurs have the creativity to think and act quickly to market forces and
environmental conditions. Their mindset includes being innovative, creative, taking
calculated risks and providing visionary guidance (Drury, 2001). Roueche and Jones
(2005) added to Moorman and Halloran’s (1993) strategies through their study of nine
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American community colleges, categorizing these institutions as entrepreneurial based
on their successful implementation of the following innovative strategies:
•

Seeking partnership and providing contract services

•

Leasing existing facilities, divesting non-productive resources

•

Outsourcing

•

Seeking grants and garnering foundation support

•

Pricing services and products competitively

•

Cultivating a donor base or fund raising (p. 3)

However, there are unambiguous distinctions between community college
executive level administrators’ compliance with institutional mission, and making what
appears to be entrepreneurial decisions on behalf of their institutions. Responsiveness to
local community needs and endeavors is not synonymous with entrepreneurial
opportunities or decision making. It is in this context that Grubb et al (1997) may
confuse entrepreneurialism with local community responsiveness. Grubb et al (1997)
contend that entrepreneurial emphasis in community colleges is new; however,
community colleges have traditionally responded to local service region training needs,
therefore negating the term “new entrepreneurial emphasis”. In addition, strategies
proposed by Roueche and Jones (2005) and Moorman and Halloran (1993) may need to
be carefully examined within the context of entrepreneurial endeavors and decision
making. To what extent are these identified strategies innovative for policy
development and program initiatives? Conversely, to what extent are these strategies
merely survival tactics to keep an institution afloat during a short-term or, potentially
longer, fiscal crisis?
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Through this current sub-section on Entrepreneurial Community Colleges, the
scope and focus of this study has included a broad definition, discussion and analysis of
entrepreneurialism as an institutional concept, policy or ideology in community
colleges. Given the purpose of this study, as presented in the Introduction in Chapter 1,
it must be understood that, conceptually, multi-faceted entrepreneurial decision-making
may exist within community colleges as part of their policy and strategies for
institutional effectiveness. However, reiterating from Chapter 1, and simultaneous to
this understanding, it is central to the purpose of this study to recognize that a
community college, potentially defined as entrepreneurial, may be so categorized as a
result of decision making by its executive level administrators. Individuals make
decisions; institutions do not.

Entrepreneurial Decision Making in Community Colleges
This study addresses a vague concept and definition of entrepreneurial decision
making and how this process cannot be universally designated to all decision making in
community colleges regarding program initiatives. In moving to a decision-making
model that results in new policies, partnerships, identifying new revenue sources, etc.,
several internal and external factors appear to have influenced executive level
administrators’ decision making regarding new or modified policy, programs and
services in an entrepreneurial college. Internally to a community college, there may be
an increase in occupational program focus rather than an academic transfer mission;
faculty may have connections to local employers; faculty unions and academic senates
may be strongly supportive or create adversarial coalitions; administrators may actively
pursue grants and other fiscal resources for policy and programmatic initiatives;
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administrators may advocate for general support for entrepreneurial activities; and,
appointed governing boards which are likely include business representatives from
private or public organizations (Grubb et al, 1997). Roueche and Jones (2005) contend
that strong positive relationships for successful entrepreneurial endeavors, strategic
alliances and innovative ideas rests with partnerships between faculty, staff and the
college’s administration. Additionally, executive level administrators who dynamically
cultivate such positive relationships reap the benefits of sustained and enduring program
and service initiatives (p. 4).
Community college entrepreneurship is not an individual act, but a collaborative
endeavor. Individuals may be entrepreneurs, but they do not create an entrepreneurial
organization in isolation. Any organizational transformation requires the dedication of
many to build this special culture of innovation (Flannigan, Greene and Jones, 2005).
As executive level administrators may engage in entrepreneurial decision making, to
what extent are administrators rethinking or transforming their respective colleges to
embrace another type of institutional culture? Are administrators’ thinking patterns
transforming themselves to be more entrepreneurially focused via a new leadership
“mindset” (Drury, 2001, p. 3) rather than a managerial “skill set” often used to address
and resolve policy and programmatic issues in the past (Flannigan et al, 2005, p. 10)?
The entrepreneurial culture is also a “transformation” and not a “technique” (Flannigan
et al, 2005, p. 10).
In a quest to identify new resources and generate revenue, some institutional
constituent stakeholders may now view community colleges to be closing their doors to
historically defined open access, and reallocating institutional resources to a
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programmatic-decision-making-for-profit-model where executive level administrators
may identify themselves with business and industry (Levin, 2000; 2001). This new
decision-making model is juxtaposed to and framed in historical core values of open
access and responsiveness to educational needs and services within its local community.
Executive level administrators may interpret this newly defined identity as an
enrollment and recruitment opportunity in response to external market forces and
environmental conditions. These forces and conditions may position executive level
administrators to market the institution and to engage in entrepreneurial decision
making to attract potential students into sustainable and, ideally, enduring selfsupporting programs. Additionally, these entrepreneurial decisions may also generate
“diversified revenues” (Cohen & Brawer, 2003, p. 156) that can offset other identified
non-cost effective programs and, potentially, generate profit for other institutional
initiatives.
These external and global market forces, environmental conditions,
technologies, transformations and impacts appear to result in market-driven
entrepreneurial decisions as pathways for new policy, partnerships and grant-seeking
opportunities. The upshot also includes new, enhanced or expanded programmatic
initiatives and services for community college students and forging stronger links to
both local and global communities. Fiscally, these factors contribute to potentially
healthy enrollments as forecasted by executive level administrators who may be
embracing entrepreneurial decision making.
One result of entrepreneurial decision making regarding college policy,
programs and services has been a state’s funding policy in legislative appropriations. In

some stated, funding for workforce development initiatives is generous either through a
funding formula or through categorical funding for dislocated workers. Additionally,
many stated have imposed regulatory policies that make entrepreneurial proposals
extremely difficult to undertake (Bragg, 2002; Grubb et al, 1997). However, to what
extent are entrepreneurial decisions becoming a de facto way of running a community
college and how might these decisions reflect the decision-making mindset of executive
level administrators engaged in this process?
Aligned to entrepreneurial opportunities, external and global market forces have
significantly influenced organizational behaviors and responsive decision making by
focusing on locally enhanced, expanded and an emerging locus of control in workforce
development skills preparation. These forces impact and expand the traditional transfer
mission focus from one which focused on liberal arts transfer to one which embraces
workforce skills development (Grubb, 1991; Townsend, 2001; Walker, 2001). Global
market forces are affecting two-year college organizational behaviors and locally based
decision making, shifting programmatic focus to embrace occupational coursework,
workforce development training perhaps, say some, to the detriment of the community
college’s historically based liberal arts transfer mission on behalf of its local community
(Boggs et al, 2001;Grubb, 1991; Levin, 2001). Additionally, community colleges have
openly pursued competitive grants, relied more on the private sector for revenues,
secured training contracts and partnerships with both private and public sectors and
reduced spending (Levin, 2000) as institutional responses to external market forces.
Workforce development has trained employees in business and industry; economic
development provides an opportunity for the college to increase employment (other
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than providing courses or programs) in its community; and, community development, in
which colleges promote the well-being of their communities in political, social or
cultural areas.
Many stakeholders represent external constituencies, contractual partnerships,
collaborative training opportunities, etc. External forces, including policies over which
colleges have less control, have influenced entrepreneurial decision making. These
external forces can include community college district policies, customized training
partnerships, immigration policy or new legislation regarding worker training or
demand and pressures for economic and community development and programming
(Grubb et al, 1997). In allegiance to community-based programming, executive level
administrators have an influential voice and make use of successful strategies for
institutional change in their institutional decision making (Bolman and Deal, 2003;
Drury, 2001; Gianini, 1995; Grubb et al, 1997; Scott, 2001).
Entrepreneurial decision making that has occurred in separate organizational
units in community colleges appears to be a modified or re-engineered process,
changing the internal culture to make a college more competitive in the marketplace
rather than a strict adherence to an academic guild categorization (Grubb et al, 1997;
Scott, 2001). This modification and cultural change may shift the locus of decision
making control from one which is internally influenced by powerful constituent
coalitions to a decision-making model in which executive level administrators,
responding to market driven forces, identify available revenue streams, changing
community and political climates in their decision-making processes (Gianini, 1995).
This modification and cultural change may also result in a new institutional identity or
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in a new institutional mission as unintended by-products of decision making (Levin,
2004).
Internally, faculty have connections to local external employers. Nevertheless,
this external orientation has led to some tensions within the academic guild and among
administrators (Grubb et al, 1997; Scott, 2001). Specifically, value-added conflicts have
surfaced among faculty and administrators vis-a-vis the role that entrepreneurial
decision making about policy, program and service initiatives were playing. Timesensitive decision making, “the right place at the right time” or a change strategy “sense
of urgency” (Kotter, 1996) assumed greater importance rather than discussing issues
and concerns heretofore scheduled for departmental, division or other academic forum
meetings (Gianini, 1995; Scott, 2001).
In the final decades of the twentieth century, by actively seeking new revenues
and entering into external partnerships, leading experts believed community colleges
were, once again, at an identification crossroads (Levin, 2004; Roueche & Jones, 2005).
Executive level administrators had to decide whether to stick solely with a college’s
symbolic or “academic heartland” (Clark, 1998, p. 7) mission which embraced local
community and service region ties and included trades program training and other local
endeavors that inspired past growth. Conversely, executive level administrators also had
to weigh potential risks by venturing into the twenty-first century with openness
towards seeking newly identified resources in response to new economic demands in a
globalized economy (Boggs et al, 2001; Levin, 2000; Valadez, 2002). Walker (2001)
forecasted that the title “community college would no longer be synonymous with two-
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year colleges, “rather it will be defined as a college which is serving the needs of the
community” and is “truly a climate to be created rather an area to be served” (p. 10).
This created climate in a globalized economy appears to have paved a rich
pathway to identify expanded programmatic opportunities for twenty-first century
entrepreneurial decision making among executive level administrators in community
colleges. Visionary executive level administrators, as change agents, could transform
these opportunities into a competitive advantage by knowing what their potential
educational clients wanted. Community colleges appeared “in step” with other higher
education institutions and emulated what was happening in the American workplace
(Slaughter & Leslie, 1997). The influence and potential impact of global market forces
challenge executive level administrators to align programmatic initiatives, curriculum
and identified competencies from business and industry to existing or future program
options. These forces shape organizational decision making in community colleges
regarding operational or staffing line allocations, but also guide programmatic choices
responding to enhanced global market force demands (Levin, 1999; 2000; 2001).
Executive level administrators at community colleges may play pivotal and
influential roles are change agents. In particular, a community college president who
advocates for an entrepreneurial environment may create a workplace where executive
level administrators can respond to external forces and environmental conditions, and
meet head-on programmatic, enrollment, staffing and fiscal challenges through a series
of pro-active strategic measures (Roueche & Jones, 2005). These measures can include
scanning the environment, carefully noting opportunities and challenges to the
economic, social, political and technological needs and identifying opportunities and
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challenges from institutional stakeholders (Drury, 2001). The entrepreneurial
community college decision makers do not simply respond to needs, but create
conditions that demand their institution’s services (Grubb et al, 1997). In their decision
making, executive level administrators are cognizant that they must:
•

Examine the college’s mission and philosophy critically to assure
compatibility with community-based programming;

•

Identify stakeholders (internally and externally) who will be impacted by
results of an environmental scanning process;

•

Assume leadership roles as catalysts for the coalition of stakeholders;
and

•

Maintain open communication with respective constituent stakeholders
(Drury, 2001).

As executive level administrators engage in a decision-making process, to what
extent do the institution’s core values or those on the periphery drive their decisions?
Similarly, to what extent are resources available to support this? As institutions depend
less upon fixed revenues or public support, they must focus on obtaining revenues or
“following the money from activities that can support the institution i.e., larger classes
(fewer sections), well-enrolled program options, contract partnerships, auxiliary
enterprises, etc “(Zemsky et al, 2006). Community colleges may adhere to past
successful endeavors and community liaisons in an attempt to project a symbolic image
to their stakeholders of what the image seems to be. On the other hand, by engaging in
what may appear as entrepreneurial decision making, administrators may project the
institution s image of what it ought to be within a global milieu of motives, the external
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environment (business, government and other national bodies) and other external
market forces (Heimovics et al, 1993; Levin, 2001). Levin (2004) citing from
Marginson and Considine (2000) and Slaughter and Leslie (1997) stated:
Organizational change in community colleges has been promulgated not only by
institutional forces but also by external demands for change, including global
forces, which buffet higher education institutions. By using theories associated
with organizational adaptation in conjunction with neo-institutional
perspectives, we may find more even ground to explain the actions of
community colleges (p. 2).
Executive level administrators’ entrepreneurial decision making succeeds when
innovative and transformational leadership integrates the availability of external
resources and the environment, with understanding and fulfilling the community
college’s core mission in its academic heartland. These executive level administrators
facilitate a managerial environment and must ensure that new initiatives align with the
colleges’ missions and support a learning environment. These administrators
instinctively convene constituents who can also support common institutional causes.
As executive level administrators, these individuals may demonstrate courage and
conviction in the midst of challenging external market forces and environmental
conditions to their internal and external institutional stakeholders.
From prevailing external market forces, one may conclude that “community
colleges operate in a world of countervailing pressures and they will need to organize in
contradictory ways to respond to these pressures” (Alfred & Carter, 2000, p. 4). In other
words, community college executive level administrators may need to think about doing
business differently. As consumer markets fluctuate and options for program and
service delivery increase, community colleges will need to organize and deliver
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activities closer to customers. “Customers will not migrate to colleges that do not meet
their expectations” (p.4).
In conclusion, I have covered multiple facets, issues and relevant topics about
community colleges and their attempts to becoming entrepreneurial through executive
level administrators’ decision-making strategies. However, the literature review, while
informing the reader about existing factors which may lead to entrepreneurial decisions
in community colleges, may not adequately address how executive level administrators
perceive themselves to be engaging in these decision making processes. There remain
other ancillary issues or factors which can point to further research about executive
level administrators’ decision making in community colleges. These other issues form
the basis of the multi-institutional case study research design carried out in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research approach used in this
study, beginning with the presentation of the conceptual framework, developed from the
review of literature in Chapter 2, used to guide the inquiry. The Chapter builds upon the
conceptual framework through a discussion of the intended research methods including
the research questions, site selection, participants and data sources, data measurement
and coding, analysis, and limitations.

Conceptual Framework
In the previous chapter, I reviewed literature pertaining to American community
colleges, expanding community college missions, resource dependency theory,
entrepreneurialism, the entrepreneurial community college and entrepreneurial decision
making in community colleges. Collectively, these topical categories helped me to
identify key questions relating to the ways in which executive level administrators in
community colleges understand the mission of their institutions, the changing nature of
external market resources, and their decision-making processes as campus leaders.
The direction of the study has been shaped by the increased attention in the
literature on entrepreneurialism in community colleges. Although there appears to be
many assertions in the literature about the prevalence of entrepreneurial community
colleges, little evidence has been developed to empirically document the existence or
specific nature of entrepreneurial community colleges or entrepreneurial decision
making on those campuses.
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The minimal amount of empirical evidence about entrepreneurial decision
making raises additional questions about the nature, extent and the manner in which this
decision-making process is understood by executive level administrators. In addition,
the lack of empirical evidence also raises questions concerning how community college
executive level administrators understand their institution’s mission, the changing
nature of external market forces and, perhaps, their own decision-making processes.
Due to the lack of attention that has been paid to executive level administrators’
decision making in community colleges, this study was designed to bring further
clarification to our understanding of those decision-making processes.
The literature review contained several articles about entrepreneurialism and the
entrepreneurial community college. However, the discussions from Drury (2001), Faris
(1998), Grubb et al (1997), McClenney (1998), and Roueche and Jones (2005) focused
primarily upon the categorization and definition (with little overall agreement as to the
exact meaning of the term) of what an entrepreneurial community college might be.
Unfortunately, minimal or non-existent attention to the decision-making processes that
lead to entrepreneurial behavior were included in these articles. Moreover, none of this
literature provided empirical evidence that entrepreneurial decision making and
behavior are prevalent in community colleges. Thus, such incomplete definitions and a
lack of empirical evidence may lend themselves to wide interpretations of terminology
inlluencing entrepreneurial endeavors, and what these terms may mean or signify for
any operational or programmatic initiatives for American community colleges.
Therelore, it was necessary to focus this research on aspects of decision-making
processes and identity what external forces and environmental conditions might be
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forces that executive level administrators perceived as influences on their
entrepreneurial decision-making.

Research Questions
Given the purpose of this study, the following questions guided this research:
•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive
advantages and disadvantages of the new market on their institutions?

•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive the
effects of the new market on their decision making, priorities and
strategies?

Additionally, the following questions provided additional perspective to the
study:
•

How do executive level administrators make choices about acquiring and
utilizing revenue support? How do executive level administrators
prioritize their choices? How do these choices relate to the mission?

•

To what extent and how do executive level administrators perceive their
decisions to be entrepreneurial?

Research Design
I selected a qualitative method emphasizing the use of a multi-institutional case
study approach to data collection, analysis, and reporting. A multi-institutional case
study approach enabled me to gather, document and analyze rich data and information
from multiple sources. The case study approach was the most appropriate method for
this study because it allowed me to work with data to “relish the interplay between
themselves and the data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1995, p. 5) and to be “skeptical of
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established theories” (p.6) unless they are eventually grounded through active interplay
with the data. The literature base about entrepreneurial decision making is somewhat
vague and decision-making processes appear to be not fully understood among
executive level administrators. A qualitative research study seemed the best way to
introduce foundational theories as an empirical base for entrepreneurial decision
making. Theories can be grounded through interviews, observations and
documentation, all components of the grounded theory approach to qualitative research
that were employed in this study. This theoretical approach is “an inductive strategy for
generating and confirming theory that emerges from close involvement and direct
contact with the empirical world” (Patton, 1990, p. 153). Theoretical constructs and
propositions derived by interviewing executive level administrators in community
colleges were more likely to resemble a reality from the perspective of those involved in
decision-making processes rather than a theory derived by logically putting together
concepts based on experience or speculation to ascertain “how one thinks things ought
to work” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 12) in a community college setting.
I chose to conduct this multi-institutional case study research by conducting
interviews with ten executive level administrators representing two separate community
colleges campuses. This approach permitted me to go into greater depth with five
individuals at each selected community college site. By going more in depth, I
approached the study through a holistic stance, gleaned more details and included a
range of inlormation about the campuses and executive level administrators who were
being interviewed (Neuman, 1997; Gay & Airasian, 2003). I designed the research to
identity external market torces, environmental conditions and available resources which
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community college executive level administrators perceived to be shaping their
decision-making processes regarding institutional policy, strategies and programmatic
initiatives.
As part of this case study, I incorporated historical research on the status of
current and former academic and occupational programs, and any specific programs
«

which were developed in response to specific training demands. I relied on primary and
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secondary documents as secondary instruments to research and analyze these programs.
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This historical component might have surfaced in the context of spoken words in
interviews, reconstructing first-order interpretation of those individuals directly
involved or having influence in occupational program decision making or other
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permission to observe meetings where strategies, partnerships or finances were
discussed.
This study immersed me in data-rich campus environments. As such, this data
provided an intimate familiarity with institutional culture and selected executive level
administrators’ lives that were charged with making policy decisions on behalf of the
institution. I looked for patterns in the lives, actions and words of participants in the
context of this complete case study (Neuman, 1997).

Site Selection
Not all community colleges in the United Stated have become entrepreneurial or
have embraced entrepreneurial decision-making processes. Some campuses were more
likely than others to be engaged in entrepreneurial activities that resulted from the
transitions to a knowledge-based economy and other institutional challenges. To
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programmatic transformations in the community college setting. I requested, as needed,

determine case study site selections and what campuses were more likely to engage in
entrepreneurial decision making, I first needed to identify a survey instrument, research
documents or other statistical data that could form a foundational theory for the research
to be undertaken in this dissertation. Simultaneously, because the empirical literature
base, as discussed in Chapter 2, was largely diffuse and often anecdotal, I wanted to
identify a research instrument of state community college systems and their sources of
revenue. The rationale for selecting a documented and published research survey was an
attempt to provide further grounding in the research for entrepreneurial decision making
in community colleges.
In order to identify campuses that were appropriate as information-rich sites, I
used a nationwide survey study on community college financing that conducted and
published by the Education Commission of Stated (ECS) in November, 2000. The
Center for Community College Policy, which was established by ECS in 1999, released
this report. The report, entitled. State Funding for Community Colleges: A 50-State
Survey, included responses from state policymakers among the fifty-state participants.
Each state policymaking group was asked to identify significant educational policy
issues that they anticipated facing in the future. The fifty-state participants identified
five major focus areas that addressed financing that include: 1) state appropriations to
community colleges; 2) general finance issues; 3) enrollment funding and student share
of cost; 4) state support for special programs; and, 5) accountability. Reviewing the
five locus areas, I began my identification of potential case study sites that followed this
process:
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•

review the fifty-state data survey to determine which states had appropriation
funding gaps for full-time students greater than $4,000 per student. (See
Appendix B).

•

select ten states from this survey that were geographically diverse.

•

identify revenue streams among the ten diverse states: state appropriations,
local taxes, or share funding and student tuition.

•

Identify the top two diverse states where funding state appropriation funding
gaps were highest (See Appendix B).

•

select two community colleges where revenue streams appeared out of balance
among state appropriations, local share funding and student tuition. Reduced or
out-of-balance revenues were a major criterion for identification of other
potential revenue streams that could offset lacking resources. (See Appendix C)
I used the above primary selection criteria identified above as the basis for

selecting two community college sites in two different states to compare as case study
sites. The first community college selected for study was located in an urban setting.
The surrounding community and region had suffered economically from a loss of a
once heavily dominated manufacturing region, loss of jobs and workforce downsizing
and movement of operations and headquarters overseas. As a result, the community
transformed into an urban “rust belt” setting fraught with the economic and social
challenges that frequently accompany such transformations. With such challenges, this
community college appeared to be a setting for entrepreneurial decisions to occur.
The second community college selected for this study was located in a coastal
region. Comparatively, this region had not suffered the economic transformations that
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occurred in the community and region of the first case study site. Conversely, this
community college was poised to respond to a progressive economy “on the move ’ in
the twenty-first century. As an in-tandem partner to its community and region, this
second case study site appeared to posture executive level administrators to respond
entrepreneurially for its institution.
These criteria formed a preliminary snapshot to begin investigating forces that
executive level administrators at these two community colleges perceived to be
pressures upon their institutions. As a result of these pressures, administrators might
propose entrepreneurial endeavors because of reduced state funding appropriations,
reduced local sponsor share, political initiatives and other local community demands.
I also complemented this identification and selection of case study research sites
by reflecting on the criteria cited in Roueche and Jones (2005), in the literature review
sub-section, Entrepreneurial Community Colleges. Specifically, these criteria
categorized community colleges as entrepreneurial based on their successful
implementation of the following innovative strategies:
•

Seeking partnership and providing contract services

•

Leasing existing facilities, divesting non-productive resources

•

Outsourcing

•

Seeking grants and garnering foundation support

•

Pricing services and products competitively

•

Cultivating a donor base or fund raising (p. 3)

Additionally, background description used tor selection included institutional
demographics, location (metropolitan or rural), single or multi-campus facility.

existence of and programmatic evolution of academic transfer, occupational programs
and customized training or partnerships (industrial trades programs to newly developed
career focused options), enrollment and budget size.
These primary and secondary criteria allowed me to glean data from information
rich sites about external market forces, environmental conditions and available
resources and to determine if and how these forces shaped executive level
administrators' decision making on behalf of their colleges. To avoid any breach of
confidentiality, I identified each community college in the research with a fictitious
name. Likewise, I identified each participant with a comparable professional title, but
substituted the person's name with a fictitious one. Similarly, I maintained
confidentiality throughout the analysis by avoiding any reference to exact location, web
site identification, newspaper titles, etc.
For the two community colleges involved in this study, I assumed that:
•

The participants would be truthful regarding about external forces that
they perceived were influencing them to engage in entrepreneurial
decision making about existing or new existing programs. Additionally,
participants would be truthful regarding their perceptions and rationale
for modifying an existing academic program which resulted from a
decision-making process.

•

The participants wanted to share their perspectives about programmatic
shift in the community college and resulting impacts.

•

The participants wanted to share pertinent documents with the
researcher.
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*

Interviews or focus group participants would be candid and open in
revealing their thoughts about influential factors, perspective and
engaging in entrepreneurial decision making.

•

Institutional stakeholders, vested in or stewards for academic and
occupational program initiatives wanted to understand those external
and environmental factors which may be factors affecting their decision
making.

Participants and Data Sources
The participant selection process for this study included a purposeful selection
of five executive level administrators on each campus who were directly involved in
decision making processes regarding institutional policy, identification of resources,
program development, modification or elimination. Specifically, these individuals
included the President and members of the President’s Executive Team. I planned
initial interviews to last approximately one hour with each executive level
administrator. Interview questions follow Chapter 3 in Appendix A. The rationale for
selecting these institutional participants was that they provided information rich data,
access to material culture, documents, meetings, etc., all of which played significant
roles in the development or modification of institutional policy and programmatic focus.
As dictated by the findings from a preliminary analysis of data gleaned from these
interviews, I planned to conduct follow-up interviews or contact as needed. If needed, I
planned to identify and contact any additional participants as potential key informants to
add to the interview schedule using a snowball technique for individual sampling at
each site.
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In accessing the field site to conduct interviews, I sent a letter to the President of
each community college selected for this research study and asked permission for
access to the college. In this letter, I proposed and outlined details of the study, its
purpose, interview protocol, the particular community college’s importance to the
research and implications for all community colleges. In this letter, I also requested the
names and contact information for each executive level administrator who was directly
involved in decision making about institutional policy, program
development/modification and identifying resources to accomplish these goals. I
conducted follow-up telephone requests for the names of those individuals, introduced
myself and requested their participation. These administrators included Vice Presidents
or Deans of Instruction, Student Services, General Administration, Institutional
Research and Directors of Workforce Development or Community Partnerships. In
addition, executive level administrators also identified other potential secondary
participants who, although not directly involved, may have been pivotal role players
such as workforce development managers or sponsored programs’ personnel, etc.
To ensure trustworthiness, I conducted all participant interviews ethically in a
credible and authentic research study environment. Additionally, I held all participants’
identity in confidence, but simultaneously assured each participant that their interview
comments might be quoted in the context of a fictitious name and institutional
identification. Before I began each interview, I reminded each participant of my
commitment to the site’s and participant’s confidentiality. I also provided a working
copy of the interview questions to each participant.
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In gathering primary and secondary sc arces of data, I employed cnangnlation to
identify multiple points of time or institutional benchmarks and other methods that
assisted in creating a narrative that I was investigating. Tnangulanon helped to a- - me
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entrepreneurial decision-making processes that identified resources, generated revenue
and implemented new policy or programmatic initiatives. 1 adopted an etic perspective
in developing taxonomies, conducting interviews, writing field noted and reviewing
material culture. Using open coding, I initially categorized data to identify categories,
forces, data, events, dates or timeframes, historical sources, etc. that executive level
administrators perceived to have influenced their decision-making processes. In this
first stage, there was no attempt to make connections or identify themes. After
reviewing the open coding data, I developed axial coding to look for connections and
themes among open-coded data. Finally, I reviewed and clustered causes and
consequences, strategies, conditions and interactions that executive level administrators
have used in their decision-making processes.

Analysis
In analyzing data, I used both the method of agreement, flowchart and time
sequence in examining research documents, materials and interviews. Through method
of agreement, charted and categorized the interviews, processes, interactions, etc. which
have common outcomes or correlations. Via flowchart and time sequences, I was able
to pinpoint benchmark indicators as historical reference about when and, perhaps, how
institutional decisions were/are made, sequence of events, reviewing interrelationships
in decisions, etc.

Limitations
The purpose of this study was to examine viewpoints held by executive level
administrators who perceived themselves to have engaged in entrepreneurial decision
making in their institutions. These decisions have affected institutional policy, have
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identified new resources, have resulted in new revenue and have resulted in "cutting
edge” program opportunities for their colleges. Thus, to what extent have executive
level administrators perceived that external environmental forces have shaped their
decision-making processes? Similarly, to what extent have these decisions had an
impact on institutional effectiveness?
In determining the extent of executive level administrators’ perceptions, it was
important to develop transferable components of this research to other community
colleges in similar contexts. Careful alignment of the research sample and methodology
to theoretical frameworks could assist other community college executive level
administrators who may want to apply these findings in similar or identical
organizational environments.
The study did not address reactive measures that resulted from reduced funding
appropriations to community colleges. Similarly, the study did not focus on decision¬
making processes by executive level administrators framed as entrepreneurial decision
making were short-term “band-aid” problem solving responses to fiscal problems or
concerns.
Conclusion
There remain multiple levels of understanding and, therefore, a plethora of
questions regarding executive level administrators’ entrepreneurial decision making in
community colleges. This research has, perhaps, only “scratched” the surface of some
ol the external and global market forces which administrators perceive are influencing
their decision-making processes.
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For those community college administrators that are considering new
programmatic initiatives, policy occupational programs, contracts and partnerships, it
will be vital to identify and understand those forces that they perceive to be affecting
their decision-making processes. Community college administrators can continue to
comply with their original mission focus of open access and emerge to embrace new
endeavors and initiatives which can ultimately benefit both the local community and
global economy. Two-year colleges can continue to fulfill their societal role, but will
need to continue at the forefront in expanding their mission focus to an expanded
community role which integrates with the larger global economy.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The purpose of this chapter begins with a series of preliminary observations
about the research study and methodology undertaken for the two case study sites.
These observations include how the study progressed and continues with a brief
overview of the interview formats involving executive level administrators or their
designees. The observations provide an understanding of the participants’ viewpoints
regarding entrepreneurial decision making in their respective colleges. In addition, each
chapter’s sub-heading contains key findings as factors that executive level
administrators discussed in their interviews as pivotal factors affecting their decision¬
making strategies that resulted in institutional outcomes and potential transformations.
Chapter 4 contains an analysis of City View Community College, the first case
study, Chapter 5 continues with an analysis of Bay View Community College, the
second; and, Chapter 6 concludes with a synthesis of key findings between the two case
study sites, implications and recommendations.

Preliminary Observations
The research used in this first case study of City View Community College was
intended to categorize viewpoints among community college executive level
administrators regarding their perceptions and understanding of external market forces
that affect their strategic decision making. The following administrators, as
pseudonyms, participated in this first case study:
•

Dr. Simon, President

•

Dr. Roberts, Vice President, Student and Academic Services
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•

Mr. Stevens, Associate Vice President of Corporate and Extended
Learning
©

•

Ms. Dawson, Associate Vice President of Enrollment Management

•

Dr. Carter, Associate Vice President of Academic Services.

Participants had a broad range of in-state and out-of-state experience from three
to twenty-five years, averaging seven years. Each participant had worked in a variety of
positions in community colleges, spanning faculty, support staff and administrative
appointments. One participant began teaching liberal arts curriculum at the college and,
in a twenty-five year career, assumed increasingly responsible departmental, divisional
and other administrative positions. Two administrators came to the college with
administrative experience from two different state systems. One administrator had long¬
standing experience and ties to the business and industry communities in the state.1

General Overview of City View Community College
The first community college selected for this study is located in a mid-size
metropolitan area of the United Stated. For the purposes of this study, the name of this
community college is “City View Community College” (CVCC) and it was founded in
1962. The college is located on the outskirts of a mid-size urban area with a population
of 147, 306 (U.S. Census, 2000). Eight campus buildings, a mixture of both older and
newly remodeled facilities, house more than 50 programs on a 270-acre campus.
Enrollment has grown to more than 10,000 students in fall 2007, increasing from 7,400
students in 1995. The college offers a variety of clubs and organizations in which
students can participate to complement their academic experiences. The college also

1 To protect individual anonymity and confidentiality, additional details regarding
individual participants and their professional experience are not included.
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offers a comprehensive array of student support services to assist students in meeting
academic goals regardless of their life stage when entering the academic setting. In
2006, college officials opened three residence halls, prominently located at the main
entrance to the campus, that were funded through state bonds. These state-of-the-art
all-suite facilities, similar to a design and amenities of urban high-rise condominiums,
can accommodate 600 students each semester. The residence halls impart a striking
impression to internal and external stakeholders upon entering the campus. The modern
and up-to-date design seems to symbolically communicate that the college, its
programs, training opportunities and services are also modern, and in touch with the
economic times.
This very modern campus with newly remodeled facilities, new residence halls
and other up-to-date infrastructures to meet the local economy’s changing needs and
demands had somewhat humble beginnings in the community. After World War II,
three major manufacturing corporations poised the city to be an important industrial
center in the northeastern United States. One local newspaper 1 11 (2006) cited that
demand for jobs was high during the 1950s, transforming the city into an industrial hub
and contributing to an overall positive economic climate in the city. The population
demographics chart in Table 4.1 shows that in 1950, the city’s population peaked at
220,583. However, the city began to suffer economically and lose population when
these corporations began to falter in the 1970s, mirroring what has happening
nationwide to many cities such as Flint, Michigan, Cleveland, Ohio and Rochester, New
York (President Simon). By 2003, the U.S. Census Bureau estimated that the city’s

1 The title of the local newspaper is unidentified to protect the confidentiality of the case
study site and its participants.
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population would decrease by negative 1.7% or 144, 001 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007).
From the 1990s to 2000, the city’s population decreased by negative 10.1% while the
state’s population increased by 5.5% and the U.S. population increased by 13.1% in the
same time period (U.S. Census Bureau, 2007).

Table 4.1: Population Demographics: 1950-2003
«
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Year

Population

Percentage (%)
Change from
Previous 10 year

1950

220,583

—

1960

216,038

-2.0

Percentage (%)
Change from
1950

Percentage
(%) Change
from 1970
—
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1970

197,308

-8.6

-10.5

—

1
%
a
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1980

170,105

-13.9

-22.8

-13.9

1

2000

147,306

-13.4

-33.0

-25.3

4

2003 (est.)

144,001

-2.2

-34.7

-27.0

In a domino effect, many small businesses also failed, contributing to an already
escalating unemployment rate and the city’s transformation from an industrial hub to a
“rust belt”. Three major industries, once anchoring the city’s economy, moved their
factories outside the state, moved manufacturing operations overseas or outsourced
manufacturing operations to Asian locations (City Website, 2007)"1.
With this loss of three major industries that provided job stability, security and
an anchor to and for the region, the city’s faltering economy presented numerous
employment challenges over the past decades. The loss of manufacturing jobs created a

111 The Web site is unidentified to protect the confidentiality of the case study site and its
participants.
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1

different set of workforce skill requirements for a changing workplace environment.
Mirroring what was happening nationally, workplace environment philosophies shifted
from industrial Fordist-era mindsets to ones that embraced more jobs in education,
health and social services, and general service industry (Thurow, 2003).
As a result of these shifts, the city has very few large employers, but, instead,
many smaller ones. Currently, eight of the city’s top employers are in professional,
technical and service areas, education, health care and medical office complexes,
communication, wholesale and retail trade (U.S. Census Data, 2006).
CVCC administrators saw this transition from a manufacturing-based economy
to one of service as emerging opportunities to transform or redesign workforce skills
development training necessary for area citizens to succeed in today’s new economy.
Administrators, historically aligned to the city’s training needs in a manufacturing
economy, saw increased opportunities to once again be tied to its local economy, but in
different ways.

Key Findings: Environmental Forces
The loss of jobs and changing workforce skills requirements, resulting from a
faltering economic base, have positioned CVCC administrators to consider major
environmental forces when they “step up” to respond to a community that has been in
economic crisis. These forces include: policy legislation resulting in reduced base
funding, increased demand and need tor growth, workforce demands in a new economy,
and student consumer mentality. These forces play pivotal roles for CVCC
administrators to make strategic decisions that provide area residents increased access
to educational programs, services and training in a new economy.
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Reduced Base Funding
One of the biggest and most significant challenges to administrators at City
View Community College (CVCC) was a reduction in base funding from state and local
sponsorship. Reduced based funding means annual state-assisted and local sponsor
revenues which the college receives as appropriations through actual head count
enrollment or an FTE (full-time equivalent) formula. During the actual interviews,
administrators initially reported this reduced funding as disadvantageous. However, as
the discussions progressed, administrators began to shift their perspectives and ended up
talking in depth about the roles that reduced based funding and other environmental
forces have had on their decision making for policy, existing or new programs,
enrollment, partnerships, strategic planning, etc.
Fiscal erosion of local sponsorship revenue and, to a lesser extent, state-assisted
appropriations have occurred with some regularity over City View Community
College’s forty-six year history. State based funding remained relatively stable through
the 1990s, but local revenues began to drop approximately one decade earlier. In
establishing the state’s community colleges, founding legislation suggested that the
operational funding for each college be structured as follows: one-third state
appropriations, one-third local sponsorship share and one-third revenue from student
tuition (President Simon). From 1962-1995, the state supported its community colleges
through an FTE (Full-time Enrollment) formula and this funding remained relatively
stable. According to Associate Vice President Stevens,
Going back years ago, we were funded under FTEs and you get a certain rate
from the state for all the FTEs that you put through. Years ago, everything we
did for the most part was funded.
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College administrators were able to budget current operational costs or some
proposed future expenditures by predictable revenue sources from state or locally
sponsored appropriations (President Simon; Vice President Roberts; Associate Vice
President Stevens). Faculty, program managers and other officials were able to develop
and maintain vocational training programs directly tied to the local manufacturing
community base, in addition to majors in health services and traditional academic
transfer (President Simon; Vice President Roberts). Local sponsor shares were
earmarked for those programs, e.g., electrical and mechanical technology, that had
direct ties to that manufacturing base. Associate Vice President Stevens noted,
CVCC officials were able to respond to local community training needs in an
efficient and timely manner with transfer and vocational programs in health
services, dental hygiene, electrical and mechanical technology were adequately
funded.

City View Community College was established as part of the state’s higher
education system in 1962. According to the President Simon, CVCC’s founding
principle reflected an identical philosophy, as discussed in Chapter 2, of all community
colleges established during this time; “open access, providing all citizens regardless of
socioeconomic conditions, regardless of performance in previous academic endeavors,
with the opportunity to attend college” (President Simon). The founding mission of
CVCC in 1962 was to serve about 50% of transfer students who enrolled in liberal arts
and general education curriculum and 50% in vocational training programs such as
health service or other trades programs closely tied to the local community. According
to President Simon,
We do have the full complement and balance that has been maintained over the
nearly 50-year history of the institution. The college started with health
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professions, in particular, dental hygiene, nursing, respiratory care—all of these
programs became available within a very short time of the college opening.
Other programs still are around within the program mix of humanities and
liberal arts. At the time of the college’s founding, there was a performing
arts/drama program that has since fallen by the wayside. But generally, you still
see architecture, interior design, music, art, graphic design. We still maintain
what I’ll call ‘creative technologies’ as well as performing arts that were part of
the early mission of the college.
However, with the major shift away from a manufacturing-dominated local
economy, significant decrease in workforce downsizing resulting in a population
decrease, local revenues began to decrease in the 1980s. While the state continued to
maintain its appropriations for core requirement programs through the mid-1990s, local
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sponsor shares were eroding simultaneous to an increase in workforce training
demands. According to Associate Vice President Stevens,
About ten years ago, the state said that we’re no longer going to fund those types
of non-credit programs, whether enrichment or job readiness types of training
programs that the state deemed were not qualified to receive funding. So, this
led to an erosion of us being able to offer those kinds of training opportunities.
Thus, to maintain the college’s operations and balance its budget, student tuition
revenues have increased and now account in 2008 for approximately 47% of the
college’s annual budget—certainly not desirable when the outcome is a compromise of
access and affordability as core parts of the college’s mission.
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Figure 4.1: College Revenue: State Appropriations, Local Sponsor Share and
Student Tuition

□ Student Tuition
■ Local Sponsor
Share
□ State
Appropriation

By 2007-2008, state appropriations remained relatively stable, while local
sponsor shares declined to 17% and student tuition increased to 47% (CVCC Annual
Budget, 2007-2008). Citing President Simon and the 2007-2008 Annual Budget, “local
sponsorship share has decreased to 17% with no increased state-assisted support to
offset an almost 15% difference” as outlined in founding legislation. Paradoxically, just
as workforce development training needs increased as a response to a community in
economic crisis, a shifting percentage of the burden fell onto students as members of
this community to pay higher tuition to offset reduced local sponsor shares. Student
tuition rose from 34% to 47% or an increase of 9%. However, upon closer examination,
local sponsorship decreased by almost 50%, and student tuition increased sharply by
approximately 30%, in an attempt to offset local sponsorship.
A new state funding formula in the mid-1990s presented executive level
administrators with potential decision-making challenges. They saw that dwindling
local sponsor shares and a state-level funding reconfiguration away from FTE revenues
were key considerations in any future decision-making strategies. According to Vice
President Stevens,
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The state mandated that if you do anything that is ‘non-aidable’ these programs
have to be self-sustaining. If they are not self-sustaining, the state hits you a
second time in the contribution that you have to make to the state—a reduction
in appropriations. So, you have to price some of the offerings at a level that you
can document is self-sustaining. However, in most cases, this makes the
offerings financially untenable and compromises access (Associate Vice
President Stevens).

Although student tuition increased, it did not completely close a funding gap
created by a decline in local sponsor shares. To address a shifting percentage in local
sponsor shares, college administrators needed to identify new revenues as “alternative
revenue sources” (Cohen & Brawer, 2003) to close a funding gap and minimize reliance
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on student tuition.

Figure 4.2: City View Community College Revenues 1988-2008
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Independently, three administrators reported that downsizing in the local
economy, unemployment, shifting workforce population demographics, static stateassisted funding and loss of local sponsor shares positioned them to seek other revenue
streams from outside sources beginning in the late 1990s to offset lacking financial
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resources. Three different administrators reported that they could no longer rely on
guaranteed funding coffers for core program requirements only to the detriment of
preparing an educated workforce through workforce skills development (President
Simon; Vice President Roberts; Associate Vice President Stevens).

Increased Demand and Need for Growth
City View Community College’s strategic plan, 2006-2011, cited that in
addition to strategic planning, “self-pruning” and the Program Mix, two other key
performance indicators assess institutional effectiveness relative to the institutional
mission: student access and reasonable cost. However, given the region’s past
spiraling economic downturns, resulting reduced funding has impacted college funded
programs and, most importantly, students’ access to those programs because they began
to shoulder more than their legislatively-mandated one-third share. Also, higher tuition
costs may also have forced students to rethink their full-time matriculation, shifting to
part-time enrollment and an extended time to finish a certificate or degree. Associate
Vice President Stevens stated,
We have a clear charge throughout my division which is whether workforce
development, on-line courses, credit or non-credit, non-standard continuing
education courses—to carry through our charge which is first and foremost
quality, providing access and breaking down barriers to pursue these training
opportunities. Breaking down barriers can include seeking revenue to offset
program expenditures, delivery systems, flexible scheduling, etc. For example, a
student may be forced into part-time enrollment due to excessive costs. Perhaps
we can negotiate payment options with the employers or bill them directly for
fees. We can also negotiate site training options to allow flexibility for students
in need of training.

Workforce Demands in a New Economy
During the early years of City View Community College’s founding, beginning
in 1962, labor force training reflected the needs of the local and regional economic
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needs. Specifically, workforce demographics during that period were heavily blue
collar; industrial trades and skilled health care employees worked in and filled
immediate needs in local hospitals or medical facilities. The idea of workforce
development outreach, working with high schools and the community in long-term
initiatives was far into the future (Vice President Roberts). However, by 2007,
workforce demographics changed significantly and resulted from an economic crisis
beginning in the 1970s and shifting to more white collar and service industry focused as
reflected in Table 4.2. For CVCC administrators, this meant a constant evolution and
frequent modifications to the mix of programs that the college currently offers.
Table 4.2: U.S. Census 2002: Business & Industry Job Classifications
Business/Industry Type

Number of Establishments

Numbers of Employees

Manufacturing

161

6,659

Wholesale & Retail Trade

327

12,472

Real Estate, Rental and
Leasing
Professional & Technical
Services
Administrative Support;
Waste Management;
Mediation
Educational Services
Health Care; Social
Services
Lodging and Food

234

2,309

538

6,593

168

4,813

30
529

290
22,754

415

5,880

45

704

Services
Arts, Entertainment and
Recreation
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Increased Skills Demand and Need for Growth
Since the 1962 founding of City View Community College, its academic
training programs and fiscal health have resulted from administrators being able to
respond, given the funding environment, to local community higher education training
needs and workforce development skills preparation (President Simon). Loss of
population, beginning its decline in 1950 (see Table 4.1), began to decrease sharply in
the 1970s with the loss of three major manufacturers that had dominated the region for
more than forty years (Associate Vice President Stevens). The loss of manufacturing
jobs in the region simultaneously eliminated the need for certain college programs and
services, once tailored to address the training needs of individuals who chose to work in
those manufacturing blue-collar jobs (Vice President Roberts; Associate Vice President
Stevens). Mechanical technology programs were an example of programs that were in
need of significant modification once the city’s manufacturing base disappeared.
By the late 1980s, simultaneous to waning interest or need for college programs
and services aligned to a once manufacturing dominated economy, the state mandated
that CVCC administrators justify keeping programs open or developing any new
programs that pointed toward former manufacturing jobs rather than the needs of a
changing economy. Vice President Roberts noted.
The state review process is comprehensive and is required every five years.
Every program goes under a “self study” in the process. They do a complete self
study, review the entire curriculum to make certain it’s up to date, we bring in
external evaluators to sit down and review all materials related to the program.
This is the time when departments look at their learning outcomes over five
years in a trend rather than just an annual snapshot. As a result of this process,
faculty see things that need to be changed. So a lot has changed, especially in
updating or developing curriculum that meets the needs of a changing
workforce.
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Program review processes, whether externally mandated or internally initiated
via the Program Mix, revealed the need for updated curriculum that met the training
needs of those individuals seeking immediate employment after graduation. Vocational
training programs which provided training for students to seek employment in bluecollar-trades jobs had, at their core, curriculum requirements reflecting those work skill
requirements. By the late 1980s, disappearance of these jobs impacted the once vital
economic base of the city, populated by a large contingent of blue-collar-trades
employees. During this time, the city transformed to a new economic base that required
more sophisticated and integrated workforce skill development typically embedded in
liberal arts curriculum as shown in Table 4.2 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2002).
To obtain the workforce skills necessary to work in a new globalized economy,
curriculum in occupational and general education (liberal arts) curriculum required a
periodic overhaul. This overhaul might include curriculum content, integrated skills,
technology, critical thinking skills, all of which contribute to a highly skilled workforce
able to compete in the twenty-first century. Many current workforce development needs
call for the completion of a degree rather than a focused training certificate in a
vocational field. According to Vice President Stevens,
We have joint apprentice programs where the company is doing some of the onthe-job training at their facility and we provide the academic components. So
while you’re working for your Journeyman’s Card, you are also working toward
a degree. We work with several companies and help them map out a program for
their employees and we offer the degree program at your site.

Independently, three administrators expressed that the college’s educational
programs had been balanced since the founding of the college in 1962 (President
Simon; Vice President Student and Academic Services Roberts; Associate Vice
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President Academic Services Carter). These administrators defined program balance as
an equal distribution and offering of both liberal arts and occupational programs.
Internal or external reviews of liberal arts curriculum were not as frequent or
comprehensive during the college’s history in contrast to occupational programs most
directly tied to workforce skills and employability in the local community (Associate
Vice President Stevens).

Student Consumer Mentality
Administrators at City View Community College reported they were cognizant
of students as consumers and their choices for post-secondary education. As such, they
understood that student consumer mentality is a perspective whereby students, as
consumers, view their education and supporting services in terms of the product they
are purchasing or a service they are being rendered. A good product is one that has
immediate and tangible results: employability, opportunity for advancement, good
salary/benefits, longevity, etc. In education, product is not only information, but
information that has direct relevance to a chosen career.
Administrators used information and data gleaned from a community survey
document (an outgrowth of the Strategic Plan), to guide many of their programmatic
decisions framed within a student consumer mentality mindset. According to Vice
President Stevens,
Students as consumers have changed the way we think about our curriculum and
services. It’s become a more competitive market and institutions are willing to
offer and deliver education in different ways that in the past. Students come with
a consumer mentality and say if I cannot get what I want here, I’ll go elsewhere.
Twenty years ago, we said ‘here we are if you want to come and get it’. We
were the game in town for a certain cohort of students.
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Students from this community and other nearby regions, seeking enhanced and
gainful employment opportunities after graduation, had a choice among institutions of
higher education in the region. Administrators used the community survey responses
and comments to frame their discussions regarding program relevancy, access to
courses and programs, emerging markets, affordability, etc. In particular, potential
students contemplating enrollment at CVCC saw higher tuition costs as one of several
factors affecting a decision to attend elsewhere (President Simon; Vice President
Roberts; Associate Vice President Stevens). In addition, program models were
inefficient, outdated, and not able to provide training for students in higher level and
integrated workforce development skills needed to obtain employment after graduation.
Students were no longer training just to work locally in the industrial trades, but needed
enhanced credentials to work in a more competitive environment (Associate Vice
President Stevens).
Additionally, old program and service models at the college reflected a
mentality that best served or were convenient for college employees and not necessarily
attractive to students contemplating enrollment. A key recruitment and enrollment
component was how students “flowed” through the customer interest experience before
enrolling in classes. Elaborating on this point, Associate Vice President Carter noted,
One of the major areas we are very aware of is student consumer mentality and
how useful they perceive our services to be as part of their college experience.
The Student Center is one-stop shopping for them. We have moved advising
services, financial aid, registration and enrollment all into one area. Basically,
students can come to that one area of campus and get all of their services rather
than going to several buildings or offices.
Not only were several academic programs models in need of updating, several
college functions, e.g., veterans affairs, admissions, financial aid, registration, academic
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advising, in student services were also outdated, organized and functioning for the
benefit of those who worked at the college vs. those who attended. Citing Associate
Vice President for Enrollment Dawson,
Our thinking has definitely changed in moving from an employee-centered and
comfortable environment to one that embraces a student-centered focus. We’re
here for the students; they are not here for our convenience. We have to listen to
what they want.
As part of their environmental scanning for emerging opportunities and program
development, administrators were aware that if students were considering a “choice” of
institutions to attend, two proprietary institutions within the college’s service area
offered similar occupational programs in a shorter time period. College administrators,
most faculty and staff were careful not to construe that these programs were in direct
competition due to their higher tuition costs and their lack of general education courses
in English, history, social sciences, etc. as requirements of community college career
preparation programs (Associate Vice President Carter; Associate Vice President
Dawson).

Institutional Responses to Environmental Forces
City View Community College administrators appear to understand external and
environmental forces that affect their decision-making strategies. By understanding
these forces, as leaders vs. managers, they have adopted “change agent” thinking
patterns to lead their institution in achieving focused objectives that meet institutional
goals of increased access and affordability for students. Administrators recognize the
need to be flexible in responding to training and educational needs in a community
moving from a “once economic crisis” mode to one that is embracing a new
socioeconomic status, employing white collar professionals. As change agents.
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administrators have responded to external and environmental factors through 1)
environmental scanning; 2) strategic planning; 3) “self-pruning”; 4) resource
reallocation 5) embracing market-driven initiatives and partnerships; and, 6) image
transformation.

Environmental Scanning
Through environmental scanning, a pulse on the local economy and reliance on
data from their Program Mix and strategic plan, college officials began to “rethink”
their ways of doing business, transforming their image internally and externally to the
community, elected officials and business leaders. Administrators reported that they
looked at creative, innovative, and entrepreneurial opportunities. In this case study,
administrators, faculty and staff positioned themselves to make informed program and
institutional decisions, and adopted change-agent visionary mindsets that embraced
leadership vs. a managerial style, that at their core were access and affordability for
students. According to Vice President Roberts, “change had to come from underneath”
at the college.
We began by asking ourselves what we wanted the college to look like. Then we
did a huge “branding” study to get at who we really are and what we’re about.
We revamped the college logo, changed the marketing campaign and changed
all public relations/recruiting materials that are out in the community. We
changed the image, but more importantly, we changed underneath and became
much more of a community resource as a result of this transformation.
Academic and workforce development administrators (Vice President Roberts;
Associate Vice President Stevens), and workforce development staff and faculty, kept
an eye on emerging technologies and monitored the institution’s pulse in relation to the
local economy, followed by periodic reports to the President and governing board.
Beginning in the late 1990s, college officials began to review their ways of doing
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business internally and in the community (Vice President Roberts; Associate Vice
President Stevens). Vice President Roberts and Associate Vice President Academic
Services Carter examined class scheduling, number of same class sections and
frequency of offerings. They included faculty in their discussions and decision making.
CVCC administrators have described themselves as institutional and community
change agents, recognizing competition within markets, identifying partnerships, and
revising curriculum options for more broad-based recruitment and retention (President
Simon; Vice President Roberts; Associate Vice President Stevens). Additionally, Vice
President Roberts closely monitored the external environment annually for emerging
occupational fields and opportunities within the college’s service region. Vice President
Roberts was actively “out there” talking with business leaders about why a new
program or initiative was needed at the college, weighed against potential impacts,
costs, and mission compliance. Vice President elaborated on emerging opportunities
and noted,
I scan the environment to determine emerging employment fields in the fivecounty region and take a look at where the jobs are going to be. I conduct these
scans twice a year. When I have the data, I take a look at what other programs
are happening in other parts of the state, and in particular within our system.
That way, I can research how strong programs are and if they seem to be
heading in a particular direction.
It is significant that all the interviewees in this case study were aware of the
proprietary institutions’ “best practices” in recruiting, marketing and retaining students
for their programs. Administrators acknowledged that the private schools, although not
in direct competition due to affordability, did have a competitive edge when marketing
their programs to potential students. According to Dawson (2007),
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We can learn a lot from the proprietary institutions in terms of how they work
with people. I think some faculty would like to believe that their enrollment is
down because of proprietary institutions. I think their presence has forced us to
be out in the market. We realize that by just being here is not enough and relying
on word of mouth is not effective. A good lesson we have learned from the
proprietary institutions is that they do a good job of promoting their outcomes.
This has forced us to look at what students are getting for their money and how
we communicate that to students.
However, in this case study, changing workforce demographics and a dwindling
population may position college administrators to take the college’s overall curriculum
“pulse” and gauge its role in training students to work in the local economy and
elsewhere. Additionally, to gauge and measure its effectiveness in a changing
workforce environment, college officials can rely on the benchmark indicators as
outlined in the current Strategic Plan.

Strategic Planning
As a comprehensive response to reduced based funding and a plan for the future,
City View Community College’s current strategic plan, A Framework for Success,
2006-2011: Goals, Measures and Strategies, include data-driven initiatives, student
opinion surveys, environmental scanning, use of Advisory Boards, development of
community partnerships and identification of new or additional external revenue
streams as goals, objectives and benchmark indicators. President Simon and Vice
President Roberts frequently referred to this document as the foundation upon which the
college would continue to build on its history and flourish into the twenty-first century.
A Framework for Success, 2006-2011: Goals, Measures and Strategies is the
college’s plan, key performance indicators, and measurement of institutional and
budgetary operations. The Office of Institutional Research used both qualitative and
quantitative data to collect data for this new strategic plan. President Simon reported
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that through an open, transparent, team-focused and internal process, and in
collaboration with board members, internal stakeholders and community members
developed policies and procedures as response frameworks to meet external challenges
to the college. These policies and procedures were and remain key components of
administrators’ decision making strategies regarding the institution and its mission of
access and affordability in the local community. In addition, President Simon
conducted a series of focus group sessions and meetings to seek direct input from
college employees that would serve to inform the planning process. Executive level
administrators engaged in several in-depth planning sessions to identify college
strengths, weaknesses and opportunities. Other planning sessions focused on critical
success factors and key performance indicators to establish mission-specific goals and
objectives.
Information gleaned from these data-gathering methods became the framework
for conducting a community survey. Internal and external constituents, including Board
of Trustee members, elected officials, community leaders and the general public
participated in this survey. Additionally, the Board of Trustees participated in a
planning retreat to review preliminary findings from the survey and to consider future
priorities and goals. The College Council, a cross section of executive and mid-level
administrators, met to provide input to preliminary goals (A Framework for Success,
2006-2011: Goals, Measures and Strategies, p.6-7).
This planning process and data gathering resulted in the current strategic plan,
2006-2011, building upon the college’s first strategic plan, A Framework for Success:
Groundwork 2000-2006. The college's first strategic plan proposed four tangible
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objectives as a foundation to address student enrollment. These objectives included 1)
redesigning the college’s Web site; 2) branding initiatives; 3) centralized student service
functions; and, 4) organizational and operational restructuring. The current strategic
plan further develops the college’s historical and traditional connections to its local
community, resource and partnership identification, and entrepreneurial initiatives.
According to President Simon,
Decision making on all initiatives outlined in the strategic plan (identifying new
revenue streams, modifying or developing programs, policies, etc.) is tied back
to fundamental strategic goals, and is anchored to the college’s mission: access
and affordability. The college’s strategic plan anchors decision making, embeds
and maintains structure, and provides a venue for the college community to
gauge its effectiveness in achieving goals and objectives of mission access and
affordability.

One of these tangible objectives achieved during the first strategic plan included
the college’s Program Mix. An operational definition of a college program is any
activity or collection of activities of an institution that consumes resources (dollars,
people, space, equipment, time, etc. Programs may also include peripheral service
components spanning academic, student service and administrative operations. The
purpose of the Program Mix was to establish characteristics of healthy academic and
occupational programs suggest additions or revisions to new programs and create a
process for an on-going evaluation of all programs to determine their contributions to a
strong program mix at the college. Participants in the annual Program Mix review
included a vertical and horizontal cross section of executive and mid-level
administrators, faculty and instructional support staff and student services staff, each of
whom brought academic, administrative or student services perspective to a program
review or analysis. This policy and process, addressing needs for internal program
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efficiency and accountability, also complied with the state’s policy regarding
accountability for new program development and rationale, review of existing programs
and a connection to local service region’s economic health (Associate Vice President
Stevens). It is also a systematic, methodological, conservative, and long-term approach
to ensure that all the college’s programming is meeting community demand and is
fiscally and programmatically healthy. Citing Vice President Roberts,
We recognize that academic programs have a life cycle. Some are healthy,
growing, expanding and percolate to the top. Others may be near the end. If
there is no longer a community need, then perhaps the program is near the end
of its life cycle. Then you’re probably not going to build enrollment or change
the curriculum if the problem is that the need no longer exists. You have to learn
to recognize a program that is struggling and may be near its end. Then we work
closely with the faculty in that program to identify just exactly what the problem
might be.

The Program Mix is an outgrowth of Bob Dickeson’s book, Prioritizing
Academic Programs and Services: Reallocating Resources to Achieve Strategic
Balance (1999). Dr. Dickeson reveals strategies for college administrators as responses
to external and internal forces that affect program prioritization and suggests that these
forces be used in a force-field analysis to help administrators achieve a strategic balance
in teaching, service, purpose, fiscal expectations, congruence, affordability, and
accessibility. Dr. Dickeson also summarizes institutional stability and flexibility in
strategic balance, respecting tradition and preparing for the future, planning top down
and bottom up, and integrating liberal arts curriculum with career preparation.
Dickeson (1999, p.54) cites ten quantitative and qualitative criteria to facilitate
prioritization:
•

History, development, and expectations of programs
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•

External demand for the program

•

Internal demand for the program

•

Quality of program inputs and processes

•

Quality of program outcomes

•

Size, scope, and productivity of the program

•

Revenue and other resources generated by the program

•

Costs and other expenses associated with the program

•

Impact, justification, and overall essentiality of the program

•

Opportunity analysis of the program

College officials began using the book as a template for decision making framed
in the college’s strategic plan. The book has guided administrators to examine their
programs and services, scan the environment, identify new partners and revenues or
reallocate existing resources that could assist in producing achievable outcomes from
annual Program Mix recommendations (President Simon). Additionally, this case study
has revealed that external pressures, such as reduced based funding, have caused
administrators to respond to that pressure through decision-making initiatives that
benefit students’ access to and affordability of CVCC programs.

Self-Pruning
Beginning in the mid-1990s, amidst a reduction in local share sponsorship, a
growing reliance on student tuition revenues and mindful that the college’s mission was
about access and affordability, administrators reported that they adopted a posture to
examine themselves, their programs, services and consider their future planning
carefully. CVCC administrators carefully reviewed their reduced funding base from the
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local sponsor, other external forces, and environmental conditions as forces that they
perceived to influence their decision-making strategies about maintaining or developing
programs and student support services within the core mission of access and
affordability. President Simon used the term “self-pruning” to describe the role that
college officials adopted beginning in 2000 as a response to environmental forces in
realigning their resources to those programs in greatest demand for academic program
development and worker retraining.
In addition, ‘self-pruning” was also an examination of quality and efficiency of
student service functions. Student services administrators examined fifteen different
enrollment functions physically separated on the campus and consolidated positions and
locales in admissions, career counseling, and registration to function for the students’
benefit rather than the institution (President Simon; Associate Vice President of
Enrollment Dawson). College administrators viewed “self-pruning” as crucial to align
the college’s programs, services and “one voice” (Associate Vice President of
Enrollment Dawson) to the changing demographics of the area, workforce downsizing
and the changing face of the community’s economy from an industrial base to one that
was embracing a service economy. Through multiple campus and community forums,
divisional and departmental meetings, faculty and staff learned about and questioned the
rationale behind institutional “self-pruning” and zero-based budgeting and what these
topics meant in moving their programs forward. Some faculty and staff viewed “selfpruning and a zero-based budgeting system as ones which might adversely working
environments, interactions, service to students, etc. According to Associate Vice
President for Enrollment Dawson,
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Most people felt that the ideas were valid and something to work toward, but it’s
been hard and still is. I think some people felt ‘unheard’ about services and
programs that we should or should not be doing. This is typical of any change
involving staff members. There is often a decision that has to be made and you
cannot always keep everyone happy. No one lost their jobs in this transition.
Conceptually, “self-pruning” symbolized the college’s operational functioning
as an institution that addressed accountability as the college demonstrated to its internal
and external stakeholder’s community that it was an active partner in economic
recovery. Proactively, college officials were positioned to take the pulse of the
institution’s programs and services in tandem with the local economy’s life signs. This
symbolic signal also showcased the college’s accountability and a locus of control to its
local service region by focusing on resource allocation, updating existing or developing
new programs and services having a direct impact on students’ employability after
graduation.

Resource Reallocation
Beginning in 2003-2004, college administrators adopted a zero-based budgeting
approach, allocating resources to those programs or services having the greatest needs
as determined through enrollment, environmental scanning, community demands, “selfpruning”, etc. Examples of “self-pruning” included closing programs in theater, dental
hygiene, and electrical technology. In addition, outdated program models in respiratory
care, mechanical technology and hotel and restaurant management needed updated
curriculum to accommodate new workforce development skills preparation to train for a
service economy (President Simon; Associate Vice President Stevens). However,
whether eliminating, modifying or developing new curriculum, programs and services.

the decision to do so needed to “fit” the college’s mission of access and affordability
(Vice President Roberts).
Reduced funding bases have caused CVCC administrators to become more
focused and accountable to program needs and services that have a direct impact on the
local economy (President Simon; Associate Vice President Stevens; Associate Vice
President of Enrollment Dawson). Associate Vice President Stevens stated,
Now we do a lot more quantitative analysis that includes all kinds of
measurement regarding curriculum content, opportunities for graduates with
local businesses and industry. The Program Mix is definitely part of this. We
continually work with our Board of Trustees, our external stakeholders and the
local community of potential students, districts and other business leaders to talk
about our mission, get feedback and reinforce our role in the local economy’s
health. All of this has helped us develop the college’s Strategic Plan, always
tied back to the college’s mission.
College administrators, faculty and staff reported that they carefully examined
existing programs, course scheduling, on and off campus delivery of courses, student
and career services, etc. After convening several internal and external focus groups,
community forums, advisory councils, etc., administrators concluded that they could no
longer survive by relying on “business as usual” operations when their revenue funding
base shifted onto the shoulders of students, seriously limiting their access to college
programs and services (President Simon; Vice President Roberts). In reference to the
literature review in Chapter 2, institutional survival is relatively easy and achieving a
variety of goals is realistic when revenues are plentiful and reliable (Hoy & Miskel,
2001). Conversely, when revenues are scarce, competition for resources can manifest
itself as a zero-sum game, channeling energies into competing for resources to the
detriment ol the overall welfare of the organization or an intended sub-group, i.e.
students. Associate Vice President Stevens elaborated on his point and noted.
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Just because state or local sponsor share funding is not at the level we might
want it to be, if there’s a community need and strong demand, I don’t think that
the lack of funds would keep us from doing the program. We would find a way
to make it work and help find ways to fund it. We would identify or compete for
resources that would help us achieve our goal, for example in nursing. Nursing
is an expensive program and given their accreditation requirements, we know
that we're going to lose money on every nursing student we enroll. However,
there are other programs where we can generate extra revenue and help crosssubsidize nursing.

In addition, course offerings, delivery and space allocation appeared to follow
old program paradigms through traditional scheduling models, more aligned to the
“ways things always worked at the college” vs. new “out of the box thinking” that
reflected a new economy and those students who were going to work in it (President
Simon; Associate Vice President of Enrollment Dawson). New delivery options might
include hybrid classes (on-line and in class), on-site scheduling through business and
industry partnerships, compressed scheduling, etc. According to Associate Vice
President for Enrollment Dawson,
Ten years ago, in the mid-1990s, the thinking was that we waited for the student
to show up. We responded as we could. We did not have to work very hard.
We’re here if you want our programs. It was pretty passive. That has changed
tremendously and especially in Student Services and the change has been
dramatic. There’s been a huge shift in the business process at the college and the
idea that students are customers. We need to be aware of that mentality.

An increased awareness of old ways of conducting business was an important
impetus to embrace new thinking patterns. In turn, CVCC administrators reported that
these thinking patterns formed a foundation for identifying new partners and initiatives
that could move City View Community College into a twenty-first century way of
conducting business in a competitive new economy.
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Embracing Market-Driven Initiatives and Partnerships
In this case study. City View Community College administrators, seeking
additional revenue sources, may have created a platform for change, moving the
institution forward to address a changing economic environment and community while
maintaining its core mission: access and affordability. Strategically, administrators did
not want to lose sight of connections and responsiveness to the local community in their
program and policy decisions. According to the Vice President Roberts,
When this decline is happening you have to ask yourselves what other
opportunities are available to bring in new revenues. So that question drives
entrepreneurial efforts. What has happened through the years is that community
colleges have gone and tried entrepreneurial things and the shifting patterns of
state funding caught up with these endeavors. There’s more activity with
workforce development in the credit area and less on non-credit courses because
the funding pattern shifted into credit-based courses.
City View Community College administrators see themselves as drivers of the
city’s economy and position themselves to be active partners and in tandem with local
community economic development. Administrators report that they play very influential
protagonist roles in this economy. Through enrollment management plans,
administrators have carefully scanned the local environment for forthcoming training
needs and those which may not be on the radar screen currently, but will be in the near
future. Administrators have become more accountable about program development and
operational efficiency to attest that they are indeed partners and caretakers in economic
recovery and transition rather than just economic takers. They work in tandem with
local community educational needs. However, it is noteworthy that administrators also
saw new market-driven initiatives and partnerships as venues for keeping future tuition
increases in balance. To promote access and affordability, executive level
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administrators could not rely on tuition increases to offset budgetary expenses. In other
words, tuition revenue never meets institutional expenses.
Administrators’ decision-making mindset, moving from “we’re here if you need
us” to “we want to be your first choice” (President Simon) resulted from a close
examination, modification and development of new programs and services for a new
economy in the college’s catch basin region and even reaching beyond those geographic
borders. In order to obtain reliable and concrete data regarding college programs,
services, workforce development needs, college marketing, etc., administrators
conducted a Community Survey in 2006. Respondents included current and former
students, identified alumni, area business leaders, local school officials (school board
members, principals and superintendents), college advisory board members, trustees,
faculty and staff. In addition, Vice President Roberts also stated,
We have to be careful in developing programs that, although may have a lot of
demand in the short run, may not in the long run. Therefore, is the college’s
investment in space, staffing and equipment a good one?
From this case study, it appears that the mandated state review process,
community survey, teamed with the college community’s internal Program Mix,
contained various data-driven pieces and environmental scanning. These data formed
the structure for developing community partnerships, training contracts and other
decision-making initiatives that would benefit students’ access to college training
programs and services. By relying upon data gleaned from surveys, scanning, program
reviews, etc., CVCC administrators appeared to align themselves with the changing
modalities of its community and also what appeared be happening in the global
economy. The local community transformed from a once vital manufacturing center and
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blue collar socioeconomic base to a newer in-transition-economy, moving toward a new
socioeconomic base populated by white collar professional, technical and service
industry employees. By aligning themselves with a community in transition, college
administrators became partners or “change agents” in tandem with its local community.
College administrators are in a position to “make things happen” by taking action on an
issue that results in long-term programmatic or service initiatives rather than waiting in
the wings to react to an issue that results in short-term endeavors.

Image Transformation
Through image transformation and a change in mindset, administrators, advisory
councils and other community members collaborated on numerous decisions to move
the college in another direction, foregoing “business as usual” thinking patterns.
Examples of these decisions included real estate acquisition for a growing and newly
revised hospitality and tourism program, development of campus-wide green
technology initiatives, construction of residence halls, training partnerships with
telecommunications giant Verizon, expansion of on-line courses to program options and
many others.
As college administrators embraced a recruitment focus on “we want to be your
first choice”, it became apparent in this case study that the construction of the three
residence halls was part of this focus. In addition, residence halls on CVCC’s campus
showed a commitment to local community training needs by attracting local students
into programs. Vice President Roberts stated,
We wanted to attract and retain many of our students who were opting to enroll
at other nearby colleges with residence halls. That was really the impetus for
having residence halls here on campus. Our focus was to keep our local students
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here rather than attracting students from other parts of the state or neighboring
stated.

In addition, the construction and completion of this $17M project transformed
the image of the college to its community. Funded by state bonds, the three residence
halls were planned, designed and built in less than one year, opening their doors at the
beginning of fall 2006. At full capacity, housing more than 500 students in 2006 (and
86 on a waiting list), these residence halls offered residential housing to community
area students who may have chosen to enroll at other four-year institutions within
driving distance of CVCC and already having residence halls in place. With residence
halls at CVCC, students could have a “full college experience” similar to one if they
attended elsewhere (Vice President Roberts). College administrators anticipate that the
residence halls will generate income to offset expenditures incurred by having students
reside on campus. They will generate additional revenue during summer sessions,
attracting non-matriculated students into summer extension programs, institutional
retreats, and college sponsored music and art festivals. Citing President Simon,
The press was all over this [residence halls]. And, I’ll tell you that now the
perception of this institution has been elevated in this community. I think in part
because it’s not a community where there’s a lot of construction or projects of
that magnitude. It’s entrepreneurial in that it’s a whole separate corporation that
over time will generate revenue—serious revenue.

Conclusion
The case study shows that City View Community College administrators,
faculty and staff have perceived themselves to have created opportunities for students
to access programs and services through partnerships, residence halls, increased
efficiency in the delivery of programs, scheduling, etc., all of which focus on access,

affordability and choice. Many of these endeavors, while streamlining programs and
services through “self-pruning” also expand the college’s mission to a more
comprehensive focus on access to programs and services. Additionally, through active
recruitment, college administrators have a created a new image for themselves—a new
image that has resulted from their decision making to “make things happen” rather than
waiting for “something to happen to them” (President Simon; Vice President Roberts;
Associate Vice President Stevens).
Administrators and community leaders saw themselves ready to “work with a
community in economic crisis” (President Simon). In this case study administrators
reported that they were mindful of key performance indicators, access and affordability,
that measure institutional effectiveness and their need to become response to market
demands or the agora (Zemsky et al, 2006). Simultaneously, the case study reveals that
administrators, faculty, staff and community members may have also perceived tension
or juxtaposition to market demands that resulted from their dual roles in serving the
public good and its mission core, an acropolis as discussed by Zemsky et al (2006) in
the literature review in Chapter 2.
However, administrators reported that they readily embraced the market and
responded to its demands, fully aware of how these market initiatives square off with
the dictates of either mission or tradition. The market or agora (Zemsky et al, 2006),
has compelled administrators to strike a balance among access, affordability and taking
risks on program partnerships and ties to business and industry. CVCC administrators
reported to have positioned themselves to forge closer ties with the economic
community through a “driver’s seat mentality” in which the college’s identity moved
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from “we're here if you need us” to “we’re your first choice” (President Simon).
According to the Vice President Roberts,
I think the biggest change is with the college’s image in the community. It’s so
striking that now I think people see CVCC as a really first choice opportunity
for their children in this region. I think for a long time, people didn’t see it that
way. It was kind of a fall back. It’s not anymore. That’s an enormous change.
In this case study, administrators are aware that students have a choice to attend
CVCC and this has resulted in structured responses that speak to students’ choices.
These responses include updating program models, service delivery and streamlining
various student services functions that ultimately enhance access and reinforce the
college’s core values of responsiveness to their community. Simultaneous to
transforming its image to the community, administrators are also transforming the
college, its programs and services as partners to the community.
Finally, City View Community College has been a long-standing player and
partners to its surrounding community. Its leadership reflects seasoned administrators
from this state and other state community college systems. CVCC administrators are
now playing more pivotal and “change agent” roles to the region’s economic recovery.
Their leadership and experiences have provided the grounding for a new organizational
structure to identify and respond to the community’s demands and concerns. Leadership
roles are now grounded in team-orientation, process, technical expertise in collecting
information for data-driven decisions, and overall support for internal and external
stakeholders (Quinn, 1988).
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
This chapter is organized in a parallel fashion with Chapter 4, but focuses on the
second case study site, Bay View Community College (BVCC). These observations
include descriptions of how the study progressed and continues with a brief overview of
the interview formats involving executive level administrators or their designees. The
data from these observations provide an understanding of the participants’ viewpoints
regarding entrepreneurial decision making in their respective colleges. In addition, sub¬
sections in which each chapter contains key findings from interviews with executive
level administrators regarding pivotal factors they perceive as being related to decision¬
making strategies that were seen as being responsive to environmental shifts and
challenges.

Preliminary Observations
The research used in this second case study of Bay View Community College
was intended to categorize viewpoints among community college executive level
administrators regarding their perceptions and understanding of external market forces
that affect their strategic decision making. The following administrators, as
pseudonyms, participated in this second case study:
•

Dr. Osgood, President

•

Dr. Scott, Vice President/Academic Dean

•

Mr. Burns, Dean of Administration

•

Ms. Vernon, Dean of Students/Director of Institutional Planning

•

Mr. Wyman, Dean of Business and Community Partnerships
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Specific individual details and professional experience are not included to
protect individual anonymity and confidentiality of the research site. However,
participants had a broad range of academic and administrative experiences in other
higher education or community college settings spanning five to thirty years, averaging
ten. All five participants began working at Bay View Community College less than five
years ago. The most recent hire began approximately nine months ago. Two participants
had worked in a variety of positions in community colleges, spanning faculty, support
staff and administrative appointments. Prior to their appointments at BVCC, these two
participants held identical positions in two different out-of-state community college
systems. One administrator had long-standing experience and ties to the business and
industry communities in the state.

General Overview of Bay View Community College
The second community college selected for this study is located in a coastal
region of the United Stated. For the purposes of this study, the name of this community
college is “Bay View Community College” (BVCC). The college was founded in 1946
as a state-funded, stand-alone vocational training school geographically located, at that
time, in another part of the state. During the 1950s and 1960s, the formative and
founding years of community colleges in the United States, this state did not have a
community college system. All post-high school training facilities were categorized as
vocational schools or vocational training institutes and only enrolled men. Dean of
Students/Director of Institutional Planning Vernon noted.

It was a male institution. The school was always vocational trades until the
introduction of the nursing program in the 1950s. However, there was also a
culinary arts program that enrolled a handful of women. It was so much like a
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high school even with a yearbook. I recall one edition that showed all clean-cut
young men who wanted to get jobs. There were also photos of some of the
women in culinary arts who were referred to as ‘Betty Crocker’s’. Even up
until 2001 there was concern here that is was a male institution given the
preponderance of occupational programs. But this has all changed in a
relatively short time.
A vocational training school was solitary or a “stand-alone” institute, receiving its
operational funding from the state’s Department of Education. As such, each school was
considered an extension of high school and, organizationally, was part of the state’s
secondary school system.
By the early 1950s, this vocational school moved to its current location and
became a vocational training institute along with six other institutions throughout the
state, each governed individually by the State Board of Education until the mid 1980s.
In 1985, legislation grouped the seven vocational institutes into one state-wide system
governed by a Board of Trustees. By the late 1980s, each of the seven vocational
training institutes became a technical college through state-enacted legislation to change
the names. In the late 1990s, groundwork began for the development of technical
college partnerships in the state, bridging gaps in higher education structures, resulting
in transferable associate degrees in general or liberal studies to the state’s university
system. By 2002, legislation renamed each of the seven technical colleges to
community colleges to embrace a broad range of academic curricula and an emphasis
on lifelong learning. At that time, the college changed its name to Bay View
Community College.
The college is located within the boundaries of a metropolitan area and is
adjacent to a residential neighborhood. The physical plant structure includes a total of
lorty buildings on its 80-acre campus. Some of these buildings include three residence
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halls and dining accommodations, an athletic field, gymnasium, beachfront access,
wharf and some abandoned federal government building facilities. In fall 2006, college
officials began construction on a fourth residence hall (projected to open fall 2007) to
accommodate growing enrollment and housing options for out-of-area students. This
new residential facility is located at the entrance to the campus and will accommodate
approximately 326 students, larger than the other three residence halls.
Currently, the college offers more than 50 programs that span academic transfer,
workplace training and professional development, and distance learning opportunities.
Enrollment has grown to approximately 5,000 students in fall 2006, increasing from
2, 100 students when it became a community college in 2002. The college offers a
variety of clubs, organizations and athletic activities in which students can participate to
complement their academic experiences. The college also offers a comprehensive array
of student support services to assist students in meeting academic goals regardless of
their life stage when entering the academic setting.
Not surprisingly, more than ninety percent of the college’s enrollment represents
in-state students; approximately six percent represent out-of-state or international
students. The average age for the college’s students is twenty-six. According to the
college’s web siteIV, its mission is to empower students to respond to a changing world
and to enhance economic and cultural development by providing a variety of
educational opportunities and partnerships.
Referencing Table 5.1, this community’s population is 23,334 (U.S. Census,
2000), and represents approximately 32 % of its surrounding metropolitan area, 64, 249

iv The Web site is unidentified to protect the confidentiality of the case study site and its
participants.
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(U.S Census, 2000). By 2005, (he metro area was predicted to increase its population
by I .8%. However, actual percentage growth was 2%, categorizing this residential
community as 8 out of 16 in state-wide growth (U.S. Census, 2006).

Table 5.1: Population Demographics: 1950-2005
Year

Population

Percentage (%)
Change from 1950

Percentage (%)
Change from
1970
—

1950

77,634

—

1970

65,116

-16.1

2000

64,249

-17,2

-1.3

2005 (est.)

65,533

-15.9

-0.6

.

According to archival newspaper research, the local economy has shifted over
the years from the college’s initial founding in 1946 from one relying primarily on
commercial fishing, manufacturing and agriculture towards a much more service-based
industry' . The loss of manufacturing jobs created a different set of workforce skill
requirements for a changing workplace environment. Mirroring what was happening
nationally, the once industrial-based Fordist era mind-set and philosophy of workplace
environments shifted to thinking patterns that embraced more jobs in education, health
and social services, and general service industry (Thurow, 2003). Presently, several
major national financial service organizations with significant operations in the state
have their main offices in the city or have partial headquarters here. In addition, there
are several other companies that have a greater impact on the metropolitan economy.

1 he local newspaper is unidentified to protect the confidentiality of the case study site
and its participants.
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Archival research further shows that a loss of commercial fishing jobs,
manufacturing and, to a lesser extent, agriculture have impacted the city’s population
since 1950 (See Table 5.1). Through an economic impact study by the Brookings
Institute in 2006XI, researchers concluded that state-level policy reform needed to occur
in six areas that would promote an era of “sustainable prosperity” for economic growth.
These six areas included: 1) the once stagnant population is growing; 2) the economy,
once based on goods production and natural resources, is becoming diverse; 3) rural
demographics are suburbanizing; 4) demographic change is raising education levels and
may be replenishing the workforce; however, many workers remain unprepared for
tomorrow’s jobs; 5) economic restructuring is producing quality jobs in emerging
innovative clusters; and, 6) recent development patterns are beginning to give some
cities and towns new life.
Administrators reported that by referencing the Brookings Institute economic
impact study report and its six pivotal areas for economic growth and prosperity, they
positioned themselves to consider major environmental forces to “step up” in response
to a community and region economically “on the move”. These forces include:
restructuring post-secondary policy, reduced base funding, new workforce demands in a
new economy, and increased demand and need for growth. These forces play pivotal
roles for BVCC administrators to make strategic decisions that provide area residents
increased access to educational programs, services and training in a new economy.
The exigency for new jobs in a new economy, the recommendations from an
economic impact study by the Brookings Institute and a call for increased opportunities

vi The exact title of the report is unidentified to protect the confidentiality of the case
study site and its participants.
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for the state’s citizens to access higher education converged as opportunities for Bay
View Community College administrators to examine their environment and attempt to
understand external forces to move their college into the future.

Key Findings: Environmental Forces
The recommendations and reforms outlined in the Brookings Institute study and
the Governor’s Advisory Council, changing workforce skill demands, and the state’s
projected move into a new global economy have pressured Bay View Community
College administrators to consider major environmental forces in their decision making.
Administrators reported that they are trying to make proactive decisions that affect their
community—a community that is moving economically into the twenty-first century.
These forces include: restructuring post-secondary education, reduced base funding,
workforce demands for a new economy and increased demand and need for growth. All
of these external forces have played pivotal roles for BVCC administrators in shaping
their efforts to make strategic decisions that provide area residents with increased access
to educational programs, services and training for a new economy.

Restructuring Post-Secondary Education
Bay View Community College (BVCC) owes its current status as a community
college to a higher education restructuring that began in the 1980s. At that time, state
legislation paved a way for the heretofore separate vocational schools to become part of
a statewide system of technical colleges overseen by a Board of Trustees. By 2002,
higher education restructuring continued with enacted legislation that renamed each of
the seven technical colleges to community colleges in order to embrace a broad range of
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academic curricula and an emphasis on lifelong learning. At that time, this technical
college changed its name to Bay View Community College.
When Bay View Community College became a two-year community college in
2002, it moved from a once stand-alone vocational school and institute to a
comprehensive community college in a statewide system. BVCC’s former
classification, a vocational school or institute, conveyed its singular mission philosophy:
train an individual for a local job. President Osgood cited that the 1946 mission was
very clear—“to train veterans who were returning from the war”. That mission and
accompanying funding philosophy continued to underwrite trades programs into the
early twenty-first century. President Osgood elaborated,
The state has always had problems with a lack of revenue. What state officials
did not see was that tuition was a mechanism to grow and do different things.
Legislators focused on the college’s appropriations as the revenue stream to
fund program development and growth. The mind set was that we could not
grow.

Additionally, the Board of Trustees for the State System of Higher Education,
members of each college community, and local officials began a planning process for a
five-year strategic plan for the System in 2002. The Board endorsed a five-year strategic
plan and measures to achieve seven major goals that would have ultimate effect on the
local and regional economy. These goals included: 1) increase enrollment to 10,000
students annually by 2010; 2) meet or exceed national quality standards in academic
and student support services; 3) continue growing online courses and incorporating
technology in teaching and learning; 4) create an environment that promotes diversity;
5) continue the evolution to comprehensive (occupational and liberal arts) two-year
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colleges; 6) support state economic development; and, 7) assure adequate financial
resources for the colleges.
BVCC administrators reported that this comprehensive planning document was
the framework to guide the once stand-alone vocational technical institutes into newly
configured post-secondary institutions poised to address economic and workforce
training for a new century. As a living document, its design called for periodic revisions
as necessary to respond to changing or developing workforce training and development
issues in the state’s economy.
In 2006, following the Brookings Institute study, the governor’s office
assembled leaders from the private sector, organized labor and economic development
as members of a Community College Advisory Council to examine the links between
educational opportunities and economic development in the state. The review focused
on several key areas including an analysis of business demand for employees educated
at the two-year college level; student demographics and the community college’s role in
Pre K-16 education continuum; and the role of the colleges in supporting the state’s
economic development efforts. A news release from the state’s community college
system office (2006)VI1 reported that the council determined that the community colleges
were not large enough to meet the demands of students and businesses.
The Advisory Council’s Vl" report to the state’s governor recommended that the
state must make major investments in its community college system to ensure that
business and people have the skills needed to compete in a rapidly changing and

The state system is unidentified to protect the confidentiality of the case study site
and its participants.
The name ot the state s advisory council is unidentified to protect the confidentiality
of the case study site and its participants.
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increasingly global economy. This investment would dramatically increase the
educational attainment level of its citizens. Core industries faced significant shortages
of skilled workers for a new-market economy. This shortage was also slowing the
growth of the state’s economy and dimming its prospects for the future. For the state’s
citizens, it meant that high-skill level jobs were also passing them by. Stated another
way, the economy was changing but the workforce was not.

Reduced Base Funding
As Bay View Community College (BVCC) moved into its new two-year college
status in a statewide system, administrators reported that existing state appropriations,
based on vocational school formulas, were insufficient to meet the needs and challenges
of a newly defined college which, at the onset, had increased enrollment as the first
priority in its strategic plan. One of its biggest challenges for Bay View Community
College at the onset of it becoming part of a statewide system was to receive adequate
state appropriations to fund its operations as recommended by the Governor’s
Community College Advisory Council. In other words, colleges were expected to keep
pace with state mandates despite less funding.
Presently, BVCC’s primary sources of revenue are state appropriations and
student tuition and fees set by the statewide system. Dean of Administration Burns
noted.
We have only been a community college since 2002 and since that time funding
has improved over what it was previously—almost non-existent. The facilities
manager who has been here mentioned that they got to the point where they
could do almost anything with nothing. It is better than that now and we have
done lots of improvements, but still everything we get we try to spend as
efficiently as possible.
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In 2002, BVCC annually enrolled approximately 2,100 full-time, 900 part-time
or evening and 990 students at its branch sites and through a few on-line courses (Dean
of Students Vernon; Dean of Business and Community Partnerships Wyman). During
2007-2008, the college’s enrollment was expected to exceed 5,000 fulltime students,
increasing 140% over a five-year period. However, state appropriations did not keep
pace with this skyrocketing enrollment. State allocations as a percentage of the total
budget decreased from approximately 64% in 2003 to 49.5% in 2007, despite increases
in the dollar amount from $9.6M to $11.5M (NEASC Self-Study, 2008). This 14.5%
reduction in the total budget contrasted to an exponential escalation in the college’s
enrollment during this same period, increasing from 2,109 students in 2002 to 5,100
students in 2007. Set in opposition to reduced state appropriations in the amount of
14.5%, BVCC enrollment increased more than 140% in this same time period.
However, upon closer examination, reported decreases in state allocations in the amount
of 14.5% were, in reality, more devastating. Paradoxically, during this five-year period,
budgetary increases by dollar amount visibly illustrate that in 2002 per student funding
was $4,551 while in 2007 per student funding was reduced to $2,255. Those figures
represent approximately fifty percent reduction amidst a burgeoning student enrollment
for the same time period.
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Figure 5.1 Bay View Community College State Appropriations
2002-2007
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In reference to Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the proportion of the college’s budget
derived from state allocations decreased while revenue from tuition and fees increased
(BVCC Self-Study, 2008), potentially jeopardizing one of its key outlined strategic
goals: access. These figures were also in direct contrast to those recommendations as
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outlined by the Brookings Institute and Governor’s Advisory Council recommendations
for the state to adequately support its newly established community college system.
The strategic plan projected system wide enrollments to reach 10,000 students
by 2010. However, BVCC achieved and surpassed enrollment projections about five
years ahead of schedule. As a result, many of the system’s programs were at or near
capacity with little room for additional students. Even more noteworthy is that BVCC’s
2007 enrollment, approximately 5,000 students, accounts for approximately 50% of the
state community college system’s total student enrollment. Vice President/Academic
Dean Scott noted.
We have revisited our goals from the original Strategic Plan from five years ago.
One of these goals was about capacity and access. You might have access to the
college, but if there are no classes available to take because they are all full, then
access does not really mean much. It was a real acknowledgement of our growth
and our challenge is that now we have to provide access to make certain students
have something to come to.
President Osgood also adds,
Administrators at BVCC reported that a lack of funding appropriations was a
major concern as the college moved from its once vocational school or institute
status to a two-year community college. Beginning in 1946 through 2002,
reliance on these revenue streams that funded stand-alone vocational programs
at each school attested to one dimensional or “silo” mentality mission: train
students to work in the local community. The vocational schools recruited
students who knew what they wanted to do, retained them in large numbers, and,
after completion, placed them with local community employers.
According to a nationwide community college survey conducted to address state
and local funding appropriations (ECS, 2000), this state’s community colleges have not
received fiscal support from locally based tax revenues in the preceding decade, 19962006. Locally based revenues include, in addition to property taxes, redevelopment
funds, utility taxes, timber or mineral severance taxes and motor vehicle taxes. During
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this ten-year period, BVCC became part of the state’s community college system and
aligned its programs, services and initiatives to both statewide and revised Strategic
Plan which called for increased enrollment and access as priorities. Administrators
reported that without any reliance on or availability of local revenues, state
appropriations were the only sources of revenue to ensure the institution’s operation.
Additionally, these state appropriations were not formula-driven, but instead, resultant
from legislative hearings and deliberations to determine state higher education board
recommendations (ECS, 2000, p.3). However, a conundrum was that state
appropriations were insufficient to fund a growing community college and as recently
as 2000-2001, continued to lag behind in funding its post-secondary institutions.
President Osgood elaborated and noted,
Legislators focused on the college’s appropriations as the revenue stream and
did not see tuition as a mechanism to grow and do different things. They saw
appropriations as the only way to fund program growth and development. So,
the mind set was that we could not grow. This was so paradoxical because the
idea was that the state needed to have a huge infusion of funds with a
community college system or it would not grow. These state funds never
happened.
Administrators reported that the state’s Department of Education had previously
appropriated adequate, albeit, limited funding for vocational institutes to function and
selectively enroll their students. Limited funding translated into limited enrollment.
However, these revenues, under a Department of Education funding rubric, became
inadequate as the institutes became two-year colleges in a statewide higher education
system focusing on access and increased enrollment as prioritized core values.
Additionally, administrators reported that resultant reduced funding caused an
institutional identity crisis and stakeholders’ waning respect in their once proud
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perception of being a technical college. Bay View Community College began as a maleoriented technical school and had pride in its long history with local community
business owners, many of whom had received their training at the school. Allegiances
to individual technical programs and faculty were strong and remained part of long¬
standing community tradition. Program allegiance remained strong through the
college’s evolution from a technical school in the 1950s to becoming part of a group of
state technical colleges in the 1980s despite stagnant revenue appropriations for these
programs. However, once the state mandate occurred for BVCC became part of a larger
community college system, internal and external stakeholders began to question the
policy rationale of diluting the resources of an already suffering technical college by
having it become part of a larger college system that would surely exhaust the current
levels of available resources. President Osgood elaborated,
Everyone was proud of being a technical college. However, if you looked at any
of the technical programs, each one was starving to death because of a lack of
infusion of money. The equipment had deteriorated to points of not being able
to repair or find parts. Consequently, companies were no longer supporting the
programs because of a lack of updating curriculum and equipment. It was a
vicious cycle and getting worse each year: companies would not support the
programs, programs had no money to purchase updated equipment, students
were not enrolling, etc. We had to recognize that we would never receive state
appropriations to fund these equipment-intensive programs. We had to go find
money.
Administrators reported that in making the shift from stand-alone vocational
institutes to comprehensive community colleges, adequate funding challenges were a
top priority in addressing the system’s strategic plan priority: increasing enrollment.
Insufficient fiscal resources, resulting from reduced state appropriations or other
funding streams would seriously jeopardize accomplishing the state’s goal of training
its citizens to work in a new economy as part of the state’s economic recovery plan.
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Bay View Community College administrators reported that they were in a position to
play strategic decision-making roles in this new economy. They reported that one of
these pivotal roles was to identify training opportunities that would align to the state’s
new economy and seek ways to fund those new opportunities.

Workforce Demands in a New Economy
Bay View Community College’s early years, beginning with is 1946 founding,
reflected the workforce needs and training for the local economy and region.
Originally, its sole mission was to train returning World War II veterans to work in the
local economy. For the first forty years, high school collaboration and articulation were
limited to recruiting for programs that offered additional trades-focused training beyond
twelfth grade. Additionally, most trades programs were designed for male enrollments
only. Females were limited to enrolling in nursing or culinary arts programs. Until the
late twentieth century, workforce demographics were concentrated heavily in blue
collar industrial trades, commercial fishing and agriculture. Employees also filled
immediate needs in local hospitals or medical facilities.
The aforementioned economic impact development reports and a radical
restructuring of the state’s higher education system positioned administrators to
recognize their roles in workforce development outreach, working with high schools
and the community in long-term initiatives. The Governor’s Advisory Council report
also cited the key role that the state’s community colleges were to play in making this
shift in an economy that was once solely reliant on blue collar trades jobs to more white
collar and service industry focused. For BVCC administrators, this meant a “heads up”
and commitment to making certain the college programs and services aligned with
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advisory council recommendations and the statewide strategic plan goals.
Administrators reported that the idea of workforce development preparation to train
individuals to work beyond the state’s geographic borders, working in-tandem with
local business and industry and the community long-term economic development
initiatives in a new economy were a future endeavors and far from consideration
(President Osgood; Vice President/Academic Dean Scott; Dean of Business and
Community Partnerships Wyman). However, by the late twentieth century, state level
officials and business and community leaders collectively recognized that workforce
skills needed to be up to date with the state’s economic development and its future
prosperity. As such, old program models and curriculum would not meet workforce
skills demands in the new economy. Trades-oriented vocational programs floated to the
top as inefficient models. An example included the automotive program, originally
offered to train individuals to be garage mechanics who “looked under the hood” to
diagnose a problem (Dean of Students/Director of Institutional Planning Vernon). The
workforce needed to move from its once heavy-dependent blue collar trades to more
white-collar service-based industry and technology jobs in a new economy. Citing
Dean of Administration Bums,
We had an automotive technology program that had to be revamped based on
the automobile dealerships in the area. This program had pretty much died on
the vine. Now they have more applications that they can admit to the program.
The program director has done a fantastic job of working with local business
leaders to understand what they want. Then he and other BVCC administrators
worked with leaders to get them to invest time, money and resources into
developing a program that fits their needs.
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In a stand-alone institution, administrators reported there was no opportunity for
an undecided student to explore training opportunities. Vice President/Academic Dean
Scott cited,
There were no institutions for undecided students or the student who wasn't a
good high school student or the student who changed his/her minds about what
they wanted to do. Providing access to higher education options is a major
reason that the state’s community college system was created.
The state’s old vocational school/institute model only served those high school
students who knew what post-high school training they wanted to pursue. Similarly, the
vocational schools only accepted students who had made decisions about a training path
they wanted to follow. Administrators noted that choices were limited for both the
students and the vocational institute. However, legislative restructuring and the state
governor’s Advisory Council recommendations determined that the state’s community
colleges could not meet the demands of the state’s workforce and educational demands
given what had developed over the years into woefully under funded workforce training
programs and their inability to attract students. As noted earlier, these programs did not
reflect new jobs training for a new economy—an economy that had shifted from an
agricultural and commercial fishing base to one that embraced more jobs focus on the
service industry as reflected in Table 5.2 (U.S. Census, 2002).
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Table 5.2: U.S. Census 2002: Business and Industry Job Classifications
Business/Industry Type

Number of Establishments

Numbers of Employees

Manufacturing

40

1,943

Wholesale & Retail Trade

315

6,858

Real Estate, Rental and
Leasing
Professional & Technical
Services
Administrative Support;
Waste Management;
Mediation
Educational Services
Health Care; Social
Services
Lodging and Food Services

39

317

90

782

45

1.087

13
107

197
2,861

110

2,887

15

46

Arts, Entertainment and
Recreation

Increased Skills Demand and Need for Growth
Although several transitions occurred in the vocational institute’s operational
and organizational configuration from its initial founding in 1946, the college’s
programs still remained under the state’s Department of Education rubric.
Organizational structure, programs, operations, and practices were more high school
vocational program focused rather than higher education focused. President Osgood
called these classes and programs “silo” because students were always in class with the
same students, no cross fertilization across campus and no integration among programs.
Alumni loyalty and allegiance were to programs and not the school or institute. There
was minimal interaction among institute faculty and liberal arts programs were virtually
non-existent.

As a once stand-alone vocational training school. Bay View Community College
occupational programs appeared to have had a hand-in-glove-workforce relationship
with local employers. Administrators reported that the college was always seen as
providing training to educate people in the trades, professions and technology. The
mission was to prepare people to go into entry level jobs and for those who knew what
they wanted to do prior to enrolling at the vocational school. Curriculum was strictly
aligned to local job skills requirements, and enrollment in these programs correlated to
the number of jobs that were readily available or that could be reasonably filled. Stated
another way, demand for jobs dictated the supply of students.
As a stand-alone or “silo” institute, administrators commented that connections
to the local community appeared healthy as long as students received specific training
for a local job. Local business leaders hired graduates because they were assured that
the vocational institute’s hands-on training met their specific employment needs. At the
same time, guaranteed employment after graduation impacted the institute’s ability to
recruit and retain students. Recruitment efforts were minimal because there were limited
program slots for enrollment.

Access to programs was a moot point. President Osgood

elaborated,
To get into the program was not the easiest thing. In a sense, the vocational
institute was more exclusive than the universities about admitting students. In
addition, after completing the program, students had very high levels of
employment in the field. And, although students were retained in programs and
found employment after completing the program, the state was not producing a
significant number of graduates with college degrees. The institutes were always
seen as providing career and technical programs to prepare people to go into
entry level jobs. That was the state’s workforce in the economy at that time.
In 2006, the Brookings Institute and the Community College Advisory Council
reports noted the important role that education needed to play in reforming the state’s
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economy. Specifically, the state and its community colleges must respond to local and
state level demands for workforce training and access to higher education. Growth and
opportunity were overpowering messages inherent in each report, concluding that the
state’s economic development was a major priority in order to compete in the new
market economy. Vice President/Academic Dean Scott elaborated.
The state is trying to remake itself and its economy. There has been a huge shift
in many paper mills closing. Manufacturing that relied on cheap labor has left.
The manufacturing that remains is more innovative relying on technology to
reduce costs. That is a growth industry but it requires highly trained technicians.
The state’s economic development and growth were in stark contrast to the
availability of state-assisted appropriations to adequately fund career and technical
programs. President Osgood remarked that the technical programs were “starving to
death” since there had not been an infusion of funds for some time to repair or replace
equipment. He further pointed out that in a domino effect, outdated equipment and
curriculum translated into dwindling enrollments to the point of closing a program and
not responding to local training needs.
Dwindling financial support for occupational programs and insufficient state
appropriations for overall college operations, within a milieu of new workforce
demands in a growing economy, placed BVCC administrators in a fiscal conundrum. To
what extent can Bay View Community College respond to its stakeholders in a new
century economy, with state appropriations funding that reflected a bygone era?

Institutional Responses to Environmental Forces
Bay View Community College administrators appear to understand the external
and environmental forces that affect their decision-making strategies. Given their
understanding ot the external environment, as leaders for a community college in a
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community “on the move”, they appear to have adopted “change agent” thinking
patterns to lead their institution from its heretofore “silo” mentality to one that embraces
access to training and higher education opportunities. Administrators reported that they
recognize the need to make “right time at the right place” decisions as responses to
training and educational needs in a community in a new economy in a global
marketplace. As change agents, administrators reported that they have responded to
external and environmental factors by 1) developing a new mission for a new economy;
2) transforming from high school to higher education; 3) strategic planning; 4) creating
change-agent partnerships with the community; 5) embracing market-driven initiatives;
6) extending access and creating capacity; and, 7) leveraging resources.

A New Mission for a New Economy
Bay View Community College administrators reported they did not want to lose
sight of their connections to potential growth in the state’s economy and their role in
helping the state achieve its economic goals. Since 1946, Bay View Community
College’s mission held true by:
•

providing state residents with affordable, high quality education that
enabled them to qualify for good paying careers

•

providing programs that were responsive to the labor demands of the
state’s employers

•

promoting local, regional, and statewide economic development.

However, administrators were cognizant of their roles in complying with the college’s
core values in its new milieu: a community college that stressed access, responsiveness,
collaboration and personal connections to workforce training and other higher education
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opportunities as outlined in the strategic plan. Vice President/Academic Dean Scott
noted.
There was a lot of concern about our becoming a community college because
people thought that our mission would change and we would become a very
vanilla liberal arts college and lose our technical mission. That didn’t happen.
What did happen is that it brought more students to the college. So, we’ve
changed because we’re now more accessible because we changed our mission
criteria.

Historically, the strictly trades-focused mission and curriculum from the
college’s early years restricted co-ed access to programs and training. It was a maleoriented technical school. The founding mission was to work with returning World War
II veterans, most of whom were male, and training focused on those available job
opportunities limited to men. Dean of Business and Community Partnerships Wyman
elaborated,
Our mission was to retrain returning veterans and put them into the workforce.
It was very specific to the vocational trades and only men. There were short¬
term training certificates around construction, electrical, plumbing—totally
trades. The only general education classes were related to the trades.
It is noteworthy that in becoming a community college, and if current
occupational programs are to keep pace with the new market economy, historical
groundings as a single-sex vocational institute would also have to be addressed.
Change in institutional mission means more diversity, access and increasing number of
students who wish to pursue or complete training certificates or degrees.

Transforming the Image: High School to Higher Education
Since the state legislature changed the name and mission of the former technical
colleges in 2002, Bay View Community College became a comprehensive two-year
institution within the state’s higher education system. Organizationally, the former
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technical school, once under the jurisdiction of the state’s Department of Education,
became accountable to a state-level Board of Trustees. BVCC was no longer a stand¬
alone institute; it was integrated into a new organizational reconfiguration, worked
within an established bureaucracy and was obliged to follow its policies and regulations
to include a shift in its accreditation process.
It is significant that, although the changes that occurred to the state’s technical
schools and colleges spanned approximately forty years, 1946-1988, the most radical
restructuring for Bay View Community College came about less than six years ago,
2002. As discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2, most American community
colleges were established during the 1960s. Spanning more than forty years,
community colleges have increased their operational budgets, added or modified
curriculum, recruited and enrolled more students, and restructured themselves
organizationally as responses to market or environmental demands, to become today’s
complex and comprehensive post-secondary institutions. Comparatively, BVCC
administrators reported that all of these growth factors for well-established community
colleges were occurring rapidly and frequently for them, leaving minimal time to reflect
on changes that were happening around them. Independently, administrators reported
that these changes have led to institutional and cultural transformations at BVCC, first
emerging as image identification among internal and external stakeholders.
Administrators reported that the most significant transformation for the college
and its culture was to address access to programs. As noted earlier, former access to
technical school programs was a “closed shop” mentality and, in the beginning maleoriented, only admitting students who had chosen to follow a job training path.
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Administrators reported that seat availability was limited, so recruitment was minimal
to non-existent. In becoming a community college, access to occupational programs and
liberal aits options were considered a first priority in BVCC’s strategic plan.
Essentially, the college moved from its once locally-focused job skills training into an
integrated workforce development model. President Osgood noted,
The first hurdle was to move from a technical college to a community college
and grow with that transformation. Within one year of becoming a community
college, we started to grow and attract liberal arts students. That was unheard of
before and a very big change. We were a technical school—bottom line. We had
to shift our thinking from one in which programs only allowed a certain number
of people to one that stated access is our mission.
Institutional transformation increased access to programs but also embedded
opportunity for students to begin an educational path and transfer to a four-year
institution. Now defined as an integral player and partner in the state’s economic
development, BVCC is now part of a statewide higher education system, moving away
from its high school cohort mentality. Dean of Business and Community Partnerships
Wyman cited.
As a technical school, we were a starting and ending point for a student’s
education and that was it. Now our mission is to provide opportunity and access
for people so that they can continue to another level. That’s a real shift here.
Transfonnation has also affected the thinking patterns and mind maps of internal
and external stakeholders. President Osgood reported that, as a technical school,
occupational program faculty were very proud of their independence and non-reliance
on any private industry or community assistance to underwrite program budgets or
equipment. These faculty members regarded outside assistance as potentially
interfering with their expertise in developing and delivering program curriculum.
Consequently, they never approached local industry leaders to assist in purchasing
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equipment for, e.g., automotive technology, plumbing, manufacturing technology, etc.
However, the move to a community college created opportunities to do business
differently and for newly hired program faculty to be directly involved. Dean of
Business and Community Partnerships Wyman commented,
When I first arrived here, about three years ago, faculty did not want to leave
their silos. They were very comfortable and did not want to go out to industry.
They never understood the connection between their programs and what local
business leaders might want or need. It’s all different now as people are retiring
and new blood is coming in, who are saying that we need to have business
partners.
Institutionally, cultural transformation has occurred within BVCC’s
organizational structure, moving from its once high school focus to a more integrated
higher education focus. President Osgood and Vice President/Academic Dean Scott
reported that as a technical school, BVCC did not have institutional rank or
opportunities for promotion among faculty. All faculty members were categorized as
teachers or instructors in an occupational program. Moving to a comprehensive
community college, rank and promotion at Bay View Community College are
dependent upon favorable performance evaluations. Similarly, President Osgood
reported that shared and participatory college governance among faculty, staff and
administration did not exist in the high school model. All decisions were made by
senior level administrators with minimal feedback or recommendations from school
coalitions. (President Osgood; Vice President/Academic Dean Scott; Dean of
Administration Bums). Vice President/Academic Dean Scott also added,
One of the best examples of input and decision making in our new culture is
about our parking lots. Several forums were held to submit and vote on
proposals for a new lot. Everyone blessed the idea. However, once construction
started, people were upset because of the trees that would be torn down. The
president reminded faculty and staff that they had voted to go forward with the
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plan. However, they didn’t think that we would do anything based on how
decisions were made in the past. Now folks are paying more attention and
definitely claiming ownership in their decisions.
Bay View Community College transformed from its stand-alone vocational
institute grounded history to a comprehensive community college in the state’s system
of higher education. This transformation meant moving BVCC and its multiple internal
and external coalitions from once passive or “stand-by-the-sidelines-waiting-for-adecision” to happen stakeholders, to active participants in the state’s evolving and new
economy.

Strategic Planning
Drawing on the original five-year system wide Strategic Plan that spanned 20022007, the current and revised Strategic Plan 2004-2009 for Bay View Community
College began as a planning process in 2001 and implemented in 2004. Administrators
reported that the planning process for this revised plan was inclusive, comprehensive
and diverse. They sought input from both internal and external stakeholders regarding
college vision and goals. Internally, a Strategic Planning Committee was created at the
direction of President Osgood, representing student, faculty and staff coalitions. College
department faculty were asked to assess the department’s or program’s weaknesses,
equipment needs, and processes for departmental decision making. The college
community met in several campus-wide forums in 2002 to discuss information and data
gleaned from departmental assessments. Externally, the college’s Strategic Planning
Committee sought input from local community, government and non-profit officials,
business and industry leaders, school superintendents, principals, etc. in a two-day
strategic planning or Shaping Our Future Through Partnerships conference in fall 2003
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that resulted in an extensive list of action steps.,x The Strategic Planning Committee
presented these action steps and recommendations to internal stakeholders in 2004,
framed from the vision statement, to develop Bay View Community College into “an
institution of choice" among students. Transforming these actions steps into the
framework for the revised Strategic Plan, 2004-2009 resulted in a draft plan to include a
new mission, vision statements, four core values and eight goals. The four core values
include:
•

Access - Bay View Community College believes that access to higher
education is a fundamental value of democracy

•

Responsiveness - Bay View Community College believes that the
college must be responsive to the changing world and to the educational,
social, and cultural needs of our diverse state population.

•

Collaboration - Bay View Community College believes that
collaboration within the college and with the broader community is
essential to achieve the College’s mission and goals.

•

Personal Connections - Bay View Community College believes that
each individual deserves respect and encouragement and that the
interaction among students, faculty and staff is an important part of the
total educational experience.

This revised Strategic Plan, spanning 2004-2009, calls for many actions to
increase the college’s capacity and access to its programs and services, all of which are
subject to funding. The strategic plan drives the college’s decision making and goals

,x The name of this conference is untitled to protect the confidentiality of the research
site and its participants.
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include: 1) fiscal resources; 2) facilities; 3) partnerships; 4) quality instruction and
programs; 5) technology; 6) enrollment and diversity; 7) student success; and 8) human
resources. Using the strategic plan as a guide to growth and survival, administrators
have redirected program delivery from a high school cohort mentality or “silo” focus to
a more comprehensive and integrated higher education focus.
Administrators, faculty and staff reported that the Strategic Plan 2004-2009
represents a living document that outlines new directions for the college (NEASC SelfStudy, 2008). They also state that the Strategic Plan reflects reforms outlined in the
Brookings Institute Study, recommendations from the Community College Advisory
Council and, of course, the vision and goals from BVCC’s Strategic Planning
Committee for a new economy. The plan outlines the college’s new mission, vision,
core values and goals within the framework of a post-secondary institution vs. its once
stand-alone infrastructure in the state’s Department of Education.
As institutional needs change and evolve, BVCC administrators, faculty, staff
and students are currently involved in another revision, 2006-2014, to review mission,
values, beliefs and operational goals. Administrators report that the information
gathering process remains the same to set measurable objectives and glean data from an
inclusive group of internal and external stakeholders. Administrators also report that a
strategic plan for the entire system of community colleges is also in process, embracing
overarching goals identified in response to the individual plans of the colleges.

Developing Change-Agent Partnerships with the Community
Bay View Community College’s founding mission as a stand-alone vocational
school was to train returning World War II veterans for jobs in the local economy.
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Over a period spanning more than sixty years, state legislative acts renamed these
schools to institutes and, finally, in 2002, renamed them to community colleges. While
the training mission from the original mission focus remained intact, the most recent
categorization to community colleges has expanded the mission to include more access
to programs, scheduling and services in line with economic change and workforce
development. Administrators are cognizant of their change-agent roles to make certain
that programs and services continue to comply with the college’s mission and goals. As
the college has grown in enrollment, administrators admitted that what worked for
enrolling 1,800 students is not a functional service when enrollment exceeds 5,000
students. President Osgood noted.
As the economy has changed, the programs have changed, always to meet the
needs of the economy. We have to be “on top” of things to continue with the
mission spirit, but not dig our heels in the sand. We’re the ones who have to
make the change relevant to a changing economy.
He further elaborated,
Every time the economy changed, the college changed. The state had entered the
world economy, but the college was lagging behind in preparing students to
work in that economy. Those companies that have prospered have done so by
the ability to change and embrace innovation. They need workers trained in
thinking skills that can embrace changing market forces. That’s where we come
in—we’re change agents educating change agents.

Bay View Community College administrators reported that they actively
cultivate their community and regional partnerships and look for ways beyond old
thinking or “business as usual” models to make these partnerships a reality. The former
stand-alone vocational school model would not function well for new economy trained
workers. Examples include regional health services collaborations for student health
care, automobile dealerships that that underwrite equipment purchases, claims adjuster
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training for the insurance industry, etc. At noted earlier in the previous sub-section, the
local community appears to be in the driver's seat and moving ahead in the twenty-first
century, but moving ahead with its in-tandem partner, Bay View Community College.
Dean of Business and Community Partnerships Wyman stated,
I look at BVCC as an economic driver for our community. But it’s not just us
alone—it’s a partnership and our recognition that it is. If we’re partners, we are
all change agents, it’s not just one sided. If we don’t have partnerships and work
with our community, we’re doing a disservice to our students, community and
taxpayers.
Additionally, administrators reported that one of their institutional strengths as
change agents in a new economy, is the college’s flexibility, within the framework of
the its mission and Strategic Plan. When opportunities occur, e.g., the availability and
planned use of the nearby military base, administrators are ready to act on issues. Vice
President/Academic Dean Scott elaborated,
One of the things that we do well is to be very entrepreneurial and be very
flexible. So if an opportunity comes our way we are willing to take advantage of
it as opposed to letting you do this—maybe another time. That is strength of our
institution. We plan, we have a strategic plan and we have goals and we know
where we want to go. But if something changes, we are pretty agile and open to
responding to opportunity. An opportunity arose most recently that was not in
the strategic plan. We do plan all the things we’re supposed to do and achieve
them, but if something major comes up, we have the mind set and culture to
make it happen too.
Moreover, administrators reported that new change-agent mind sets and thinking
patterns are also part of the college’s current entrepreneurial culture—one that has
evolved from a stand-alone vocational school into a comprehensive community college.
College employees are empowered to be creative, grow and have ideas and to make
them happen. All departments have advisory committees and much of the decision
making floats to the top from departments to executive leadership. Administrators
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reported that the organization is not “top down” management and it is often unclear
what individuals assemble to make a decision. President Osgood noted.
There's a lot of stuff happening and we don’t have the staff to handle every
issue. Consequently, few people are doing many things. It’s very confusing and
if you have a high degree of tolerance because it’s chaotic, you’ll be fine. We
have a high tolerance for risk and little penalty for failure. If you like control
and very linear processes, you won’t be able to work here.
However, new administrative mind sets and change-agent thinking patterns must
consider is how partnerships, collaborative endeavors, new initiatives, etc. “fit” with
both BVCC’s mission and expectations from a potential partner. Examples include
recurring changes in technology and how businesses respond to these demands. The
college’s role, in turn, is to prepare students to respond proactively and to keep current
with these changes. Change-agent thinking and mind set must work for both parties and
reflects doing business in an environment where both partners are listening to each
other to make something happen. Dean of Business and Community Partnerships
Wyman noted.
We’re a dynamic and innovative place. Whether this is because of the change
that is happening around us or the change that we are forcing, it is happening. I
think the college has finally embraced change and the environment we’re in.
We’re going for it versus letting everything happen around us and responding to
it. We are a much more proactive partner in the process versus an institution that
is tucked away in the back yard if you need us.

Additionally, BVCC administrators may be in a paradox when balancing their
change-agent mind set to respond to growth, external market forces, and expand access
simultaneous to offering low cost programs and maintaining high quality programs.
Vice President/Academic Dean Scott reported that low cost is a major college goal
along with access. Balancing affordability with quality is difficult, but change-agent
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mind sets among administrators and college stakeholders appear to ameliorate such
dilemmas.

Embracing Market-Driven Initiatives
Bay View Community College’s first outlined goal in its revised Strategic Plan,
2004-2009 cites that the college will secure sufficient resources through a proactive,
multifaceted financial strategy that ensures the facilities, programs and human resources
necessary to achieve its vision. Faced with potential reductions or stagnant state
allocations that were not keeping pace with exponential enrollment growth and capacity
to accommodate growth, administrators needed to identify alternate funding bases to
offset deficient revenues. President Osgood elaborated,
The view of the world that the only source of income was from the state had to
change. We had to admit that, according to national trends, appropriations will
continue to decrease and the only way we can survive is by growing because
increases in tuition will not permit us to grow in the long term.
Additionally, Dean of Administration Burns remarked,
A reduction in state appropriations forced us to go out and interact with the
community to find out what they were looking for. Their involvement often
times gives us the financial resources that we would not ordinarily have. It
allows us to keep our programs current and at the same time be responsive to the
market place. Even more importantly with the lack of funding, we would
normally sit back and wait for some funding to come our way. Now we are
more creative in the way we do things. Without that state funding, we have
looked at other ways to form community partnerships and other contracts—
donations, private grants, etc. We actively pursue those opportunities.

Additionally, faculty, administrators and other departmental personnel have used
Advisory Boards, sought partnerships as creative ways to work with a community in
economic transition from its former “mom and pop” focus on local community-jobs
focus to a community and economy “on the move”. Active business partnerships
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include electronics manufacturing, financial institutions, automobile dealerships, food
service industry and utility companies. Important grant-funded initiatives for BVCC
have included a five-year Title III grant, Department of Labor grant, and a very large
private donation of equipment and software to one of the college’s occupational
programs. Dean of Students Vernon noted,
Our mission is to be responsive to the community so when a business or
particular industry has a need, then we work very closely with that industry to
develop the training or educational programs that the industry needs.
Similarly, Vice President and Dean of Faculty Scott stated,
What’s important to our mission is to be proactive with partnerships to help
move the economy forward and meet the economic needs of the state.
Manufacturing that relied on cheap labor has left. The manufacturing that
remains is more innovative relying on technology to reduce costs. That industry
is a growth industry but requires highly trained technical workers—and that’s
the area where we’re expanding.
Reduced state funding has positioned BVCC administrators to look at other
potential revenue sources and partnerships that can offset expenditures in programs and
i

services. Dean of Business and Community Partnerships Wyman noted,
Reduced state funding has forced us to look at other mechanisms for generating
revenue. It’s forced us to look beyond the original scope—the founding mission
that just provided one thing—job training for the local community. We have to
now look at how we can diversify what we offer to generate additional revenue.
Reduced state revenue has also forced us to look at all our programs and how we
can streamline them. We also need to look at our infrastructure and see how we
can have more efficiency with the way we deliver services and provide
programs.
Bay View Community College administrators reported that they have not only
courted and cultivated business and industry partnerships, but have built a fourth
residence hall scheduled to open fall 2007 in response to enrollment and capacity issues.
College officials issued independent revenue bonds rather than go for typical bonds
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through the state to construct this residential facility. Issuing an independent revenue
bond allowed college administrators to borrow on future revenues to construct a new
residence hall. It also allowed administrators to have flexibility in procuring design
specifications without state-level bureaucratic procedures and afforded administrators a
locus of control on their decision making regarding student housing options (Dean of
Administration Burns).
This new residence hall appears as a modem apartment building and
aesthetically blends with the nearby residential neighborhood. It imparts an inviting
message of “community” to those who first enter the campus area or live in the
surrounding neighborhood—that the college is moving forward with the local
community as its partner. Symbolically, it seems to impart a message that we’re here
“to work” with you not “infringe” upon you (Dean of Students, Vernon).
Additionally in 2006, administrators learned that a military base\ located within
driving distance from BVCC, was to cease operating. Cited for closure by the U.S.
Department of Defense approximately two-years earlier, the base had been a major
employer for its local community. Its closure was economically devastating for its
community, but, simultaneously, became an opportunity for potential economic
development for that community and future training facility. Most noteworthy is that
the base appeared to be a ready-made opportunity for BVCC administrators to address
their needs to extend access and physical plant capacity (President Osgood). The base
had several buildings on vast acreage that could offer a physical plant complement to a
land-locked college that needed additional space for its growing student enrollment in

x The location and name of the military base are unidentified to maintain confidentiality
of the research site and its participants.
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academic transfer, occupational programs or specialized on-site training. At the time of
the base closure, BVCC was limited to conducting classes in area high schools and had
implemented distance learning options as short-term answers to growing enrollments.
However, to address long-term enrollment forecasts, these short-term solutions could
not accommodate burgeoning enrollments. President Osgood reported,
We looked around and decided that we had reached our capacity. We had to
admit that we were land locked—half of the college faces the water and the
other half faces the local neighborhood. It was a dilemma because we kept
asking ourselves, ‘how do we grow’? Then all of a sudden the military base
closes, and that’s how we grow.

In addition, Dean of Students/Director of Institutional Planning Vernon
elaborated,
We are a community college and a member of the greater metropolitan area and
when we work with other people, they get to know us and what we have to offer.
When the base closed, there was a loss of jobs and very hard for the community.
Folks in that area were very hesitant at first because they didn’t know what we
were all about. Politically, the location of the base could have warranted the
establishment of another community college and we did not want that. We
already had an infrastructure and resources here that were working and working
well. We wanted our presence in that part of the state so there would be no
reason to establish another community college.
Partnerships and grant-funded initiatives have paved a pathway for increased
mission access, one of the strategic plan’s core values. Administrators are able to
respond to changing workforce and local community needs for training in an economy
“on the move”, actively cultivating their roles in a changing economy, less as a
protagonist in the driver’s seat, and more so as in-tandem partners in the state’s growing
economy. As in-tandem partners, college administrators may be taking risks about
ideas for growth which may or may not result in increased access to programs and
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services.

Stated another way, the economy is ready and poised to progress and awaits a

willing partner, BVCC, to increase its momentum.

Extending Enrollment and Creating Capacity
While the state’s biennial budget once positioned the vocational institutes to
operate within fiscal constraints as stand-alone schools, it was not sufficient to achieve
mandated growth as recommended by the Brookings Institute and the Governor’s
Advisory Council. President Osgood noted that reliance on state appropriations only
allowed the college to “function and not grow”, did not address access to programs and
services and did not allow for increased capacity. President Osgood elaborated and
noted,
As a college community, we had to admit that, according to national trends, state
appropriations will continue to decline and the only way we can survive is by
growing because increases in tuition and fees will not permit us to grow in the
long term. The paradox is that we need to grow to survive. We need to replace
outdated program and curriculum models with state-of-the-art technology. We
cannot do that with state-assisted appropriations only.

Bay View Community College’s current strategic plan (2004-2007) has cited
access to higher education as its first core value. Prior to implementing this plan, the
State System Board of Trustees conducted a nationwide study of several stated and
determined that those stated that were prospering economically had a strong community
college system (President Osgood). The results of this study were noteworthy given
that the state’s post-secondary system is the smallest in the United Stated and called for
a major expansion to address the existing shortage of skilled workers in the state and an
ever growing demand for education and training programs offered by the colleges. The

study also demonstrated the compelling correlation among strong community college
systems and access to programs and services (President Osgood).
As administrators work toward meeting strategic plan goals, they address both
access and capacity as factors dependent upon an ability to balance liberal arts
curriculum with those in career and professional programs. Since BVCC is categorized
as a community college, its curriculum options span liberal arts, community education,
occupational programs and certificates in contrast to its heretofore insular-focusedvocational-institute or “silo” curriculum. Administrators reported that currently access
and capacity can often be paradoxical as they work to achieve growth, to increase
access, identify partnerships and to be mindful of affordability. Fiscally, administrators
report that they understand that general education classes can often underwrite
expenditures in an occupational program given its limited enrollment, quotas or seat
availability, policy or safety requirements. Vice President/Academic Dean Scott
elaborated,
Equally important, liberal arts classes have increased revenue to these programs.
My running joke is how many English students does it take to support a nurse?
All of these occupational programs are high cost. Having a ratio of liberal arts
students relative to all these other programs helps us balance and are in the
black, not the red.
However, as a community college whose first core value is access for all
programs, balance among offerings needs to occur to ensure available seats for
enrollment quotas in occupational program. Vice President/Academic Dean Scott cited,
That’s a real concern to us in terms of our mission to move from access to
capacity and make quality the inherent part of that mission. It’s one thing to be
a very affordable program, but if you don't have the funding to have a quality
program, people will be getting a good deal with a poor quality program because
there are not too many alternatives. Likewise, if you have all the liberal arts
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students waiting in line until an opening occurs in an occupational program,
that’s not access.
A decision-making dilemma may occur when administrators respond to access and
affordability to college programs and services by haphazardly “opening” the college
doors to all students without a plan in place to accommodate them in their first-choice
occupational programs. Fiscally and in the short term, college coffers are healthy by
underwriting cost-intensive occupational programs with well-enrolled liberal arts
courses such as English, history, psychology, sociology, etc. Simultaneously, students
are enrolled in liberal arts options and waiting until an opening occurs in a limited-seatavailability program such as nursing or automotive technology. However, long term
and in the final analysis, students who are interested in a chosen career path are not in a
position to wait indefinitely or afford extra tuition until an opening occurs in a limited
enrollment occupational program. These issues definitely call into question the
administrators ability to address their strategic plan:

access and affordability.

Leveraging Resources
Guided by the Strategic Plan’s third goal, partnerships, Bay View Community
College administrators seek to target successful initiatives with businesses, communities
and government agencies to enhance their programs. A major factor in successfully
putting partnerships into practice, benefiting both the college and partner is to leverage
resources. As a definition, leveraging resources is the relationship between debtlinancing and debt-equity in an institution. The term is also known as debt-equity ratio.
For a non-profit institution, e.g., a community college, it is the institution’s ability to get
funding for its programs, services and initiatives. Higher equity means an ability to
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obtain increased funding. For BVCC administrators, leveraging resources meant
matching this concept up with one of the Strategic Plan’s outlined goals: partnerships.
Bay View Community College administrators actively seek community
partnerships as a way to offset reduced base funding from state appropriations and to
leverage resources from the private and other non-profit or government sources in
support of common regional economic goals. For example, one of BVCC’s
occupational programs, automotive technology, was severely outdated and was about to
close due to lack of enrollment. With an infusion of much needed state-of-the-art
equipment and service bays by local independent automobile dealerships to the
college’s already intact and designated classroom space, and active recruitment, the
automotive technology program experienced a “rebirth” and now there are waiting lists
to enroll in its limited slots (Dean of Business and Community Partnerships, Wyman).
Additionally, BVCC faculty can provide consultative expertise in leadership,
performance management, workplace literacy, team and trust building, etc. on site at the
business or at the campus.
These leveraged resources are used to promote sustainable entrepreneurship and
underwrite job training at community colleges. Significantly, these leveraged
resources, along with a similar strategy, pooling, shape an institution’s external
environment, guide policy development and facilitate identification of coalitions that
can assist in achieving maximum program sophistication and job training skill
preparation that serves to benefit multiple stakeholders (Hoy & Miskel, 2001). Seeking
partnerships that enhance access to programs and services moves the college from its
former “silo” mentality and local job placement into a workforce development milieu
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that relies on integrated and sophisticated job training skills in a new economy.
According to Dean of Business and Community Partnerships Wyman,
We need to figure out what resources there are in the community and not
duplicate them, but enhance them by creating stronger program opportunities
that everyone can share. So, as the resources dwindle, we are able to increase
opportunities through partnerships so we can leverage those reduced state
resources. I look at the community college as an economic driver for the
community it’s in. If we don’t utilize partnerships to the best of our ability, we
are doing a disservice to our students, community and taxpayers.
In addition, Dean of Students/Director of Institutional Planning Vernon noted.
One of the things we are talking about right now is how we can use this
wonderful campus because we have this great location in a very desirable part of
the state. How can we use that to our advantage? We’re almost like a
business—how can we do that? We have to use partnerships in order to get
some of the resources we need with the universities, health care facilities, etc.
When we partner with outside organizations we are able to do more with less
and it’s good for the community. We get to work with other people and they get
to know us and what we have to offer.
However, in seeking those partnerships, executive level administrators are in a
position to scan the environment for potential opportunities and endeavors to assist
them identifying partnerships, solving problems and being in compliance with its
strategic plan. The President and Dean of Business and Community Partnerships meet
frequently with area community and private industry leaders to discuss, track and
monitor emerging trends in the local economy. Additionally, the President convenes an
Advisory Council whose membership includes college administrators and local
business, community and education leaders. Citing Vice President/Academic Dean
Scott,
You can’t keep these programs current without industry partnerships. Part of our
entrepreneurial spirit is to try to be very responsive to the needs of industry in
our area if not proactive. You have to anticipate your needs and seek a partner.
However, when you partner with them, you have to be very forthright about
what it takes to keep these programs going.
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Additionally, administrators reported that the soon-to-be branch campus, available from
the military base closure, provided an opportunity for them to transform the college into
a “magnet training center” for the state (President Osgood; Vice President/Academic
Dean Scott; Dean of Business and Community Partnerships Wyman). It was a
partnership between BVCC, local community officials, and business leaders. President
Osgood elaborated,
Our product, the graduates, is what is going to allow the state to compete in the
world economy. That change in view has allowed us to move ahead with many
programs, to partner and, basically, have influence more than anyone else within
the system and with the legislature.
However, as a new community college, BVCC has an expanded mission in
which students should be able to access program training and other higher education
options that will ultimately prepare students for employment in a global economy. This
expanded mission contrasts with a former “limited access” and selective enrollment
philosophy. Vice President/Academic Dean Scott elaborated,
A technical college is a fairly selective institution. You have to know what you
want to major in and you had to take the right courses in high school or there is
no place for you. So if you don’t know what you want to be and you didn’t
know it in high school, then there was no place for you. There were no
institutions in our state for the undecided student who wasn’t a good high school
student or the student who changed his/her minds about what they wanted to do.
Given a reduction in state funding bases, executive level administrators also
review campus programs and services carefully and reallocate resources to those which
are in compliance with the college’s strategic plan goals. Administrators monitor
program and service expenditures carefully. Dean of Administration Burns stated,
We try to maximize return on our internal investments. We have to look at how
we are spending available money to renovate, build new or maintain equipment.
A good example is distance learning because it has more impact on equipment
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rather than physical space. Another example is automotive technology where we
had to marshal the resources to facilitate the investment of equipment and space.
In this case, we leveraged our resources to invest in the physical space but
looked for partnerships to underwrite hundreds of thousands of dollars in
equipment.

Conclusion
Bay View Community College is a new player in a new state wide community
college system that was established in 2002. BVCC and the system are so new to
higher education and have almost one-half century to catch up. The college and system
were established almost forty-six years after a critical mass of community colleges
appeared on America’s higher education landscape in the 1960s and 1970s. The move
from a once stand-alone vocational school in the 1950s until the college’s recent
founding, less than five years ago, is part of a transformation in the state’s post¬
secondary training fabric for its citizens. From interviews and follow up discussions, it
appears that administrators take into account that they must participate, compete, and
respond as if they had been part of a well-established community college system, as
others across the United Stated, since the 1960s.
Administrators identified restructuring of post-secondary education, reduced
base funding and workforce demands in a new economy as forces they perceive to be
influences in the policy and decision-making processes on their campus. Coincidentally,
these forces are identical or similar to those environmental factors also perceived as key
among the nation’s more than 1,700 community colleges in addressing policy,
programmatic and service initiatives as discussed in Chapter 2.
Bay View Community College is still in its infancy as a community college.
However, administrators must behave as an organizational unit similar to those that
were established decades ago. This means that administrators must be able to respond to
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environmental forces that they perceive to shape their policy making and other
institutional issues in time-sensitive ways as if they had been doing business for a long
time. As such, BVCC administrators have responded to the perceived environmental
forces cited earlier by: 1) developing a new mission for a new economy; 2)
transforming from high school to higher education; 3) strategic planning; 4) being a
change-agent partner with the community; 5) embracing market-driven initiatives and
partnerships; 6) extending access and creating capacity; and, 7) leveraging resources.
Finally, Bay View Community College appears to be playing “catch up” in an
attempt to even a competitive playing field already occupied by long-established
community college across the United Stated. A crucial variable for Bay View
Community College administrators is the college’s newness as both a community
college and part of a state system of community colleges. Stated another way, BVCC
administrators seem unlikely to identify environmental forces and respond strategically
if their decision-making processes are framed solely in their newness as a college and to
a state higher education system.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS
The purpose of this research study was to investigate perceptions that
community college executive level administrators believe to shape their decision¬
making strategies in response to environmental forces in a highly competitive new
economy for higher education. Given the increasing influence of external market forces
in this competitive environment, this research has attempted to identify strategies that
move the decision-making processes, such as developing partnerships and embracing
market-driven initiatives. Within this context, the research has also attempted to reveal
the extent to which partnerships and other market-driven initiatives serve as conduits in
maintaining the institution’s core values of access and accountability. Conversely, the
research has also attempted to address the extent to which these partnerships and
initiatives may have moved the institution away from its core values of access and
affordability.
The plan for this study was established using existing research as a credible
literature base. It was clear from a review of this literature that much of the existing
work merely defined characteristics of entrepreneurial community colleges (Faris, 1998;
McClenney, 1998; Roueche & Jones, 2005) without providing any empirically-based
analysis of the external causes and internal responses associated with entrepreneurial
activity. However, there was minimal agreement in the literature as to the exact
meaning of the term “entrepreneurial”, and writings on this topic were often vague in
their foundational theory, largely relying on treatises, opinions, editorials, best practice
essays, conference presentations, etc. in assessing entrepreneurial movements and their
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impact. However, despite this lack of clarity this dissertation is intended to be one of
the first empirical studies in an attempt to more rigorously inform our knowledge about
entrepreneurial decision making in community colleges.
In community colleges, educational core values related to access and
affordability represent stability and reflect an image that most members of society
associate with higher education, setting it apart from other social agencies or business
and industries that provide training (Vaughn, 1991). This stability at the core provides
community colleges judicious opportunities to reflect on their missions, and embrace
new challenges and opportunities on the periphery. Specifically, community college
administrators at City View Community College and Bay View Community College
frequently examined their core values, making revisions to mission, programs and
institutional policies as needed in response to environmental changes or other factors.
This dissertation addressed factors affecting the traditional core values inherent
in the missions of City View Community College and Bay View Community College in
environments where at many community colleges across the country administrators are
pushing those missions to the periphery (Vaughn, 1991). The findings from this study
provide a more nuanced understanding of decision making regarding missions and their
expansion that moves beyond criticism about losing focus, being in disarray, and
adopting corporate mind-sets to the detriment of not meeting all of society’s needs.
Tensions among institutional stakeholders regarding core values and competing
priorities often manifest in competitive higher education environments in this new
economy (Clark, 1998; Zemsky & Wagner, 2006). At these two case study sites,
administrators have addressed tension-causing issues and have assisted stakeholders to
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cope with competing priorities by adopting creative change-agent behaviors and
utilizing the dual mission which will best serve the institution, faculty, staff and
students. Thus, this study provides not only a contribution to our theoretical knowledge
base about entrepreneurial decision making at community colleges, but also provides
two very different and distinct scenarios that can inform practice.
The following section, Cross-Case Findings, is an attempt to reveal
environmental forces that executive level administrators at City View Community
College and Bay View Community College perceived as pressures for their respective
decision-making strategies. This section, and those that follow, are also attempts to
close existing gaps in empirical knowledge about entrepreneurial decision making in
community colleges.

Cross-case Findings
Introduction
Similar to many American community colleges founded in the 1960s, City View
Community College administrators have consistently worked closely with local
community and business leaders in defining what educational and training roles the
college could have for its community. From interviews and research documents, it
appears that CVCC has always been a community partner. However, the college’s
partnership with its community and how administrators interpreted the role they needed
to play would change beginning in the 1970s, evolving to a newly defined role in the
twenty-first century. City View Community College evolved into an economic partner
lor its region, moving the area from its once strong reliance on blue-collar trades’
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workers in the 1950s to white-collar para-professional workers in the late twentieth
century.
The community and region surrounding City View Community College, once a
vital and prosperous economic area, transformed from a manufacturing-dominated
region in the 1950s to a faltering “rust belt” economy beginning in the 1970s and
continuing through the mid-1990s. College programs, such as electrical and mechanical
technology, tied to 1960s community workplace demands in the trades, lost enrollment
and became nearly extinct by the 1990s. As the economic region transformed from an
industrial model to a service model economy by the beginning of the twenty-first
century, so followed a demand for more information and technology based programs at
CVCC in health care, social services, wholesale and retail trade, education and
telecommunications.
Similarly, Bay View Community College was also closely tied to its community
from its vocational school founding in 1946. At that time, its mission was narrower and
focused on training returning veterans from World War II to work in the local economy.
Population demographics in the catch-basin area did not suffer draconian reductions as
those in CVCC’s area due to loss of major manufacturing bases. However some
population shifts have occurred within the context of identifying new workforce
demands for a new economy as outlined in the Brookings Institute and Governor's
Advisory Council reports in 2006.
The aforementioned studies and recommendations clearly outlined the
significant training and economic roles that the state’s community colleges needed to
play in the state’s new economy. Equally important were the recommendations for
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increased appropriations to invest in the state's new community colleges. These
recommendations were critical in moving the colleges from their once stand-alone
categorization as woefully funded vocational institutes where programs were “starving
to death” (President Osgood) to community colleges that could offer relevant
curriculum, career options and services to their community and region.
Data from interviews revealed that City View Community College (CVCC) and
Bay View Community College (BVCC) administrators understood environmental
forces and were able to respond strategically to those forces while trying to keep access
and affordability at the forefront of their deliberations. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 outline the
environmental forces and institutional strategies that executive level administrators
identified in their interviews. However, as Table 6.1 indicates, administrators at each
community college identified forces that they perceived were significant pressures
shaping their decision-making strategies as outlined in Table 6.2. Comparatively, both
CVCC and BVCC administrators reported very similar environmental forces and
strategies. In some cases, there were subtle differences; in others, administrators
outlined different strategies.

Table 6.1: Environmental Forces
Environmental Forces

CVCC

BVCC

Restructuring PostSecondary Education
Reduced Base Funding

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Workforce Demands in a
New Economy; and
Increased Skills Demand
and Need for Growth
Student Consumer
Mentality
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Fable 6.2: Decision-Making Strategies
Decision-Making
Strategies

CVCC

BVCC

New Mission for a New
Economy
Environmental Scanning
Strategic Planning
Self-Pruning
Resource Reallocation
Embracing Market Driven
Initiatives; Developing
Change-Agent Partnerships
with the Community
Extending Access and
Creating Capacity
Leveraging Resources
Transforming Image

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No
No
Yes

No

Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Environmental Forces
Restructuring Post-Secondary Education
City View Community College opened its doors in 1962 and was well
established in its state’s system of higher education and community colleges. The
system, policies and regulations evolved through its forty-six year history and were in
tact by the twenty-first century. Replicating many community colleges across the
nation that were also established during the 1960s and 1970s, there was periodic growth
and evolution as a higher education institution. Thus, many organizational
infrastructures were in place to facilitate problem solving and facilitate responsiveness
to the local community by the twenty-first century.
Conversely, Bay View Community College is a new community college
participant in a new state wide system. BVCC was established in 2003, or forty-one
years later than CVCC. This decades-long gap and a move from a stand-alone
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vocational school to a community college, points to the pressures that administrators
recognize in their decision making. Specifically, administrators perceive there is
pressure to “catch up” and compete as a well-established college, as if they had been in
business for a longer period.

Reduced Base Funding
Table 6.1 lists multiple forces that administrators reported to have contributed to
institutional decision-making strategies. Administrators at City View Community
College identified reduced base funding as a significant force for their decision making.
Interviews and research documents indicate that without other identified pathways of
fiscal support, that could ultimately offset state and local funding appropriations,
student tuition appeared to shoulder CVCC’s funding gaps. Thus, to what extent have
executive level administrators placed themselves in decision-making postures that could
potentially jeopardize students’ access to and affordability of programs by not
identifying other revenue streams? Stated another way, administrators’ decisions may
close their doors to those individuals in most need of training and redirection in a
community that is regaining its momentum and economic stability from years ago.
Additionally, when students shoulder increased tuition costs, they may also choose to
enroll at institutions offering identical or comparable programs and services at more
affordable rates.
Furthermore, reduced funding from the state, following the radical restructuring
of the state’s post-secondary system, was a major environmental factor that BVCC
administrators had to seriously consider in their decision making about programs,
access and affordability. Their ability to respond to economic conditions, based on the
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old high school model, was limited given the current organizational structure, and it
presented both academic and fiscal challenges. On the one hand, state officials
considered that tuition was the only way for the college to grow and offer more
programs and services. Paradoxically, administrators could not exercise local decision¬
making control in setting fees; fees are set at the state level. A veneer of fiscal solvency
rested on the shoulders of student tuition.
However, most significantly, reduced funding and an increase in student tuition
calls into question BVCC’s core value and first priority in its mission: access. From
1986-2006, the percentage of the state system’s budget funded by state appropriations
decreased from 64% to 49.5%. The system had to rely on tuition and fees to fund an
increasing portion of its budget. According to the ECS Survey (2000), full-time tuition
in academic year 2000 was $2,040 annually. At that time, system administrators
instituted a six-year (2000-2005) freeze on tuition increases in order to expand access,
rationalizing that status-quo fees would result in increased enrollment. However,
beginning in 2005 tuition freeze was lifted and in 2007, tuition increased to $3,192
annually or approximately 55% of BVCC’s operational budget, calling into question
how students were going to access college programs.
Going forward, the ability of these stated’ community colleges to minimize
barriers that keep individuals from accessing higher education—affordability being one
of them—will be dependent on increased financial support from state appropriations or
other identified revenue streams. Administrators needed to think beyond business-asusual thinking and move toward minimizing those barriers. This new thinking was a
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forceful call for a plan that could lay a foundation for achieving institutional effectives
through measured goals and objectives.

Workforce Demands in a New Economy
For City View Community College’s region, the loss of manufacturing jobs in
the region simultaneously eliminated the need for certain college programs and services,
once tailored to address the training needs of individuals who chose to work in those
manufacturing blue-collar jobs. CVCC administrators were poised to play pivotal roles
in an economy recovering from “economic crisis”.
On the other hand, Bay View Community College administrators responded to
the state’s mandate to play a role in that region’s economy—and an economy on the
move in the twenty-first century. The State Governor’s Advisory Council
recommendations determined that the state’s community colleges could not meet the
demands of the state’s workforce and educational demands based on the old vocational
school/institute models.

Increased Skills Demand and Need for Growth
The transition from a once heavily dependent blue-collar-trades economy was
also a transition and opportunity for CVCC administrators to examine workforce skills
training necessary to work in a new globalized economy. This overhaul might include
curriculum content for occupational and liberal arts, integrated skills, technology,
critical thinking skills, all of which contribute to a highly skilled workforce able to
compete in the twenty-first century. Much current workforce development needs in a
new economy call for the completion of a degree rather than a focused training
certificate in a vocational field (Bragg, 2002).
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For Bay View Community College, the state’s old vocational school/institute
model only served those high school students who knew what post-high school training
they wanted to pursue. Similarly, the vocational schools only accepted students who had
made decisions about a training path they wanted to follow. As noted earlier, these
programs did not reflect new jobs training for a new economy—an economy that had
shifted from an agricultural and commercial fishing base to one that embraced more
jobs focus on the service industry, health care and technology.

Student Consumer Mentality
Administrators at City View Community College were keenly aware of their
competitors in a large metropolitan area. The population of the surrounding community
was large and able to sustain enrollments at CVCC. Nevertheless, administrators
recognized that students from this community and other nearby regions, seeking
enhanced and gainful employment opportunities after graduation, had a choice among
institutions of higher education in the region. Potential students contemplating
enrollment saw higher tuition costs at CVCC as one of several factors affecting a
decision to attend elsewhere. Administrators were also aware that programs models
were inefficient, outdated and not able to provide training for students in higher level
and integrated workforce development skills needed to obtain employment after
graduation. Students were no longer training just to work locally in the industrial trades,
but needed enhanced credentials to work in a more competitive environment.
Student consumer mentality was less of an issue for Bay View Community
College administrators who reported that access to programs and services has initially
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outweighed consumer demands. BVCC’s most challenging hurdle is to extend access in
response to growing demands for higher education training and credentials.
Analyses and recommendations for reform from the Brookings Institute and
Governor’s Advisory Council identified an already captive audience that awaited
accessible and enhanced program options for them. It is significant that just as old
program curriculum models would not work for a new competitive economy, so
followed a new “mind set” among administrators about how to deliver new curriculum:
on-line, compressed scheduling, contract training, etc. In addition, given the small
number of community colleges in this state, physical distance among campuses also
created a wider catch-basin region from which to recruit.

Institutional Responses
New Mission for a New Economy
Almost identical to founding mission philosophies of community colleges across
the United Stated established in the 1960s and 1970s, City View Community College
focused on access and affordability from its beginning in 1962. Data from interviews
and research materials attest that administrators, not wanting to lose sight of their
connections to the local community, have been able to respond, given the funding
environment, to community workforce development needs and higher education
preparation. In this milieu of responsiveness to its local community, CVCC’s mission
has expanded in tandem with new economy training demands.
Similarly, Bay View Community College’s founding mission philosophy,
framed within its original vocational school configuration and ideology stressed
affordable high quality education, providing workforce training programs and
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promoting economic development. However, this mission was also encased in a
controlled “closed shop" and male-oriented culture that diminished access. In its new
status as a community college, BVCC’s mission stressed both access and affordability
to workforce development programs as critical strategies in making an economy on the
move a reality vs. rhetoric. Bay View Community College’s new mission embraced
access and diversity and paved a pathway for increasing numbers of students who
wanted to pursue or complete training certificates or transferable degrees.

Environmental Scanning
Strategically, City View Community College administrators saw their “driver
seat” roles in working with the region’s economic recovery. Data from interviews
demonstrated that administrators reaffirmed this role periodically through
environmental scanning. This process provided administrators with required data from
surveys, strategic plan goals and objectives measurement, etc., to gauge the local
economy and any new and continuing workforce development issues. CVCC
administrators began to “rethink” their ways of doing business, internally and externally
with community and business leaders and elected officials.
External or environmental scanning is less of an issue for Bay View Community
College administrators. Currently, the college is recent to its current status and working
within legislative restructuring. For now, there is more tendency to respond to data and
initiatives originally outlined from the Brookings Institute reform recommendations and
Governor’s Advisory Council. Since BVCC has currently embarked on another
revision to its current strategic plan, environmental scanning will more than likely play
a more meaningful role for future endeavors.
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Strategic Planning
For City View Community College, one of the tactical institutional responses to
environmental forces was the development of a comprehensive strategic plan to guide
and measure performance objectives. Additionally, both the plan and the college’s
current organizational configuration provide a grounding to strategically respond to
those external forces cited in this study or other similar external market forces.
Interviews and research documents definitely demonstrate how the strategic plan and
CVCC’s administrative and academic organizational structures establish the necessary
goals, objectives, measurement and personnel with the jurisdiction to carry out these
charges. Stated another way. City View Community College appears as a “well-oiled”
machine and has many key infrastructure components in place or ready to respond when
the training, programmatic or other community need arises.
Similarly, Bay View Community College also implemented a strategic plan in
2003. This document was a modification of a more comprehensive state community
college system strategic plan that was mandated externally to BVCC: it was developed
at the state level and approved by the system’s Board of Trustees. To begin addressing
reduced funding and other environmental forces outlined in Table 6.1, BVCC
administrators implemented its current strategic plan in 2004, citing access and
affordability to its programs and services as the first priority. Past appropriations for
vocational institutes, funded by the state’s department of education, were reduced or
remained stagnant. Thus, measuring and achieving benchmark indicators as outlined in
BVCC’s strategic plan, solely dependent upon state allocations as its principal revenue
stream, became a moot point. Additionally, achieving access and responding to capacity
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becomes dependent upon the ability to generate other revenues to include federal grants,
to explore business and industry partnerships, and seek private donations.
Furthermore, Bay View Community College appears to be playing “catch up” in
an attempt to even a competitive playing field already occupied by long-established
community colleges across the United Stated, e.g., City View Community College. A
crucial variable for BVCC administrators is the college’s newness as both a community
college and part of a state system of community colleges. Stated another way, BVCC
administrators seem unlikely to identify environmental forces and respond strategically
if their decision-making processes are framed solely in their newness as a college and to
a state higher education system.

Self-Pruning
As a well-established community college, City View Community College had
developed a series of programs and services timely and relevant to the era in which they
were functioning well. Simultaneous to the region’s economic recovery, it was
fundamental for CVCC administrators to carefully scrutinize those programs and
services that would best assist in that economic recovery while maintaining the
college’s core values: access and affordability. Self-pruning was a proactive strategy to
realign resources to programs in greatest demand for academic program development,
worker retraining and efficiency in student service functions.
On the other hand, Bay View Community College administrators search for
ways to identify and infuse new resources into programs and services that were dying
on the vine under the vocational school/instate funding and organizational model.
Essentially, self-pruning, as outlined for CVCC, was debatable in Bay View
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Community College’s setting because minimal to non-existent resources had been
infused into programs and services for several years. Stated another way, there was
little, if anything, to prune. In fact, just the opposite was true. Bay View Community
College needed to expand, not curtail, programs and services to address access and
affordability issues.

Resource Reallocation
Similar to the thinking behind “self-pruning”. City View Community College
administrators saw resource reallocation as a positive, yet challenging, step in aligning
greatest program needs to community demands for workforce development and “fit” the
college’s mission. Administrators, through guidance from their strategic plan,
implemented accountability measures for all programs and services. Data from
interviews and research materials clearly demonstrated the need to revitalize curriculum
in programs that could help train individuals to work in a new competitive economy.
Likewise, resource reallocation to those programs and services in greatest demand also
created tension among stakeholders who witnessed first-hand a waning of “fiscal
comfort levels” they had come to depend on for some time. Data from interviews and
research materials showed that stakeholders saw resources redirected to other programs
and services with which they had minimal understanding or, perhaps, allegiance.
Resource reallocation has yet to be a strategic response among Bay View
Community College administrators. On the one hand, BVCC is still in its infancy and
its revenue allocations are currently not keeping pace with exponential enrollment
growth that is occurring in all college programs. Since administrators do not yet engage
in environmental scanning to determine greatest need for worker training, resource
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reallocation could be considered premature and potentially reactive when all the data is
not yet available. On the other hand, BVCC administrators cannot rely upon old
vocational school/institute funding models to underwrite comprehensive programs
aligned to a twenty-first century new economy model.

Embracing Market Driven Initiatives
In this case study. City View Community College administrators reported that
they identified several initiatives that generated additional revenue within the scope and
values of the college’s mission. Examples included partnerships with several local
businesses for on-site training, associate degree options for local trade union members,
federal grants, implementation of green technology campus policies, etc., all of which
generated or saved revenue in some form for the college. Administrators identified
these initiatives as entrepreneurial because they were creative, innovative and generated
ancillary revenues.
Upon closer examination, these initiatives also potentially position CVCC at its
mission periphery, calling into question what correlations exist with core values related
to access and affordability for students. On the one hand, entrepreneurial endeavors
such as those listed above may appear to save money by reducing operational
expenditures that could be passed along as increased tuition and fees. However,
reduced expenditures are not synonymous with creating access for potential students
and could result in negative public relations. Once administrators publicize their cost
savings measures for campus operations, they may indirectly announce that students
have underwritten these operations in the past with tuition. Clearly, that is not a
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message to pass along to constituent stakeholders. Cost saving measures, in this context,
are symbolic gestures better related to fiscal solvency issues rather than core values.
In the same way. Bay View Community College administrators also identified
several entrepreneurial market-driven initiatives to include partnerships, contract
training and, most of all, the availability of a vacated military base within easy driving
distance. This former military base became available for BVCC’s program
development, an opening to extend the campus service region and a potential solution to
cramped physical facilities on the main campus. Nevertheless, it may not be an
entrepreneurial decision. Instead, it appears to be more of an opportunity that resulted
from a coincidental confluence of events: the base closure, a new community college in
a new system and the need to reach out and recruit potential students who live in this
area and require training or credentials.

Developing Change-Agent Partnerships with the Community
For City View Community College administrators, developing transformational
change-agent partnerships clearly demonstrates the extent to which they are willing and
able to work in tandem with a community on its road to economic recovery. That
administrators have implemented program accountability, resource reallocation to
programs in greatest need and efficiency measures in programs and services are
testaments to their abilities as caretakers for a community in transition and recovering
from economic crisis from years gone by.
Partnerships with the community are the third goal in Bay View Community
College’s strategic plan. Administrators clearly understood the importance of not only
identifying potential partners for program and campus initiatives, but also their viability
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in making program modifications a reality. Most importantly, community partnerships,
corporate liaisons or other community connections appear to be vital components upon
which BVCC must depend in order to achieve its first mission goal: access. Without
identified partnerships, compromise can result and students may end up shouldering
much of the operational costs of BVCC through increased tuition and fees.

Extending Access and Creating Capacity
Extended access and extra capacity are less significant for City View
Community College. Through their decision making about strategic planning,
environmental scanning, self-pruning, and resource reallocation, administrators kept
access and affordability at the forefront. Nevertheless, another facet of access for CVCC
was its three new residence halls. It is noteworthy that administrators were able to
secure funding through the state for three new residence halls that opened in fall 2006 to
near capacity. On the one hand, the new residence halls did address capacity issues to
provide housing options for out-of-area students. Similarly, residence halls also offered
students a choice of what post-secondary institution to attend—one near home with
housing options or one in another part of the state with similar or identical residential
housing.
Access to programs and services was the largest and most significant change for
the once stand-alone vocational school/institute which became Bay View Community
College five years ago. Bringing outdated and equipment-starved programs into the
twenty-first century as new or modified training options for citizens meant opening
college doors to heretofore bystanders. Competition in a new economy meant extended
access to more students who could participate and earn credentials. Stated another way,
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increased access meant increased physical capacity to accommodate those students
through traditional classroom delivery or other modified ways, e.g., on-line or hybrid
classes. It also meant identifying other physical facilities to accommodate a growing
student population that escalated from 2,100 students in 2002 to 5,100 students in 2007.

Image Transformation
Significantly the strategic plan, along with other institutional responses that
include environmental scanning, self-pruning, resource reallocation, embracing marketdriven initiatives and image transformation have helped City View Community College
administrators to reposition themselves as more active economic partners to its
community in the twenty-first century. However, this reposition has not occurred
without tensions and cultural impact on internal and external stakeholders. Data-driven
decisions about college programs, services and their viability have left some internal
stakeholders on the edge and watchful about what may happen to their programs or
employment. Tensions among occupational program faculty regarding resource
reallocation to more feasible and new economy programs have resulted.
Similarly, tensions among liberal arts faculty, well-established in CVCC’s
culture and campus leadership, have also resulted. Faculty and other internal
stakeholders perceive that the college may be moving toward the mission’s edge by
embracing market opportunities and their revenues to the detriment of the college’s
commitment to core “heartland” values of access and affordability. As expected,
stakeholders perceive that City View Community College’s image has transformed
from its once banner-waving allegiance to academic core values to one that is more
aligned to a corporate bottom line. They also believed that the college was transforming
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to focus short-term training opportunities to the detriment of its once proud liberal arts
foundation.
On the other hand Bay View Community College’s image has been transformed
from its once stand-alone status among vocational schools into a comprehensive state
community college system. This transformation to a state community college has
opened access to programs and services for students seeking training and credentials.
Access was not available under the former vocational school rubric and closed to
students given restricted enrollments and non-existent recruiting efforts.
Additionally, entrenched behaviors among vocational program faculty created
an institutional culture that espoused influence over what students were admitted into
programs. This cultural behavior began to wane once the former vocational institute
became a community college. A new college mission opened the doors for more
program options relevant to the state new economy in both occupational offerings.
More programs meant competition for limited resources. Vocational school instructors,
very proud of their programs and influence over admitting potential enrollees, witnessed
some of that influence diminish because of the new mission’s identification of access as
a core value. New program options tied to the new economy could also mean
competition for the limited resources with which existing program instructors were
struggling or suffering. Competition had existed before but was framed in a program's
reputation, not its inability to acquire equipment or needed funding. The new mission
outlined access as its first core value. Increased access meant increased competition of
existing, albeit, limited resources to comply with access.
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Bay View Community College stakeholders perceived and simultaneously
predicted that their once proud vocational school, programs, allegiances and alliances
would become a “cookie cutter” community college structure. Becoming a community
college, for them, meant that the introduction of liberal arts curriculum and degree
options into a long-held industrial trades training environment would erode or eliminate
the need for occupational programs in the name of access.

However, these fears were

unfounded because by 2007, enrollments for occupational programs, by then funded
and equipped to meet training demands, were higher than 2002. Liberal arts
enrollments were also very high, accommodating those students who in many cases
were wait-listed until an opening occurred in a limited-capacity occupational program.
This enrollment growth continues in both occupational and liberal arts programs.

Leveraging Resources
That City View Community College administrators have developed strategic
responses by self-pruning and reallocating resources may mean less reliance on
leveraging resources. Administrators have made decisions that resulted in enhanced
programs that they define as in greatest demand for workforce training. Subsequently,
administrators have consciously and carefully identified, and secured resources to
adequately fund (equipment, departmental supplies, supplemental salary, etc.) those
programs in greatest demand. Through these decision-making processes, there is less of
a tendency to rely on leveraging internal resources when identifying potential partners
within the community.
Conversely, bringing outdated programs and equipment into a twenty-first
century milieu of training requires that BVCC administrators consider leveraging
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resources. The principal idea is to put partnerships into practice, benefiting both the
college and its partner. For Bay View Community College, leveraging resources has
been a major response to reduced base funding from the state. However, leveraging,
along with pooling resources, are strategic symbols for a new college in its infancy. It
guides policy development, shapes the external environment and facilitates
identification of coalitions that can assist in achieving job skills preparation training that
benefit multiple stakeholders.

Synthesis
While each of the case studies provides unique insight into the entrepreneurial
nature of decision-making in community colleges, there is also knowledge to be gained
from a synthesis of the findings across the cases. As such, Figure 6.1 provides an
overview of the findings of the cross-case analysis in this study. It is apparent from
interviews and research materials that executive level administrators saw themselves as
entrepreneurial when they identified environmental conditions and subsequent
institutional responses to those conditions. However, upon closer examination and
analysis, administrators at CVCC and BVCC demonstrated different decision-making
responses and strategies based upon the availability, munificence, or scarcity of
resources to each institution (Hoy & Miskel, 2001; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
Institutional leadership responds to both opportunities and challenges that occur
in the external environment. When faced with such challenges and opportunities,
effective transformational leadership moves the institution forward with its
entrepreneurial decision making strategies. AT City View Community College and Bay
View Community College, executive level administrators reported that they responded
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entrepreneurially to environmental challenges. Reviewing the literature from Chapter 2
reminds us that there are many claims within the community college sector to
entrepreneurial initiatives and activities. Additionally, environmental conditions might
suggest that executive level administrators are making entrepreneurial decisions.
However, to what extent are their decision-making strategies for institutional change
just coincidental opportunities that happened to converge at a pivotal point? Moreover,
are these decisions entrepreneurial or just different approaches because of intent or
external market forces?
The answers to these questions vary at CVCC and BVCC—as indicated in
Figure 6.1 and as discussed in the following paragraphs. It is worth noting that despite
the fact that both campuses faced environmental conditions that facilitated their leaders
to look for entrepreneurial approaches to challenges and opportunities, the responses
and strategies varied—CVCC became more proactive while BVCC reacted to these
changes. The differences between the two are explicated below and help us to better
understand the different possibilities for thinking about entrepreneurial pressures and
responses.
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Figure 6.1

Entrepreneurial Decision Making at CVCC and BVCC

As demands have increased for jobs that are relevant for a new economy, so has
evolved City View Community College’s role as a partner to its community. Always a
collaborator, CVCC administrators currently find themselves in more clearly defined
protagonist roles as in-tandem educational partners with a community that is recovering
from an economic crisis that began in the 1970s. This community’s road to recovery
began in the late 1990s. It was during this time that executive level administrators
witnessed first hand a need for their educational services to help citizens transition into
more viable, stable and fiscally healthy workforce environments that focused on whitecollar employment. Due to reduced local sponsor share funding and state restrictions
about funding new occupational programs, CVCC executive level administrators could
not generate resources to maintain the college’s old-model occupational programs.
More significantly, executive level administrators also saw an opportunity to market the
college for this new group of white collar working professionals. Through conscious
marketing and recruitment efforts, administrators created a niche for the college in post¬
secondary markets. Specifically, this market niche paved the way for potential students
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to make a conscious decision to make CVCC their first choice among the region's
educational institutions for post-secondary training. When resources are lacking, the
chances to become entrepreneurial change agents are higher for executive level
administrators. In resource poor environments, the availability or lack of revenue
(public-supported or private), drives decisions (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997).
By identifying other environmental conditions (reduced base funding, need for
growth, workforce downsizing and population demographics, and consumer mentality),
executive level administrators scanned the environment to see what resources were
available. Executive level administrators implemented various institutional strategies as
responses to these environmental conditions as outlined earlier in Table 6.2, Decision
Making Strategies. By implementing these strategies, administrators participated in an
exchange with their external environment to acquire needed resources (Hoy & Miskel,
2001). The availability of these resources gave administrators a way to meet what other
people wanted for training in a region that was moving from its economic crisis to one
of recovery, and ultimately, stability. Executive level administrators became classic
entrepreneurs and change agents, because they created a market for their programs and
services, identified fiscal and human resources to carry out these programs and services,
and carved a niche for themselves in the local economy and other external agents.
Executive level administrators’ entrepreneurial “other-directed” behaviors
(Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978) resulted from the actions of external agents in the
environment that had the fiscal resources or other means to affect executive level
administrators’ decision making. Nowhere was this decision-making process more
evident than in recruitment and enrollment management during the past twelve years.
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Enrollment peaked at 7,500 students in 1995 and surpassed 11,000 students in fall 2007.
During this twelve-year period, enrollment steadily increased by 3,500 students or 47%
from 1995. However, more importantly, executive level administrators engaged in
proactive decision-making strategies that increased enrollment that focused on access
and affordability for students. Keeping these core values at the forefront of decision
making allowed administrators to focus on managed and manageable enrollments for
the college. In other words, operations and infrastructure patterns were already in place
and “ready to go” when enrollment began to increase in the late 1990s. Executive level
administrators planned for this change by reaching for the mission’s perimeter while
simultaneously keeping “one foot” firmly planted in its academic heartland (Clark,
1998) and mission core: access and affordability.
City View Community College administrators are now playing more pivotal,
proactive, and “change agent” roles to the region’s economic recovery. Their
leadership and experiences have provided the grounding for a new organizational
structure to identify and respond to the community’s demands and concerns and manage
problems and uncertainties associated with exchange transactions with environmental
agents (Levin & White, 1961; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Thompson, 1967; Tolbert,
1985). City View Community College leadership roles are now grounded in teamorientation, process, technical expertise in collecting information for data-driven
decisions, and overall support for internal and external stakeholders (Quinn, 1988).
Turning to Bay View Community College, the findings from this study present a
different picture than the proactive responses from at City View Community College.
BVCC’s first identified goal in its strategic plan is fiscal resources. Executive level
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administrators identified several environmental forces which they believed placed them
in a decision-making posture to be entrepreneurial (restructuring post-secondary
education, reduced base funding, new workforce demands, etc.). These environmental
conditions did not necessarily force executive level administrators to transform
themselves as City View Community College did through self-pruning and a
reallocation of resources. Environmental conditions and other state policies created
conditions under which BVCC administrators responded more reactively rather than
proactively. It is noteworthy that executive level administrators at BVCC did respond
to environmental conditions; however, the fact that they responded to external forces or
other opportunities was not necessarily entrepreneurial. In contrast to City View
Community College, executive level administrators did not develop institutional
strategies as a forerunner to creating a market for the college. Strategies for BVCC
were better defined as opportunities upon which administrators could take action that
ultimately benefited the college. On the surface, it would appear that BVCC
administrators were in a position to seek both state-assisted financial support and other
identified revenues. As such, there was an impression that executive level
administrators were in a position to identify and seek other external revenue sources to
make that goal a reality. Unlike City View Community College, BVCC executive level
administrators are not in a position to assist in economic recovery for its community.
On the contrary, Bay View Community College executive level administrators are in
the midst of their state’s healthy economic swing and are in a position to “ride the
waves” of prosperity along with the surrounding community. Decision making appears
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as “waiting to happen" when the timing is right or an opportunity arrives, such as the
military base, that can potentially benefit multiple stakeholders
This strategic plan goal is juxtaposed, and possibly contradictory, to the
college's “heartland" core values (Clark, 1998) of access and affordability as cited in its
mission. Nevertheless, core values appear connected to the identification of new
revenues and resources in a progressive and healthy economy. By accepting that access
and affordability, once a moot concern in a vocational school/ institute that limited
enrollments, could materialize by identifying and seeking outside revenue, resources
and physical capacity facilities could open opportunities for potential enrollees.
However, upon closer examination, BVCC’s enrollment has increased exponentially,
140%, since 2002. At that time, college enrollments peaked at 2,100 students and by
fall 2007, increased to 5,000 students. This skyrocketing growth does not necessarily
speak to any entrepreneurial decision making by executive level administrators. On the
contrary, these enrollment figures best represent students who are “already on the
sidelines” and ready to enroll in long-awaited post-secondary training opportunities. It
is apparent that Bay View Community College executive level administrators were less
inclined to develop enrollment recruitment strategies to manage enrollment growth
when a plethora of potential students were waiting to enroll. Administrators did react to
this cadre of students awaiting open seats in limited-space-occupational programs by
having them enroll in general education classes until such openings occur.
While the data speaks to increased enrollments for both occupational and liberal
arts programs at Bay View Community College, these figures also represent a
compelling postscript. On the one hand, BVCC administrators make decisions that offer
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access to programs and college services. The mind set may be driven by the belief that
even if occupational programs have limited quotas due to policy, OSHA standards,
licensing requirements, etc., students can enroll at the college and complete liberal arts
courses in anticipation of an open slot. This solution may work in the short-term, but
certainly not indefinitely. Students will not wait for extended periods, paying personal
out-of-pocket tuition or incurring financial aid debt for a remote chance that a program
opening may occur in the future.
BVCC administrators have responded quickly and judiciously on behalf of their
college. Data from interviews and other research materials point more to
administrators’ reactive decision making. Bay View Community College, juxtaposed to
City View Community College, does not have an organizational infrastructure and
adequate personnel lines to respond to fluid external market forces and environmental
conditions (Levin & White, 1961; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Thompson, 1967; Tolbert,
1985). Administrators juggle their multiple roles spanning, e.g., overseeing student
services and, simultaneously, directing institutional advancement. This places
administrators in positions to react to opportunities, but not necessarily to respond
proactively as “change agents” for their community, potentially resulting in messages to
internal and external stakeholders that administrators may take risks in their decision
making and embrace short-term market-driven initiatives to the detriment of long-term
planning. However, this type of change is not necessarily negative. Currently, there is
less pressure on executive level administrators at BVCC to be as proactive as CVCC
given the munificence of resources available in their external environment (Hoy &
Miskel, 2001). At this point in Bay View Community College’s infancy, it does not
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appear that the college is as “other-directed and constantly struggling with autonomy
and external control” compared to CVCC (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978, p.257). It is
apparent that Bay View Community College administrators respond more to statedirected mandates related to a new and prosperous economy rather than seeking
partnerships that serve to ameliorate an economy on its road to recovery.
Bay View Community College administrators have made significant strides to
act on those external factors they perceive to affect their decision making. All the same,
BVCC administrators are also working in a college and in a system that are both new
and, perhaps, in untested waters financially and strategically. Administrators are
attempting to play “catch up” to compete regionally and nationally with longestablished community colleges. In playing “catch up”, leadership decisions may
appear to be more inventive, risk taking and ad hoc, in response to a rapid-changing
environment or a current controversial issue to the detriment of a planned, long-term
and thought out decision-making processes (Bolman & Deal, 2003, p. 79).
Stakeholders may perceive such decisions as incoherent, “crisis oriented” or even
“crisis management”. On the other hand, and, within a tight and recent chronology,
leadership, and decision making styles may appear to be entrepreneurial on the surface,
but are, in reality, more directive, decisive, task-oriented and work-focused within a
controlled and structured organizational environment (Quinn, 1988). Administrators
have been able to respond quickly to changing and fortuitous opportunities given the
broad range of experiences from other state systems that have prepared to respond
quickly in a brand new community college system.
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Finally, the evidence appears crystal clear that if executive level administrators
perceive their decision-making processes as entrepreneurial, then these decisions must
reflect a marshalling of resources for the institutions to survive, be sustainable, and
endure for a foreseeable future and in the long term. Conversely, if decision-making
processes are reactive, the institution will not survive these environmental conditions or
any other external forces, short or long term.

Addressing the Research Questions
Given the purpose of this study, the following questions guided this research:
•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive advantages
and disadvantages of the new market on their institutions?
City View Community College administrators appear to understand multiple

environmental forces that have shaped their decision making at the college. Interviews
revealed that administrators weighed both advantages and disadvantages of the new
market on their institutions. Reduced base funding, while the most significant force
simultaneously became an impetus to move beyond “business as usual” thinking
patterns. Clearly, decreased revenue forced a decision-making posture in which
administrators had to “step up to the plate”, take charge and identify other revenue
sources to offset potential losses. This decision-making stance may have appeared to be
innovative and creative, two characteristics outlined by Roueche and Jones (2005) as
attributes of an entrepreneurial college.
Assuredly, the most significant environmental factor affecting Bay View
Community College was its radical restructuring from a vocational school/institute to its
present day categorization as a community college. BVCC is a new player on the
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“community college block” since it moved to its present status in 2002. The decision to
restructure the college was mandated by the state. However, other environmental
conditions that contributed to that state mandate were also key factors that BVCC
administrators identified as pressures in their decision making that had impact on access
and affordability for students. As cited and discussed in Chapter 5, these environmental
factors included reduced base funding, workforce demands in a new economy and
increased skills demand and need for growth.
•

How do community college executive level administrators perceive the effects of
the new market on their decision making, priorities and strategies?
In its forty-six year history, City View Community College has been an in¬

tandem partner, forging ties and cultivating connections in the surrounding community.
Administrators reported that they have consistently been able to respond efficiently and
expeditiously to community demands. Organizationally, administrators have been able
to respond expeditiously and efficiently because there are multiple structures and
operations already in place to address changes that are occurring or are on the radar
screen. Its longevity, community grounding and relationships to local community and
business leaders have resulted in a proven track record for City View Community
College administrators to expand their mission, revise their strategic planning, cultivate
partnerships, seek out entrepreneurial opportunities and identify new resources for the
foreseeable future.
Bay View Community College’s new status as a community college resulted
from a radical restructuring of the state’s vocational institutes to community colleges
accompanied an expansion of their institutional mission. Originally, BVCC s founding
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mission in 1946 was to train World War II veterans to work in local jobs in the
surrounding community. An expanded mission for BVCC was access—which did not
exist in the original vocational schools. Enrollments were limited to those students who
knew what they wanted to study after high school. This “closed shop” mentality in
trades programs replicated prevailing trade unions philosophy from a bygone Fordist
era. In the latter, membership was frequently based on nepotism and closed to any
impartial access. You knew someone who knew someone. An expanded mission for a
new community college meant that heretofore barriers to recruitment, admission and
program completion would disappear.

Implications for Research
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the purpose of this research study
was to investigate perceptions that community college executive level administrators
believe shape their decision-making strategies in response to environmental forces in a
new economy. In particular, a major goal was to examine environmental forces and
decision-making strategies through an empirical lens rather than reliance on descriptive
definitions.
After concluding the research and analyzing the data, it is important to provide a
footnote. To what extent are these decisions proactive entrepreneurial responses to long
term planning efforts at a college, particularly in an environment that lacks fiscal or
human resources?. Conversely, to what extent are these decisions more reactive in
munificent environments that can underwrite short-term opportunities for enhancing
programs and increasing enrollments? I have attempted to present the reader with a
knowledge base in these two distinct case studies that could be transferable to other
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community colleges in the United States. However, cautiously, the environmental
forces and decision-making strategies are not exclusive to the two institutional case
study sites. They may represent many of the same forces with which executive level
administrators nationwide currently struggle and reflect on in their institutional roles.
In any case, further research needs to move beyond descriptions of entrepreneurial
community colleges as proposed by Roeuche and Jones (2005) and discussed in Chapter
2. Thus, a first research priority for further study would be:
•

Conduct multi-institutional surveys regarding environmental forces and
decision-making strategies that administrators use to respond

•

Design further case studies that investigate categories of entrepreneurial
decisions that executive level administrators have made

•

Research decision-making processes in community colleges with munificent or
lacking resources
Additionally, there are social, ethical and economic implications for traditional

community colleges stemming from potential entrepreneurial decisions to provide open
access for under-prepared, nontraditional and low-income students. If opportunities
become lost by limiting access and ignoring affordability by focusing on entrepreneurial
initiatives to the detriment of the institution’s core values, then there could be serious
societal implications. There could also be serious economic, educational and political
implications as community colleges compete, albeit, struggle for limited state-assisted
appropriations in a wavering economy. Similarly, if community college administrators
choose to solely focus decisions on core value components, the fiscal infrastructure of
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the institution could be severely compromised. Thus, further research is called for to
address limited state resources and might be focused as follows:
•

How are community colleges defined for the twenty-first century?

•

How can state appropriations be increased and emerge from funding
unpredictability in recent years?

•

If state allocations continue to lag and fall further behind, what are the
short and long-term decision-making strategies for two-year community
colleges that have been heavily dependent on such appropriations?

Additional research is also called for to study community colleges as learning
colleges, responding to external market forces and ones that are grounded in economic
purposes (Cohen & Brawer, 1996; Levin, 2000; McGrath & Spear, 1991), minimizing
potentially pejorative terms such as “mission creep” or “mission sprawl”. Research
might be conducted in the following area:
•

strategic plans, their role in transforming and guiding once heavily
dependent and state-assisted institutions into ones that have embraced
and outlined achievable goals, and have benchmark performance
indicators to assess institutional their effectiveness

•

comparative case studies of how the availability of private revenue
streams may be transforming community colleges into institutions
tailored for and sponsored by private industries

Additionally, as college administrators respond to external market forces, to
what extent are college core values of access and affordability enhanced or diminished?
Similarly, to what extent do external market forces redefine institutional cultural values
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for internal and external stakeholders. Further research is recommended for the
following area:
•

defining access and affordability as institutional core values in an
evolving academic environment that responds to changing economic
winds, fiscal constraints and workforce demands while adhering to its
core values

Furthermore, in practicing entrepreneurial decision making, community college
administrators may have embraced for-profit opportunities amidst the tradition of an
exchange of ideas in a two-year academic guild. This transformation to identifying and
offering more competitive and, perhaps, risk-intensive programs centers the locus of
control to locally identified stakeholders who have vested interest and experience to
develop and market new programs or services for potential stakeholders. In a
transformation shift, sheathed in perceived entrepreneurial decision making, there is a
call for further studies and analyses to address:
•

institutional cultural dynamics and interplay among stakeholders as
administrators respond to curriculum/program demands in the liberal arts
or para-professional training options

•

image transformation or identification of institutions to complex and
comprehensive colleges that may embrace corporate mind-sets and
decision making ideologies within the milieu of a two-year academic
guild

Finally, institutional change requires creating a new system, which in turn
always demands leadership (Kotter, 1995). Former leadership models which appeared
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to work for decades affected by a different set of external market forces and
environmental conditions no longer function well in this new century. There are new
paradigms requiring how leaders develop and live a new model of leadership. These
factors will be critical for the success of decision making in new economy institutions.
Further research in this area should include:
•

executive-level leadership programs that “groom” potential senior level
officials beyond “academic guild” preparation. Future leaders may need
more political and/or legal graduate preparation rather than content
graduate degrees.

•

graduate leadership programs that stress more exposure to real-world and
“hands-on” daily operational focus in leading a community college to
include budget analysis, revenue forecasts, fundraising, staffing, and
curriculum and policy development.

Implications for Policy
The new economy is more than likely to have an omnipresent effect on decision
making processes among community college administrators for the foreseeable future.
One of these effects, identified in these case studies is an expanded mission in response
to multiple environmental forces. It is also more than likely that administrators, local
business and community leaders, and statewide policymakers will need to continue their
collaborations in response to those forces to accommodate a growing student population
that is seeking enhanced credentials. Future implications on institutional or statewide
policy might address:
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•

increased revenue benchmark indicators for community colleges to
identify industry partners or other private revenue sources. However,
caution is necessary so not to penalize an institution that decides to wean
itself from state assistance in favor of other private partnerships

•

reconfiguration or reorganization of state community colleges into
specialized training centers sponsored by and tailored for business and
industry. This might add a third tier and separate training institutes to
the current higher education organizational structure of higher education
in the United Stated (Townsend, 2001).

Conclusion
The purpose of this research study was to tell the story of two community
colleges, their histories, identification of external market forces, and strategies as
institutional responses in this new market economy. In addition, the purpose was to
create a narrative depiction of executive level community college administrators’
perceptions regarding these external market forces and their decision-making processes.
Throughout the study, emphasis was placed on the duality of maintaining core mission
values of access and affordability within existing or evolving environments that needed
to identify additional fiscal, human or physical capacity resources.
Keeping access and affordability in mind, administrators responded to perceived
environmental conditions through a series of processes to include environmental
scanning, multiple forums, community-based surveys and, finally, the development of
functional strategic plans tailored for their organizations. It is worth noting that while
the core provides opportunities to examine mission, it is also the slowest to adapt to
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changes resulting from environmental factors or market forces. The fastest changes
occur at the periphery and are often the most exciting and innovative changes that are
occurring. Nevertheless, community colleges operate at both the core and periphery and
it is in this context that a better understanding of these uniquely American higher
education institutions surface.
It is my hope that these case studies have helped the reader to develop a better
understanding for the complexities of internal and external forces, coalitions, policies,
reform, etc. that comprise entrepreneurial decision making among executive level
administrators in American community colleges. Similarly, I hope that the reader has
developed a better understanding of the increasingly competitive world of higher
education and administrators’ needs to respond resourcefully, balancing rhetoric vs.
reality.
Finally, for community college administrators and other institutional
stakeholders contemplating expanding the college’s mission, this study provides
foundational theory, options, concerns, implications and recommendations that should
be carefully considered. Additionally, my goal was to shed light on two distinctly
different community colleges where environmental forces and decision-making
strategies can inform future practice at other community colleges across the nation. I
hope that this research study will assist all internal and external constituents to
understand the founding values of community colleges, their evolution, tradition, values
and future roles in American higher education.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Name

_

Position

Date_

_

_Community College

Telephone_

City/State/Zip_

1.

How do you understand the founding mission philosophy of XX
Community College?

2.

How has the current mission of XX Community College evolved or
expanded over time? When did this expansion begin and for what
periods of time?

3.

What other shifts or expansions have occurred in XX Community
College’s mission?

4.

How do you perceive that (prompts: reduced state funding, competition
with for-profits, community partnerships, distance learning, customized,
student consumers, contracts, etc.) have influenced mission shift? Please
elaborate on some events or policy initiatives that you believe may have
affected this shift.

5.

Please elaborate on how you perceive these factors (from #4 response) to
be influential in shaping your current thinking about academic program
development or policy?
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6.

As a result of these events or policy initiatives (from #4 and #5
responses), what new or recent entrepreneurial projects/activities are in
the works at XX Community College?

7.

How do you see these initiatives to be in XX Community College’s best
interest? Why or why not?

8.

In developing this/these entrepreneurial activities, what was the impetus
for each project? Who was involved in initiating the project? What
others were indirectly involved or drawn into the conversation?

9.

What was your role in developing institutional policy, strategies and
implementing new programs or services as part of these
activities/endeavors?

10.

Please describe an example of a decision-making process you followed
to arrive at your decision about a potential entrepreneurial endeavor.

11.

Please describe how this decision-making process and decisions were
conveyed to constituent stakeholders.

12.

What was the reaction of various stakeholders/constituents on and offcampus to the particular initiatives we have been discussing?

13.

How would you categorize your leadership style in a decision-making
process at XX Community College?

14.

How do you understand the term, “entrepreneurial”?

15.

Given what we have been discussing, what else do you think I need to
know?

16.

Is there anyone else you think I should talk to?
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APPENDIX B
PER STUDENT STATE SUPPORT FUNDING GAP > $4,000

State

Gap

State
Taxes

Local
Taxes

Other

Alabama

$5,403.00

47.0%

9.7%

Not
Reported

Arizona

$3,932.00

21.0%

57.0%

1.0%

Delaware

$4,275.00

57.0%

11.0%

10.0%

Illinois

$6,214.00

25.8%

43.2%

3.9%

Louisiana

$4,352.00

55.0%

X

7.0%

Maine

$6,871.00

46.0%

X

28.0%

Michigan

$6,487.00

26.5%

25.0%

25.0%

Missouri

$4,230.00

41.0%

26.0%

7.0%

New Jersey

$4,144.00

24.0%

30.0%

4.0%

31.3%

Not
Reported

New York

$7,333.00

29.0%

(Source: ECS, 2000)
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APPENDIX C
COMMUNITY COLLEGE APPROPRIATIONS CHANGES IN A 10-YEAR
PERIOD

State
Alaska
Colorado
Hawaii
Iowa
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Vermont
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1990 / 2000

1992 / 2002

1994 / 2004

1996/2006

-1%
42%
23%
56%
23%
28%
47%
111%
68%
27%
-2%
37%
18%
33%
39%
10%
48%
35%
20%

14%
57%
3%
47%
39%
73%
48%
118%
83%
7%
19%
37%
65%
47%
58%
31%
38%
38%
36%

21%
11%
7%
20%
39%
-5%
33%
74%
38%
20%
22%
28%
53%
7%
29%
45%
21%
19%
58%

44%
3%
37%
16%
39%
19%
20%
25%
19%
41%
50%
25%
50%
13%
24%
49%
-2%
16%
71%

(Source: www.measuringup.highereducation.org)
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